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Abstract 

Using English and the West-African creole language Krio as the ob
jects of inves tigation, this study proposes an analysis in which verbs 
and the paradigms pertaining to verbs are conceived of as being the 
only direct carriers of linguistic time encoding. The fundamental 
assumption is that nominals encode substance, be it concrete or ab
stract, and that verbals encode abstract substance with time. 

The theoretical backdrop is provided by Derek Bickerton's Roots 
of Language (1981) and "The Language Bioprogram Hypothesis" 
(1984) in which he proposes a set of conceptually fundamental distinc
tions. These distinctions: the state/process; the durative/punctual; the 
realis/irrealis; and the anterior/non-anterior; are discussed in relation 
to four dynamicity values of verbal nuclei: stative; processive; eventive; 
and telic. These are proposed by the present author, but draw on 
Bernard Comrie's aspectual analysis in Aspect (1976). 

Three different layers of analysis are put forward: (1) the nucleic, 
which consists of the verbal carrying the meaning core of a situation; 
(2) the verbal constituency, in which we find all TMA encoding, tha t 
is, the tense, mood and aspect of the situation; and (3) the (verbal) 
situation, which is conceived of as a superordinate, maximum unit of 
description. 

It is argued that the dynamicity value of the verbal nucleus to a 
large extent determines and limits the possible aspectual, modal and 
temporal interpretations of the situation. 

Keywords: English, Krio; distinction; tense, temporality; mood, mo
dality; aspect, aspectuality; nucleus; dynamicity; verbal 
constituency; (verbal) situation; phase; stative, state; pro
cessive, process; eventive, event; telic, bounded. 
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Abstract 

Using English and the West-African creole language Krio as the objects of 
investigation, this study proposes an analysis in which verbs and the paradigms 
pertaining to verbs are conceived of a s being the only direct carriers of l inguistic 
time encoding. The fundamental assumption is that nominals encode substance, 
be it concrete or abstract, and that verbals encode abstract substance with time. 

The theoretical backdrop is provided by Derek Bickerton's Roots of Lang
uage (1981) and "The Language Bioprogram Hypothesis" (1984) in which he 
proposes a set of conceptually fundamental distinctions. These distinctions: the 
state/process; the durative/punctual; the realis/irrealis; and the anterior/non-ante-
rior; are discussed in relation to four dynamicity values of v erbal nuclei: stative; 
processive; eventive; and telic. These are proposed by the present author, but draw 
on Bernard Conine's aspectual analysis in Aspect (1976). 

Three different layers of analysis are put forward: (1) the nucleic, which 
consists of the verbal carrying the meaning core of a situation; (2) the verbal consti
tuency, in which we find all TMA encoding, that is, the tense, mood and aspect of 
the situation; and (3) the (verbal) situation, which is conceived of as a super-
ordinate, maximum unit of description. 

It is argued that the dynamicity value of the verbal nucleus to a large extent 
determines and limits the possible aspectual, modal and temporal interpretations 
of the situation. 
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aspectuality; nucleus; dynamicity; verbal constituency; (verbal) 
situation; phase; stative, state; processive, process; eventive, event; 
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Abbreviations 

ABIL ability 
ANT anterior 
CZR complementizer 
EXT existential be 
FUT future 
IMP imperfective 
LOCBE locative be 
NEG negator 
OBJ object 
PERF perfective 
PL plural 
POT potentiality 
REAL realis 
SG singular 
v2 serial verb 

AdvP adverbial phrase 
BE copula be 
DET determiner 
FGR foregrounder be 
HAB habitual 
IRR iirealis 
N-ANT non-anterior 
NP noun phrase 
OBL obligation 
PFCT perfect 
POSS possessive 
PREP preposition 
REL relative pronoun 
Vi matrix verb 

Typographic Conventions 

• Examples of words and expressions are in italics: run, ron, He finds 
abducted children. 

• Translations and meaning are within inverted commas: 'run', 'state of hav
ing dinner'. 

• Quotations within the body-text are within double inverted commas: "the 
normal context or situation for occurrence of that object". 

• For emphasis, bold face is used: aspect, within. 
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The Krio Examples 

The Krio examples will be presented as below: 

# Dis tri layn dem ya go prizent di Krio egzampul dem. 
this three [[line] PL] here [IRRfut [present]] the Krio [[example] PL] 

These three lines will present the Krio examples. 
This is the reference line. 

The first line will be the Krio example; the second will be a morpheme-by-
morpheme, Anglicised presentation of t he example; the third line will provide an 
English translation; and finally, the fourth line, when applicable, will give a 
reference to the source of the example. 

In some of the Krio examples two non-English letters, adopted from the IPA 
alphabet of phonetic notation, may appearr "8", "e", representing the open e-
sound, [e]; and "0", "o", representing the open o-sound, [o]. 

The morphological presentation at the second line is to be interpreted as 
follows: 

• Items presented in small capitals; "FGR", "PL", "IRR" and "FUT", 
represent abstract morphemes the meanings of which are found in the 
section "Abbreviations" above. 

• Subscribed small capitals; "fut" in "IRRfut" indicate a further qualifica
tion of the head morpheme, "IRR". 

• Square brackets, "[ ]" surround phrases centered around one head 
word; [[example] PL], in which example is the head and PL is the plural 
marker. 

• Parentheses, "( )" surround items which are not represented on the 
surface level of the example but which carry an unmarked semantic 
value of some kind. For example [(ANT) [pie]], which is to be 
understood as the anterior tense of the verb pie. 
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1 
Introduction 

1.1 Background 

In my work with the creole language of Sierra Leone, Krio, I 
have gradually arrived at the realization that in this language 
tense, the "grammaticalised expression of location in time" 
(Comrie 1985: 9), often appears to be subordinate to aspect—the 
internal structure of individual events. That is, the first and most 
important grammatical distinction to be marked in the Krio verb 
phrase is the distinction between what appear to be the perfective 
and imperfective aspects; only as a secondary consequence of 
this distinction is the tense of the phrase indicated. 

The above-mentioned feature of Krio verbal marking would 
indicate that this language is an aspect-oriented language as op
posed to the tense orientation of English implicitly assumed by 
Comrie (1976, 1985). This is best illustrated by comparing a 
Krio non-stative verb, apin, 'happen', in a situation with present 
time reference, with the same verb occurring in a past situation: 

1 Di tin den we de apin naw no bin de apin fostem. 
the [[thing] PL] REL [IMP [happen]] now NEG [ANT IMP [happen]] firsttime 
The things which are happening now weren V happening before. 
God Pas Konsibul, act 3: scene 2: p.29 

2 Di tin den we apin no bin de apin fostem. 
the [[thing] PL] REL [(ANT) [happen]] NEG [ANT IMP [happen]] firsttime 
The things which happened weren't happening before. 

Here we see that (1) refers to the present moment, the moment 
in time which is chosen by the speaker as the point of r eference, 
whereas (2) refers to the past, a moment in time preceding the 
actual temporal point of reference. The important thing to note 
here is that in (1) the reference to the present moment is given 
not by a tense marker but by the marker of imperfective aspect, 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

c/e, whereas in (2) past time is indicated solely by the stem form 
of the verb. 

Admittedly, this alone does not show that in (1) we are 
dealing with an aspect rather than a tense marker. If this divi
sion, present = de versus past = stem form, was the reflection of 
a general rule in Krio verbal marking, we could conclude that de 
indeed constitutes a tense marker proper. This is not the case, 
however, as there is a group of verbs which do not require any 
marking in order to refer to the present time. These are verbs 
such as wo, 'know', redi1 'be ready'1, etc.; in short, stative verbs. 

3 Ano se yu bin gud. 
I know czR [you (SG)] [ANT [good]] 
I know that you were good. 
God Pas Konsibul, act 1: p.8 

In order for these verbs, the statives, to refer to the past they 
need marking. This is done by the insertion of the anterior tense 
marker bin, which shifts the time of the situation back to some 
point preceding the actual moment of re ference. Thus 

4 A bin no se yu bin gud. 
I [ANT [know]] CZR [you (SG)] [ANT [good]] 
I knew that you were good. 

indicates a situation which took place at some time in the past, us
ing the moment of utterance as the reference point. The reason 
for this difference in tense and aspect marking between stative 
and non-stative verbs is said to be that statives are inherently im-
perfective and thus in no need of an imperfective marker. This is 
1 The observant reader may object that redi is not a verb but an adjective. How

ever, in Krio—and in many other Creoles—there is a class of stative (adjectival) 
verbs, many members of which are lexically derived from lexifier language adject
ives but which in cases like this behave syntactically and semantically like verbs. 
That is, they are subject to exactly the same rules of TMA and NEG marking as 
are non-adjectival verbs. 

Moreover, we will see in Section 4.2 that the distinction between verbs and 
predicative adjectives such as (be) nice, (be) ready, etc., has no bearing on the 
present theory, a distinction which for that matter could be described as a 
superficial morphological difference in Standard English which may or may not 
manifest itself in other languages. 
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Basic Philosophical Considerations 

not the case with non-statives since they are generally thought of 
as completed actions unless otherwise marked.1 That is, they 
need imperfective marking if a lack of completion is to be com
municated. This indicates, as we will see in Chapter 5, that there 
is a contingency relation between aspect and tense, in the sense 
that the perfective aspect usually entails anteriority, or "before-
ness", whereas the imperfective aspect entails simultaneity, view
ed from the moment in time chosen as the point of reference. 

Worth remembering, in connection with the above is that the 
state/non-state distinction has at least one direct and important 
effect upon the English verb system as well. The well-known fact 
that statives and non-statives show differences in their readiness 
to accept the progressive form. The former usually do not, and 
the latter do. 

Considerations such as these have made me wonder if the 
verb systems, or more precisely the underlying foundation of tem
poral conceptions of languages such as English really are too 
different from Krio, at least as far as tense, mood and aspect 
(TMA) are concerned. It is my contention that a closer examina
tion will reveal a number of deeply rooted conceptual and 
structural similarities between the verbal systems, in the broadest 
sense of the term, of these languages. This despite the existence 
of the clear differences in morphological realization that do exist. 

1.2 Basic Philosophical Considerations 

Any discussion of tense, mood and aspect, and the linguistic enco
ding of these semantic categories, will have to touch upon the 
nature of t ime itself. One of the most important scientific theories 
of the 20th century is Einstein's relativity theory which basically 
regards space and time as dimensional reflections of the same 
phenomenon. Or in the words of Heidegger (1992: 3E): 

Space is nothing in itself; there is no absolute space. It exists 
merely by way of the bodies and energies contained in it. 

1 The state/non-state distinction and its impact on tense, mood and aspect mark
ing in Krio and English, will be discussed in Section 2.7 and Ch.3. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

[...] Time too is nothing . It persists merely as a consequence 
of the events t aking place within it.1 

One complication is that both space and time are psychological 
realities, with or without concrete bodies, energies and events. In 
this respect we can assume that both spatiality and temporality 
are encoded in language. The question is how? 

The standpoint taken in this study is that our conceptions of 
both space and time are grounded in the same basic categorial 
oppositions, namely background versus foreground, reality ver
sus imagination and before versus simultaneous; but that lan
guage has chosen to encode spatiality in nominals and temporal
ity in verbals (cf. Magnusson and Persson 1986: 15-17). Note in 
this respect the fact that bodies and energies were said to be 
contained in space, but that events take place in time. 

From a linguistic point of view, however, this Einsteinian 
conception of time (and space) leads to two questions, the an
swers of which turn out to be not mutually exclusive: (1) Is lingui
stic time an entity in its own right which is to be described as 
such? and/or, (2) is it to be handled as a spatial metaphor? 

The former standpoint seems to be the one taken in the 
framework of Cognitive Grammar as conceived of by Langacker 
(1990, 1994, 1995a, 1995b). In CG, time in its most basic con
ception appears to be regarded as a verbal category in its own 
right which is the implication of the following observation by 
Langacker (1994: 32): 

[T]he 'raw experience' of time passing is no doubt pre-
cultural and universal [...]. I claim that this basic temporal 
experience functions linguistically as part of the characteri
zation of every verb. 

The latter standpoint seems to be that of Lakoff and Johnson 
(1980), when they claim, discussing metaphors in general that 

1 Translation by William McNeill. The original text reads: 
Der Raum ist an sich nichts; es gibt keinen absoluten Raum. Er existiert 
nur durch die in ihm enthaltenen Körper und Energien. [...] Auch die 
Zeit ist nichts. Sie besteht nur infolge der sich in ihr abspielenden 
Ereignisse. 
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Basic Philosophical Considerations 

[...], time in English is structured in terms of the TIME IS A 
MOVING OBJECT metaphor, [...] (p.42) 

But there is another way in which we conceptualize the pass
ing of time: 
TIME IS STATIONARY AND WE MOVE THROUGH IT. (p.43) 

Lakoff and Johnson appear to claim that time may be conceptua
lized as a spatial metaphor since it is a fact that objects move 
through space, and stationarity can only be in relation to space. 

However, irrespective of the position we take on this issue, 
we must conclude that time is a psychological reality and as such 
it constitutes a good candidate for being linguistically encoded in 
one way or the other. 

While it is usually taken for granted that tense and aspect 
are verbal categories of t ime (cf. Comrie 1976 and 1985), in the 
sense that they are taken to stand in some relation to time, this is 
not the case for mood. As pr eviously noted, tense is traditionally 
said to locate situations externally somewhere on a time scale, 
whereas aspect is claimed to characterize the internal temporal 
nature of these situations (see also Ch.5). On the other hand, the 
category of mood is usually not associated directly with time. In 
the present framework, however, this is considered a rather ad 
hoc analysis which says nothing about the cognitive status of 
these categories, the very foundations upon which tense, mood 
and aspect are built. 

One important consequence of Bickerton's TMA analysis 
(presented below in Section 1.3) is that the category of mood is 
given a place within the verbal encoding of time since it is seen 
as stating the factuality or hypotheticality of s ituations in time. 
That is, situations are depicted as existing in time (realis) or as 
not existing in time (irrealis). 

In addition, Fleischman (1995: 543) in a footnote referring 
to an article by Slobin and Aksu from 1986, writes that, although 
on the theoretical level tense, mood and aspect "are clearly di
stinct categories", "they cannot always be teased apart and studi
ed in isolation from one another". Moreover, we will see, particu
larly in Sections 5.1 and 5.3 and in Chapter 6, that in the case of 
mood, there are indeed strong entailments with respect to tense 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

and aspect. Looking a bit further into the nature of these three 
verbal categories, we notice that all can be said to build on (or be 
extensions of) one binary distinction each: 

• the background/foreground distinction — aspect 
• the reality/imagination distinction - mood 
• the beforeness/simultaneity distinction — tense 

None of these distinctions is primarily a distinction rooted in time 
only. Instead they might be said to conceptualize and grammati-
calize three distinctions, the mastering of which gives a survival 
advantage1 in the form of: 

1 A capability to single out the percepts of salient (therefore 
potentially dangerous) happenings, the foreground, from the 
background. This capability is of course not restricted to 
temporal background/foreground relations (while x was de
veloping, y took place) since corresponding spatial relations 
(x is located in front of y)2 also exist. 

2 A capability to judge whether something can/may/will etc., 
happen (imagination), or has already happened/is already 
happening (reality). We judge the existence or non-existence 
of an entity located in space, in time, or in both. There is a 
car tells us that somewhere in space is an object, 'a car', but 
it also tells us that this 'car' has an existence which can be 
measured in terms of a time span. That is, not only does the 
car have a 'spatial existence', but it also 'exists temporally'. 

3 A capability to order events sequentially. That is, if you do 
x, then y will happen, {x is before/anterior to y), or x is tak
ing place right now (x is simultaneous with now). Not only 
events can be ordered sequentially, objects too can be ar
ranged in a sequence. The difference is that events are order-

1 These ideas are more elaborately developed in Bickerton (1981: Ch.4) in which 
he motivates his theory of increased survival potential gained by mastering these 
three distinctions. 

2 The notion of a foreground/background distinction (figure/ground) is also a 
cornerstone of cognitive grammar, cf. Langacker (1990, 1994, 1995a, 1995b). 
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ed temporally, whereas objects are ordered spatially. The na
ture of sequential ordering remains the same, though. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that, if the assumption 
that the verbal categories of tense, mood and aspect have their 
cognitive basis in the three more general distinctions; before/sim-
ultaneous, real/hypothetical and background/foreground, all of 
which can be said to apply equally well to both spatial and tempo
ral entities, then we are surely justified in granting the category 
of mood temporal status. 

Verbal categories are therefore categories of time since the 
descriptions of verbals, as opposed to nominals, must be made in 
terms of time, rather than in terms of space which is the case 
with nominals. Verbals have their extensions in time, whereas no
minals have their extensions in space1. 

As p reviously noted, the important assumption in this study 
is that in language, time is directly encoded only in verbals 
and the paradigms pertaining to verbs, and that this fact is one 
major distinguishing factor between verbal expressions and nomi
nal ones. Nominals carry space encoding, not time encoding. Ver
bals carry time encoding, not space encoding. In Section 2.2 we 
will discuss more specifically the notion of l inguistic time and its 
implications for the present study. 

1.3 The Bickertonian Distinctions 

This section will present the basic theoretical framework upon 
which the present study is based. It closely follows the one outlin
ed by Bickerton in Dynamics of a Creole System (1975), which he 
further elaborated in Roots of Language (1981) and in the article 
"The Language Bioprogram Hypothesis" (1984a). In Roots Bick
erton points out the importance of what he calls the state-pro-
cess2 distinction (SPD) in the creation of creole languages in gene
ral and for the realization—and interpretation—of tense and 
aspect in the creole verb phrase in particular. He assumes (1981: 

1 This extension in space of nominals may be concrete, as with 4a car', or abstract, 
as with 4 a feeling'. 

2 Further on this distinction will be referred to as the state/non-state distinction. 
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160) that the state/non-state distinction is innate, not because of 
any universality as such but 

[...] because it plays a crucial role in creole grammars. There, 
statives are distinguished from nonstatives by the fact that 
the nonpunctual marker never attaches to the former; 

The result of this role of the state/non-state distinction is that the 
creole grammar makes a covert distinction between statives and 
non-statives as far as tense and aspect marking is concerned (see 
examples (1) through (4) in Section 1.1). 

In Krio, however, we sometimes find the imperfective 
marker de attached to a stative verb, as in example (5) below. 

5 Isata, a de fred yu. 
Isata I [IMP [afraid]] you 
Isata, I am afraid of you/I fear you. 
PetikotKona, p.35 

This use of the imperfective marker resembles that of English 
when a stative verb receives progressive/imperfective marking, 
often in order to restrict the situation in some way or the other. 
For example, progres si vizing hear in expressions such as 

6 He is hearing voices. 

in which the state depicted is restricted or delimited to a certain 
occasion or period in time. Suffice it to say, neither Krio nor Eng
lish adheres strictly to the constraints on verbal marking propos
ed by Bickerton. However, as we will see in the following chap
ters, when these two languages violate this assumed restriction 
on verb marking, they do so in order to convey meanings of a 
highly marked nature, indicating quite a different sort of imper-
fectivity than that indicated by non-states marked for imper-
fectivity.1 The result is that in the end we will see that the state/ 
non-state distinction (rather than the durative/punctual one) con
stitutes a fundamental dichotomy in the verb systems of Krio and 
English. 
1 For an account of markedness theory, cf. Jakobson & Pomorska (1990). 
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The Bickertonian Distinctions 

In "The Language Bioprogram Hypothesis" (1984a) Bicker-
ton formulates more specific definitions of what is only implicit 
in Roots: namely the three basic conceptual distinctions: dura
tive/punctual, aspect; realis/irrealis, mood; anterior/non-anter
ior, tense, all three distinctions of which are manifested gramma
tically in the creole verb phrase. In Bickerton's view these three 
distinctions are always implemented in the verbal system when 
children of pidgin-speaking parents create a creole language.1 

According to Bickerton (1984a: 182) one distinction affects 

[...] aspect, and distinguishes non-punctual (events, past or 
present, that have measurable duration or are repeated) 
from punctual (single, completed events). 

In Krio the imperfective marker (in Bickerton s terms, non-
punctual marker) is de (see examples (1) and (5) above). In 
English the same marking is carried out by the be verb -ing 
syntagm, that is, the progressive form (example (6) above). We 
will see in Section 5.2 that the aspect distinction is a matter of 
internal time relations in the sense that it makes clear whether 
the situation has an internal temporal structure—imperfective 
aspect—or has none—perfective aspect. 

Another (Bickerton 1984a: 182) distinction affects 

[...] modality, and again uses an invariant particle to 
distinguish irrealis (future, conditional, or imagined events) 
from realis (any event that has actually occurred or is 
occurring). 

Strictly speaking, what Bickerton refers to as modality is defined 
in the present study as mood, reserving modality, along with as-
pectuality and temporality, for the characterization of the entire 
situation (see Section 2.11 and Ch.6). In Krio the most common 
way of marking irrealis mood is with go, the marker of future: 
1 There is not enough room in the present study to give an account of p idgin and 

creole theory in general and the creation of Creoles in p articular which would do 
justice to the vast and growing literature on these subjects. The interested reader 
is referred to works by Arends, Muysken & Smith, eds., (1995); Bickerton 
(1981, 1984a, 1990); Mufwene (1986, 1996a); Mülhäusler (1986); Romaine 
(1988); Todd (1974, 1984). 
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7 Wi go tok oda tem. 
we [IRR [talk]] other time 
We'll talk to each other some other time. 
Bad Man Bete Pas Smti Os, scene 1: p.9 

However, contrary to Bickerton's prediction that creole languag
es will make use of only one invariable irrealis marker, Krio has 
two additional ones, /b, the marker of improbable future, coun-
ter-factuality, etc., and kin which is a kind of ability (sometimes 
habituality) marker.1 These three markers have split the "irrealis 
cake" in Krio among themselves, each of them conveying an ad
ditional and more specific meaning than pure irrealis. 

With respect to this specialization of meaning, the Krio sy
stem of irrealis marking is like that of English, in which irrealis 
mood is indicated by a fairly large number of modal auxiliary 
verbs such as can, will, and might, or, very rarely, by the subjunc
tive mood. In Section 5.3 we will see that in the present frame
work mood is conceived of as constituting a distinction between 
factual and hypothetical time, in the sense that realis points to a 
time-plane on which the events are asserted, the past and the pre
sent, and irrealis points to a time-plane on which the events are 
hypothesized in one way or the other, the future, etc. 

Finally, Bickerton's (1984a: 182) third distinction affects 

[...] tense, and is marked by an invariant particle preceding 
the verb and other INFL constituents. The reference point 
for tense is never the "point present" or the "moment of 
speech" familiar to speakers of European languages, but 
rather the time of the topic under discussion, which may or 
may not have present reference. 

The Krio marker of t ense, the anterior marker bin, indicates that 
some situation took place before some other situation or mo
ment in time, chosen as the reference point (see example (4) 
above). Thus the anterior marker is basically a marker of situa
tional sequence in the sense that it clarifies the order of situat
ions/events rather than the location of these events in time (see 
Section 5.4). The similarity to the Standard English system of 

1 Sections 5.3 and 6.3 will deal more extensively with the Krio mood markers. 
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marking past and present tenses is obvious of course, although 
normally the past and the present are considered to be locations 
in time rather than indicators of sequential order. In short, the 
purpose of tense is to indicate the (sequential) relations holding 
between situations and their points of reference, and therefore 
this distinction is a question of external time relations. 

Important to note with respect to* all the four distinctions 
above is that in the present study they are conceived of a s binary 
in the Jakobsonian sense (Jakobson & Pomorska 1990: 137): 

The conception of binary opposition at any level of the ling
uistic system as a relation between a mark and the absence 
of this mark [...] [emphasis mine] 

It will be shown in the present study that these four basic distinc
tions are also basic to the verbal systems of English and Krio in 
the sense that ( 1 ) the classification of different verbs as either sta
tive or non-stative to a large extent, if not exclusively, deter
mines how these verbs are to be handled grammatically and mor
phologically, and (2) that tense, mood and aspect are always ex
pressed whatever the situation, either explicitly by some way of 
marking or implicitly by the absence of marking. 

It will be argued in Section 2.7 and Chapter 3 that Bicker-
ton's four basic distinctions should be hierarchically ordered, in 
the sense that the s tate/non-state distinction is a covert distinc
tion whose domain is the verbal nucleus1, the lexical content of 
the main situational verbal, whereas the other three distinctions 
are properties of the verbal constituency2, the obligatory part of 
the situation. The interaction between these levels will then yield 
the tense, mood and aspect values of the situations in question. 

1.4 Previous Related Studies 

In Sections 1.4.1 through 1.4.4 we will briefly examine some influ
ential works dealing with tense, mood and aspect problems: Vend-

1 Nucleus is defined and discussed in Section 2.3 and Ch.4, situation in Sections 
2.4 and 2.11. 

2 The term verbal constituency will be defined in Section 2.11 and Ch.5. 
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ler's (1967) conception of aspectuality/Aktionsarten in 1.4.1, 
Comrie's (1976) view on aspect and aspectuality in 1.4.2, the tra
ditional grammarians' approach to tense and aspect in English, 
represented by Quirk, et al. (1985 & 1990) in 1.4.3, and finally in 
1.4.4, we will discuss some views on mood and modality. 

1.4.1 Vendler's Aspectuality 

One important contribution to the study of aspect/aspectuality1 

and tense and temporality is Vendler's (1967: 97-98) realization 
that "the time element remains crucial" for the study of aspectu
al issues such as processes, states, occurrences, etc. This leads 
him to state (1967: 98): 

[...], if we focus our at tention primarily upon the time sche
mata presupposed by various verbs, we a re able to throw 
light on some of the obscurities which still remain in these 
matters. 

The "time schemata" discussed by Vendler resemble to some ex
tent the notion of nucleic dynamicity proposed in the present 
work, as he explicitly states that they are "presupposed by va
rious verbs", (my emphasis). The main problem with Vendler's 
very influential (cf. Declerck 1979, for example) account of as
pectuality is that in his discussion he fails to distinguish between 
the verbs and the situations in which they occur. This leads to 
claims like the following (1967: 102): 

Thus we have arrived at the time schemata of two imp ortant 
species of verb. Let us call the first type, that of r unning, 
pushing a cart, and so forth, "activity terms," and the se
cond type, that of running a mile, drawing a circle, and so 
forth, "accomplishment terms", [emphasis mine] 

Apart from activity and accomplishment terms, Vendler also re-

1 It seems that Vendler never uses the terms aspect and aspectuality in "Verbs 
and Times" (1967). Instead he uses the label time schemata as a cover term for 
the phenomena he sets out to investigate. 
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cognizes what he calls achievement terms (kill, reach the summit, 
etc.) and state terms (love, be nice, believe, etc.).1 For Vendler, 
activities and accomplishments are distinguished from achieve
ments and states by the fact that the latter group is said to lack 
continuous tenses (1967: 102). 

Disregarding the inaccurate assumption that achievements 
and states lack continuous tenses2, the problem which Vendler 
does not recognize here is that his equation of, or rather failure 
to distinguish between, the verb and its situation makes it imposs
ible to explain the causes of whatever differences of aspectual 
meaning he claims to have identified. The present study will 
show that we can explain these differences in a coherent and satis
factory fashion if we keep a strict division between the verbal nu
cleus of the situation and the situation as a whole.3 For example, 
in Vendler's terms the verb sing will have to be given a double 
classification according to which linguistic environment it occurs 
in. Thus a Vendlerian analysis of examples (8) and (9) below 

8 Shelly is singing. 

1 There is a very rough correspondence between Vendler's terms state, activity, 
accomplishment and achievement, and those used in the present work, stative, 
processive, telic and eventive, respectively. The major difference is that the latter 
terms are said to be dynamicity values of t he verbal nucleus rather than labels 
on different kinds of situations. This will be further elaborated in Ch.2. 

2 They might lack continuous 'senses' but not tenses for two reasons: (1) That 
which Vendler refers to is the progressive syntagm, be plus verb-mg, which in 
fact does appear both with eventives (Vendler's achievements) and statives, and 
(2) the progressive syntagm is not a tense marker, but an aspect marker. There 
are no continuous tenses, in other words. 

Therefore, we may claim that what Vendler would appear to take as a lack of 
continuous tense in expressions such as be killing somebody, and be hearing 
something, must instead refer to a lack of continuousness, that is, a continuous 
sense, in these expressions. 

3 Another complication for Vendler is the fact that he does not appear to take ar
gument structure into account. That is, the difference between He is running a 
mile and He is pushing a cart? is said to be that the former is an accomplish
ment but the latter is an activity. However, although both situations contain a 
processive nucleus, run and push, it is the way their arguments are organized 
which is different since a mile is an adverbial, whereas a cart is a direct object 
(cf. Allerton 1982 & 1995). That is, the different "time schemata" of these two 
expressions are brought forth, not by the verbs themselves but in conjunction 
with their arguments. Thus nothing is said about the "presupposed time sche
mata" of these verbs. 
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9 Shelly is singing a song. 

would say that sing in (8) is an "activity" and sing in (9) is an 
"accomplishment". The main problem with this is that it does 
not say anything at all about the relation holding between sing^ 
which constitutes the verbal nucleus of both examples, and the 
linguistic environments in which we find it. As a result of this, no
thing is said about the factors that are involved in creating the fi
nal notions of "accomplishment", or "activity \ etc. Indeed, it im
plies that the ^singing' itself is different in some mysterious way. 

In the present framework, sing in (8) constitutes the process
ive nucleus in an unbounded process situation, whereas in (9)1 it 
is the processive nucleus in a bounded process situation. This 
analysis captures the affinity between the two situations. More
over, it also points to something that Vendler's analysis is incap
able of identifying, namely that there is a certain directional rela
tion holding between the verb (nucleus) in isolation and the 
expression in which it occurs. 

One conclusion to be drawn from Vendler's special kind of 
aspectual and temporal analysis (time schemata analysis) is that 
it operates only on the situational level, assuming a totally ad 
hoc analysis of the verbal nucleus and verbal constituency in that 
it does not take into account the dynamicity2 properties of the in
dividual verbal nuclei, nor even notionally recognizes the exist
ence of these properties. The analytic framework presented in 
this work accounts for these dynamicity values, regarding them 
as the starting point for all time-related analyses of language. 

1.4.2 Comrie's Aspectology 

One other influential contribution to the study of aspect and as-
pectuality is Comrie s Aspect (1976) which stresses the important 
1 In (9) the boundedness is created by the complement, rather than by any fea

ture of sing itself. The verbal bounded/unbounded distinction and its connec
tion to the nominal specific/generic distinction is discussed in Section 6.2/2.1. 

2 Dynamicity will be discussed in Sections 2.6 through 2.9.1. Here it is enough to 
say that it is a categorial cover term for stativity, processiveness, eventiveness 
and telicity, all terms of which express a certain relation between the develop
ment (or non-development) of a verbal nucleus (or situation) and time. 
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connection between the stative/dynamic and the imperfect -
ive/perfective distinctions. He also hints at a tripartite distinction 
between state, process and event situations, which will provide a 
theoretical background for the discussions in Chapter 2, aimed at 
providing definitions of the four classes of verbal (nucleic) dyna
micity, stative, processive, eventive and telic nuclei. 

The primary object of Comrie s book is to account for the 
great number of aspectual distinctions available to human lang
uages in general, and for the grammatical category of aspect in 
particular. Therefore, just as Vendler (1967) does, he concen
trates on the verbal situation at the expense of the isolated verb. 

Indeed, in Aspect, Comrie does not seem to feel any need for 
an elaborate theory of nucleic dynamicity as conceived of in the 
present work. Thus, in discussing telic and atelic situations (1976: 
44-48), he is led astray by his efforts to maintain a clear situatio
nal bias in the sense that he applies the definition of te licity in a 
very vague fashion. In fact, he seems unwilling to provide any de
finition at all of telic verbs, because of the difficulties he sees in 
supplying such a definition. Instead, when talking about the inap-
propriateness of automatically giving telic status to verbs occur
ring in telic situations he makes the following claim (1976: 45): 

However, situations are not described by verbs alone, but ra
ther by the verb together with its arguments (subject and ob
jects). Thus although John is singing describes an atelic situa
tion, the sentence John is singing a song describes a telic situ
ation, since this situation has a well-defined terminal point, 
namely when John comes to the end of the song in question. 

It is true that verbs alone do not describe, or characterize, situa
tions, and it is also true that we have to take the verb's argu
ments into consideration when determining its dynamicity. But, 
and this is the weak point in Comrie's reasoning, situations do 
not, and cannot even in principle, characterize isolated verbs at 
all. This fact rules out as irrelevant any situational arguments in 
a discussion of nucleic dynamicity, here telicity. Thus Comrie is 
mistaken in implying that the telicity of the situation John is sing
ing a song says something conclusive about the telic or atelic sta
tus of the verb sing. His stand-point is founded on a misconcep-
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tion of what constitutes the problem; how to define telicity itself, 
and how to define its categorial affiliation. The view argued for 
in the present work (see Section 2.8) is that there is a group of 
verbal nuclei which adhere to the criteria for telicity outlined by 
Garey (1957). Nuclei of this group combine the process of proces
sive verbs with an implicit end-point, in such a way that the pro
cess is contingent on its end-point. 

Therefore, in the present framework, telicity is viewed as a 
nucleic feature, which roughly corresponds to boundedness on 
the situational level, the difference being that telicity refers to the 
internal nucleic development, whereas boundedness is the same 
quality referring to the situation as a whole (see Section 6.2.2.1). 

It seems that the reason for Comrie's interest in the situation 
at the expense of t he verb is that he is first and foremost interes
ted in what message is put across to the hearer/reader by the dif
ferent means of aspectual marking available, and not in how the 
speaker chooses this or that particular aspectual marking. 

1.4.3 The Traditional Grammarians' View 

Another approach to tense-aspect related problems is the joint ef
forts of Greenbaum and Quirk in A Student's Grammar of the 
English Language (1990) and that of Quirk and Greenbaum toge
ther with Leech and Svartvik in A Comprehensive Grammar of 
the English Language (1985). These recent works on English 
grammar will here serve to represent the views of traditionally 
working grammarians. In these grammars, the authors try to 
give an outline of t he various temporal and aspectual possibilities 
available to the speaker of Standard British English. Their ap
proach is to use the distinction between stative and dynamic sen
ses of verbs and from this standpoint they analyse and classify a 
number of situations. Typical examples of these classes are: the 
state present (1985: 179), example (10); the event past (1985: 
186), example (11) and the past perfective1 (1985: 195), example 
(12): 

1 Quirk et al. insist on the label perfective for the perfect construction and they do 
not seem to distinguish between the perfective and the perfect. In Sections 5.2 
and 6.2.2.2 these two categories will be distinguished. 
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10 Two and three make five. 
We live near Toronto. 

11 The eruption of Vesuvius destro yed Pompeii. 
12 When we bought it, the house had been empty for several years. 

Unlike the shortcomings of Comrie, those of Quirk et al. are not 
a question of excluding the isolated verb from the investigation 
but of confusing verbal values/senses with situational ones in 
such a way that the object of i nvestigation becomes unclear. For 
example in Greenbaum & Quirk (1990: 48) we learn that: 

A verb may shift from one category to anothe r. Have, for ex
ample, is usually stative: She has two sisters. But it has a dy
namic sense in We have dinner a t Maxim's quite frequently. 

Here, they confuse the issues in a two-fold fashion. Not only do 
they fail to see that from a prototypical point of view (see 
Section 2.3), have—as an isolated verbal nucleus—is always a 
stative verb. They also overlook the fact that the verbal situation 
have dinner is a state situation because of the fact that we cannot 
discern any different phases (see Section 2.5) in this situation. 
Either you are 'in the state of having dinner' or you are not. It 
may be the case that 'having dinner' involves a number of d iffer
ent courses, of changes of plates, etc., but this does not alter the 
fact that an analysis of have dinner should in fact yield the 
answer that here we have a stative verb, have, in a state situ
ation, have dinner. 

Thus, when Greenbaum & Quirk refer to the main verb have 
in the sentence We have dinner at Maxim 's quite frequently as hav
ing a dynamic sense, they are in reality referring to the fact that 
the verbal situation have dinner occurs at a certain irregular fre
quency. It is this frequency, overtly manifested in the adverbial 
quite frequently, that gives the situation this so-called dynamic 
sense. It makes the state have dinner a part of a superordinate si
tuation which indeed is dynamic since it is a process, that is, the 
process of 'repeatedly having dinner'. This, however, has no bear
ing whatsoever on the fact that have is a stative verb, and that 
have dinner is a state. 
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habitual state situation 

state frequentative modifier 

stative nucleus nominal modifier 

We have dinner at Maxim's quite frequently 

Fig. 1: Situational structure of We have dinner at Maxim's ... . 

The tree diagram in the above figure shows the situational struc
ture of We have dinner at Maxim's quite frequently and how this 
structure is centered around the nucleic verb have. And from this 
it is quite clear that Quirk et al. are mistaken in assuming that 
there exists a one-to-one relation between the dynamics of the 
verb and that of the situation. 

The situational structure of Figure 1 would thus be that the 
verbal constituency, VC, is made up of a stative simple nucleus, 
have, which takes the non-anterior tense, realis mood and imper-
fective aspect.1 The nucleus, have, of this VC, in turn takes an ob
ligatory argument, here in the shape of a nominal non-speci-
fic/generic2 complement, dinner, which does not alter the tense, 
mood and aspect values of the VC. Then the VC plus comple
ment is modified by the frequentative modifier, quite frequently, 
giving it its final situational meaning. 

In the present work we will, as indicated above, approach 
the problems attached to the method of analysis proposed and 
used by Quirk et al., by claiming that in order to investigate the 
full situation in terms of t ime, the verbal nucleus, that is, the equi
valent of a main verb, must first be given a dynamicity analysis. 
Only then is it possible to proceed any further and analyse and in
terpret the time encoding of the entire situation. 

1 For the definitions of the tenses (anterior and non-anterior), moods (realis and 
irrealis) and aspects (perfective and imperfective) (see Ch.5). 

2 As a ll non-specific complements it marks the situation for unboundedness (see 
Section 6.2.2.1 for a discussion of the bounded/unbounded distinction). 
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1.4.4 Studies of Mood and Modality 

It is indicated, both in Section 1.2 and 1.3, that in the present 
framework mood is seen as a category of time, on a par with 
tense and aspect. This, however, turns out to be a very uncom
mon approach, judging from previous studies of mood and moda
lity. Works dealing with this specific area of linguistic research 
(cf. Duffley 1994, Palmer 1986, Quirk et al. 1985: Ch.4, for ex
ample), tend to discuss modality primarily in terms of the diffe
rent semantics of various modal categories such as volition, obli
gation ̂ possi bility, prediction, etc. The connection between mood 
and modality, on the one hand, and time on the other, is recogniz
ed very cursorily, if a t all, by these authors. When it is, it is often 
done in terms of future time reference by the modal auxiliary 
will. That is, the future is analysed as a tense, marked by a predo
minantly modal auxiliary verb. Comrie (1976: 2, note 2) appears 
to feel that there is an important connection between mood and 
tense when he mentions that 

[t]he so-called future tense of many languages has modal as 
well as tense value; throughout this book the traditional 
term 'future tense' is used, though it should be borne in 
mind that this is often as much a mood as a tense. 

As opposed to the traditional view of m ood and modality, it was 
argued in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, that mood is indeed a category of 
time. In Sections 5.3 and 6.3, below, it will be further argued that 
semantic categories such as volition, obligation, possibility, pre
diction, etc., together with the so-called future tense, are all diffe
rent shades of modality, just as habituality, iterativity, continuo-
usness etc. are different shades of (imperfective) aspectuality (ra
ther than aspects in their own rights) (see Section 5.2). 

There are linguists, however, Fleischman (1995) and Givón 
(1995), for example, who have discussed the connections and affi
nities between irrealis mood and other verbal categories of t ime. 

Thus Fleischman (1995: 535) sees a strong correlation be
tween the imperfective aspect, particularly when marked for past 
time/anterior reference, and an irrealis implication: 
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Thus it is not coincidental, I submit, that in languages with 
a perfective/imperfective opposition in the past, irrealis quo
tation styles consistently privilege imperfective past tenses. 

Fleischman's (1995: 519-520) list of various uses of the past im
perfective conveying some kind of irrealis modality comprises 
for example children's make-believe games, dream narrations, in
direct quotation style, etc. What all these uses have in common is 
the feature of non-completiveness, or openendedness. That is, the 
situations in question are all depicted as devoid of a terminating 
developmental phase (see Section 2.5). The crucial notion here is 
termination, since by definition it takes place in terms of time: 
That which is terminated has lost its existence in time. One result 
of this lack of termination may be that doubt is thrown on the fac-
tuality of the situation (see Sections 5.3 and 6.3), since these situ
ations contain no asserted end-point. In short, they may be 
viewed as hypothetical. The point being that this hypotheticality 
is transmitted, not by a dedicated mood particle or inflection, but 
by whatever way imperfectivity is transmitted. In English this 
may be done by the syntagm be plus past plus verb-mg. 

Another linguist hinting at a semantic link between irrealis 
mood and a category of time is Givón (1995: 116), who sees a 
connection between habituality (an aspectual, thus time, catego
ry) and irrealis: 

Semantically, however, they [habituais] resemble irrealis in 
some fundamental ways. To begin with, unlike realis, which 
typically signals that an event has occurred (or state persist
ed) at some specific time, a habitual-marked assertion does 
not refer to any particular event that occurred at any specific 
time. 

What seems to be the important characteristic of habituais link
ing these expressions to the irrealis mood, is non-specificity as re
gards the existence of any specific event,1 in a series of recurring 
1 We can of course argue that a habitual expression asserts the existence, in time, 

of a series of recurring events, rather than the hypotheticality of the events them
selves. In such a case the connection is not between habituality and irrealis mood 
but between habituality and realis mood. Either way, we have a semantic connec
tion between a category of time (habitual aspectuality) and mood. 
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events, at a certain location in time. In other words, no assertion 
is made concerning any one of t hese recurring events, and there
fore these events may be viewed as hypothetical and irrealis. 

In both Fleischman (1995) and Givón (1995) we find argu
ments for an implicational link between irrealis mood and some 
aspectual category of time. This connection strengthens the vali
dity of the standpoint taken in the present work that mood is a 
time category too, on a par with aspect and tense. Furthermore, 
mood, like aspect and tense, is always marked within the verbal 
constituency, either as realis or irrealis. Of these two moods, rea
lis is in the majority of c ases seen as the unmarked choice, since 
it has no overt marking in English and Krio, whereas irrealis is 
usually the marked choice, mostly conveyed by overt markers, 
such as the English modal auxiliaries or the Krio, pre-verbal 
mood particles (see Section 5.3). Modality, on the other hand, is 
viewed as a peripheral, optional, elaboration of the situation in 
terms of an additional layer of meaning (see Section 6.3). 

1.5 Aims 

The main purpose of this study is to show that Bickerton's (1981, 
1984a) postulation of the four, conceptually basic binary distinc
tions, state/non-state, durative/punctual, realis/irrealis and final
ly anterior/non-anterior, can be used as a starting point for the 
analysis—in conjunction with a dynamicity analysis of the isolat
ed verbal nucleus—of the relations between time and the verb sys
tems of English and Krio. It will be shown that these distinctions 
are equally important, albeit with slightly differing results, to the 
verb systems of English and Krio. It could also be said that this 
thesis has a number of interrelated purposes: 

• To show that by understanding the interplay between nucleic 
(verbal) dynamicity, and tense and temporality; mood and 
modality; and aspect and aspectuality, we can reinterpret 
our conceptions of these categories. 

• To discuss and refine the terminology pertaining to this area 
of linguistic investigation. 
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• In view of the above, to briefly compare English with the less 
investigated and hence less known creole, Krio, spoken main
ly in Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone. 

In addition to these more straightforward aims, it is hoped that 
this study will help break down the (sometimes sound proofed) 
walls between creolistics and mainstream linguistics. The sad 
fact is that there is a noticeable lack of authors on creolistic to
pics in the bibliographies of non-creolist linguists, even when wor
king on related topics. 

1.6 Method and Outline 

The Krio data are primarily authentic material which is extract
ed from a corpus consisting of four Krio plays: Petikot Kona, God 
Pas Konsibul, Bad Man Bsts Pas €mti Os and the Krio New Testa
ment, Gud Nyus Fo Olman. In addition to this, some constructed 
Krio examples have been added when needed, mainly for contra
stive purposes. All Krio examples and the translations, however, 
have been checked for grammaticality and sense appropriateness 
by speakers of Krio, both native1 and non-native2. 

The English language data, on the other hand, have only to 
a minor degree been taken from corpus sources, such as the Lon
don, Oslo, Bergen (LOB) corpus, etc. Needless to say, the remain
ing, constructed English examples have been thoroughly discuss
ed with and examined by native speakers of both American and 
British English. 

In Chapter 2, The Basic Concepts, the basic notions and 
structure of the present framework and its terminology will be 
presented and discussed. A brief outline of the structure of v erbal 
situations will also be given. 

In Chapter 3, The Supremacy of the State/Non-State Di
stinction, it will be shown that the covert state/non-state distinc-

1 I feel indebted to the Leonenet community on the internet which has provided 
very insightful and valuable answers to my inquiries regarding Krio grammar. 

2 Among these I feel a special gratitude to Sulayman Njie, non-native speaker of 
Gambian Krio, with whom I have had innumerable discussions about the trans
lations of Krio into English (and Swedish). 
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tion, as opposed to, say, the durative/punctual distinction, is con
ceptually basic for the treatment of verbal expressions. 

In Chapter 4, The Nucleus, the nucleus, which is the seman
tic core of the verbal situation, will be discussed in such a way as 
to elucidate what may, and may not, constitute the nucleus of a 
situation. 

In Chapter 5, The Verbal Constituency, the elements that 
together with the nucleus make up the verbal constituency, VC, 
will be presented and defined. 

In Chapter 6, Peripheral Situational Modification, some 
interesting non-obligatory elements of the situation will be dis
cussed. 

Finally, Chapter 7, consists of a brief summary of t he study 
and its main conclusions. 
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2 
The Basic Concepts 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1 some key concepts for the present investigation 
were hinted at, most of which are fairly straightforward and re
quire no further definition. However, some of these concepts 
must be more closely defined before we can move on in our inve
stigation: (1) nucleus, the core of conceptual verbal meaning of 
the situation which in is simplest form is instantiated by a main 
verb; (2) situation, because this is the maximal linguistic ele
ment, centred around one and only one verbal nucleus; (3) phase, 
since all nuclei and situations are measured in terms of (develop
mental) phases; (4) dynamicity, because the internal develop
ment of nuclei and situations is characterised in terms of internal 
development. 

This chapter will moreover contain a short formulaic and 
schematic description of the general structure of verbal situations 
as they are conceived of in the present framework. First, how
ever, the notion of linguistic time will be discussed. 

2.2 Linguistic Time 

The concept of time is of crucial importance to a full apprecia
tion of the present theory, since this is a theory of how time in its 
three dimensions is manifested in language. These three dimen
sions of linguistic time are assumed to be (1) the aspect/aspect -
ual one which is grounded in our conception of backgrounded ver
sus foregrounded temporal phenomena (see page 6); (2) the 
mood/modality one with its conceptual basis in our capabilities 
to single out real temporal phenomena from hypothetical ones 
(see page 6); and (3) the tense/temporality one, based on the no
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tions of beforeness and simultaneity (see page 6). 
One important assumption behind this theory is that the only 

category directly encoding time in language is in fact the verb, 
and that other categories such as time adverbials, etc., only en
code time indirectly in the sense that they only relate situations 
to locations in time, or to developments over time, rather than en
code these temporal locations and developments directly. For ex
ample, the temporal adverbial yesterday, as in 

13 Yesterday, John sold his car. 

which at first sight appears to locate this situation in the past, 
viewed from today, only serves to specify relationally whatever 
particular point of reference we are dealing with. The reason is 
that, in its adverbial use, yesterday, has no independent meaning. 
Its meaning is only determined in relation to some other linguis
tic, or extra-linguistic element. In fact, the grammaticality of ex
pressions such as 

14 Yesterday is always located in the past. 

shows that whatever temporal value resides in yesterday, this 
value can only be defined relationally. There certainly appears to 
be no incompatibility between the present tense and yesterday in 
(14). The reason is that when used as the subject of a construc
tion, yesterday does in fact have an independent meaning in the 
sense that it is given an abstract substance which enables it to 
function as the subject. That is, yesterday in (14) is a nominal 
and nominals have their extensions in space rather than in time 
as is the case with verbals (see Section 1.2). 

But how exactly are we to understand the concept of time as 
it is manifested in language? Maybe even more importantly, can 
we do this at all given our preconceived notions of tense, mood 
and aspect? 

To answer these questions, and acquire a useful tool for our 
description of tense, mood and aspect, we will resort to the com
mon metaphor of time is a line (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 175) run
ning from an undefined starting-point in the past, via the present 
moment of speech/present focus of d iscourse, (S), into the future: 
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past the present the future 

Fig. 2: The Time Line, from the past to the future. 

There are two major qualifications we will have to make as re
gards this time line1 and the status of the present moment of 
speech/present focus of discourse. 

FIRST, logically speaking, the present moment has no dura
tion at all and thus temporal location of events in the present 
should in principle be impossible. Linguistically speaking, how
ever, events do take place/exist simultaneously with the present 
moment and so we will follow Quirk et al. (1985: 175) in saying 

... that 'present' is defined in an inclusive rather than an ex
clusive way: something is defined as 'present' if it has exist
ence at the present moment, allowing for the possibility that 
its existence may also stretch into the past and into the 
future. 

The essence of this is that any event that can be said to co-extend 
with that ever-moving moment we call the present, will also take 
the present tense. For example, in both (15) and (16) 

15 Sarajevo is the capital of Bosnia. 
16 John really loves to lecture. 

the situations centred around the two stative verbs be and love 
are co-extensive with the present moment; the result is that no 
other tense than the present is possible, even though both of these 
sentences can be said to describe situations that definitely have 
past time locations which may also extend into the future. The 
point is that since the present moment/discourse focus is included 

1 When necessary, in discussions of temporal development, a somewhat simplified 
version of Reichenbach's system of te nses—as it is presented by Binnick (1991: 
112)—will be used. According to Binnick, Reichenbach defines tenses as rela
tions holding between times. 

In this (Reichenbach1 s ) terminology 'S1 stands for the time of the speech act ; 
4E7 is the time of the event or state of affairs, and finally 'R' stands for the refe
rence point, the temporal \point of view\ 
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within the situations, the present tense is obligatory. 
second, the present moment constitutes the very point in 

time when asserted time becomes hypothetical time, or as Com-
rie (1985: 43) says: 

The past subsumes what may already have taken place and, 
barring science fiction, is immutable, beyond the control of 
our present actions. The future, however, is necessari ly more 
speculative, in that any prediction we make about the future 
might be changed by intervening events, including our own 
conscious intervention. Thus, in a very real sense th e past is 
more definite than the future. Following from this, one 
might argue that while the difference between pas t and pre
sent is indeed one of tense, that between future on the one 
hand and past and present on the other should be treated as 
a difference of mood rathe r than one of tense. 

To summarize, the inclusiveness of the present as observed by 
Quirk et al., and the obvious linguistic categorial asymmetry be
tween past time and future time noted by Comrie, result in a 
need to recognize two major temporal oppositions: (1) the tense 
opposition of past versus non-past, and (2) the mood opposition 
of future versus non-future. 

2.3 Definition of the Verbal Nucleus 

This section is intended as a short introductory account of the ge
neral nature of the verbal core of s ituations. However, it will not 
account for the lexical content and morphological composition of 
the nucleus as this will be further elaborated on in Chapter 4. 

In order to analyse situations in terms of linguistic time, a 
first prerequisite is the analysis and classification of the verbal nu
cleic core of the situations in question, in particular as regards its 
(the nucleus') internal dynamicity. This means defining exactly 
what this verbal core consists of, and isolating it from the rest of 
the situation. 

Moreover, the implicit assumption which is relevant to the 
present study, following from such an isolative definition of the 
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nucleus, is that the meanings of individual tokens belonging to a 
certain nucleic type will not vary as far as their dynamicity 
values are concerned. Instead, any apparent variability of nucleic 
dynamicity will be ascribed to elements other than the nucleus.1  

The nucleus itself will be assumed to carry an invariant dynami
city value. This assumption is akin to the axiomatic claim of To
bin (1994: 8-9) that 

[...] the concept of invariant meaning is that all the dis
course and contextual functions, usages, and 'meanings', i.e. 
in sign-oriented terms—all the MESSAGES associated with 
a linguistic sign—are derived from and accounted for by the 
invariant meaning itself. 

By this is not to say that, in the framework of the present study, 
the Krio verb ron, which translates as 'run' in English and 
'springa' in Swedish, would necessarily cover exactly the same se
mantic ground as its closest English and Swedish equivalents. 
The only claim it makes is that the basic, underlying concept 
'run', in whatever lexicalized guise it appears, will carry the same 
dynamicity value, cross-linguistically.2 

Having identified the dynamicity of the nucleus, the steps fol
lowing this will take this nucleic dynamicity as the starting point 
for the continued analysis of t he situational time encoding of the 
utterance in question. This leads to the assumption that situation
al time is to be stated with reference to the dynamicity value of 
the nucleus. In brief, this means that in the present study the term 
nucleus will denote the equivalent of a main verb in isolation, de
tached from the situation in which it occurs. In order to arrive at 
this definition we will have to strip the verbal item in question of 

1 Gf. Declerck (1979) and Vendler (1967), for example, to find examples of analy
ses with no distinction between nucleic and situational dynamicity. 

2 Note that we are not dealing with the general meanings of verbs such as run, 
saunter, dash, etc., we are dealing with just one semantic feature of ve rbs, that 
of dynamicity. This means that the fact that the specific and total meanings of 
these verbs may vary, possibly infinitely, has little or no effect on the analysis of 
the way time is encoded in situations in which these verbs occur. Of a ll the se
mantic features we may be able to identify in the general meaning of a verbal nu
cleus, only nucleic dynamicity will have direct consequences for the time encod
ing of these situations. 
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all its overt linguistic and extralinguistic contexts, and keep only 
our semantic understanding of it. In this respect it is important to 
note that we cannot perform this contextual stripping simply by 
mechanically excluding all free morphemes from the nucleus, 
since in some important cases the nucleus is in fact made up of 
two or more elements which combine to yield the lexical content 
of the nucleus. For example, in a so-called phrasal verb con
struction such as 

17 He turned down my application. 

the nucleus with the meaning 4reject^ is a complex formed by the 
verb turn and the adverb down (see Section 4.2.1 on complex nu
cleic constructions). Neither can we include all bound mor
phemes within the nucleus for the plain and simple reason that 
some of them, for example inflectional morphemes such as the 
past tense morpheme in 

18 He rejected my application. 

carry an independent meaning, here the past/anterior tense, 
which does not constitute part of the meaning of the nucleus. The 
lexical content of reject is not altered or changed in any way by 
the past tense morpheme. This will also be discussed below. 

There are two important points to note about this isolative 
definition of nucleus. 

FIRST, we may compare the nucleus to the kind of context-
free definitions of individual verbs which are found in dictiona
ries. These definitions are starting points to, or gateways into, the 
dictionary entry in question. For example, in the definition below, 
taken from the 0£D, we find nothing which says anything about 
the context in which die means 6 to lose life', etc. 

19 die 
1. a. intr. To lose life, cease to live, suffer death; to expire. 
(OED, CD-ROM version ) 

Further on in this entry there follow a number of examples and 
quotations serving to illustrate how die is used in context. These 
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examples and quotations cannot, however, be understood with
out taking the "gateway" definition, here (19), into account. 

The analogy between verbal nuclei and dictionary defini
tions lies in the fact that both stand in an asymmetric relationship 
(see page 62) to their situation and quotations, respectively. That 
is, without first having analysed the nucleus or grasped the dictio
nary definition we cannot, even in principle, start to analyse the 
situation or understand the quotations. 

SECOND, inflections and other verbal modifiers such as TMA 
markers, etc., are not properties of the nucleus per se but of the 
situation, or rather, of the verbal constituency (see Sections 2.11 
and Ch.5), which is one of the two obligatory elements in the ver
bal situation. Other elements such as the prepositional adverb in 
phrasal verbs like turn down and prefixes such as German ver- in 
versprechen, 'promise', will have to be seen as integrated within 
the nucleus (see Ch.4). 

Before we go on, a word of caution is needed as regards pro
totypes in general, and the relation between nucleic dynamicity 
values and the prototypical dynamicity of verbal situations in par
ticular. As Rosch (1978: 43) points out, prototype theories are 
theories about context, and it is suggested in the above that in or
der to arrive at the nucleic dynamicity of a certain verbal con
cept, this nucleus must be stripped of its context. This would sug
gest that it is impossible to isolate the dynamicity value, seen as 
prototypical for a given nucleus (for example processive for run, 
eventive for hit), on the grounds that prototypes cannot be identi
fied without contextual information. But if this is true, how can it 
then be explained that language users are able to understand lexi
cal items, apparently without any overt context whatsoever? 
The reason is, in the words of Rosch (1978: 43), that: 

[...] when a context is not specified in an experiment, people 
must contribute their own context. Presum ably, they do not 
do so randomly. Indeed, it seems likely t hat, in the absence 
of a specified context, subjects assu me what they consider 
the normal context or situation for occurrence of th at ob
ject. [emphasis mine] 

What Rosch means is that there must be some kind of default, in
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ternalized, context which is supplied in those cases when overt 
linguistic and extralinguistic context is not available. Moreover, 
we have no reason to believe that this supplied context is in any 
way concrete—that is, receiving a realized linguistic form—but 
rather constitutes an abstract representation—in a formulaic 
form such as: [AGENT hit PATIENT]—of what Rosch above (1978: 
43) calls "the normal context or situation for occurrence of that 
object.". The conclusion to be drawn from this is that this ab
stract default context constitutes an integrated feature of the con
cept, and, as a consequence of t his integration, affects our judg
ment of the nucleic dynamicity. 

One example of such a conceptually integrated context 
would be the argument structures of verbs, which according to 
Bickerton (1990: 67) are universal. Discussing the difficulties that 
foreign language learners face and the mistakes they are likely to 
make, he states: 

In only one area do we never make mistakes, indeed our 
success is so complete we probably never realize how effort
lessly we are 'learning'. 

That area is ar gument structure. If a foreign language 
has a verb that means 'sleep', we can be sure it will hav e on
ly one obligatory argument. [...] Moreover, the roles of those 
arguments will in every case be the roles that English verbs 
assign. 

It may be to overstate the applicability and rigidness of argu
ment structures to imply, as Bickerton does, that a verb with a 
certain meaning, whenever it occurs cross-linguistically will turn 
out to have the same (surface) argument structure.1 But he is 
most certainly correct if v erb is understood, as indicated above in 
this Section, as the decontextualized concept of (the equivalent 
of) a main verb. Then the "universal" argument structure is that 
(abstractly represented) context which according to Rosch is as
sumed to be the normal one for any arbitrarily chosen linguistic 

1 For example, the Swedish equivalent of English learn, that is, lära sig, takes an 
obligatory reflexive argument/pronoun: He learnt a lesson. -> Han lärde sig en 
läxa. There is no difference in meaning, however, between English learn and 
Swedish lära sig. 
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object. In the context of t he present theory, one particular verbal 
nucleus. The point to be made, however, is not that argument 
structure has any direct bearing upon nucleic dynamicity but that 
the seemingly paradoxical notion of co ntext-less definition which 
is proposed in this Section, in fact turns out to be no paradox. 

As for the relevance of c onceptual prototypicality to the pre
sent study, it will be argued (see Section 2.8) that dynamicity, 
along with argument structure for instance, is integrated within 
the basic verbal concept. 

Finally, yet another important consequence of a decontextua-
lized definition of t he verbal nucleus, is that the grammatical ca
tegories of tense, mood, and aspect, are, as we saw above, not 
properties of t he isolated verbal nucleus even though they belong 
to the main syntagm in which the verb appears. Instead, we will 
see in Ch.5 that they are properties of what is defined as the ver
bal constituency. 

2.4 Definition of Situation 

In the present study the term situation will be taken to denote a 
compound of (a) the linguistic environment in which a verbal nu
cleus operates and (b) the mental representation of the real 
world event which is depicted. Here we must note that this defini
tion of s ituation is close, but not identical to, the second, alterna
tive one, listed by Klein (1994: 9-10): 

A situation is usually considered to be som ething in the exter
nal world—a state, a process, an event which involves a cer
tain number of participant s. An alternative view is to take si
tuations to be internal representations in our head, rather 
than something in the external world, [emphasis mine] 

But the problem with a description of situations exclusively in 
terms of internal representation is precisely that which Klein 
hints at a few lines later on (1994: 10): 

An utte rance is a partial description of a situation. It speci
fies some, but not all, features of this situatio n. 
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In essence this means that situation includes utterance but also 
that the only way to discuss situations is with reference to utteran
ces. Therefore, since the purpose of the present study is to pro
vide a framework in which linguistic time encoding could be ana
lysed, and since it is assumed that this analysis cannot be made 
without taking both the actual utterance (linguistic environment) 
and whatever this utterance refers to (mental representation) in
to account, situation will be defined as above. 

In this respect situation may refer to the utterance as a 
whole, but also to verb phrases and other units syntactically kept 
together, in which we find one nucleus. This implies that the larg
est possible structure to which situation is applicable, has no 
more than one finite form of a verb. This allows for the fact that 
there are multi-situational structures in which the nuclei of some 
of the situations do not take a finite form. For example in: 

20 Running down the hill he noticed a strange light to his left. 

we find two situations (1) running down the hill, with no finite 
main verb, and (2) he noticed a strange light to his left., with a fi
nite main verb.1 

Moreover, from this definition of the situation it also follows 
that the nucleic verb does not necessarily have to be the carrier 
of finiteness. That is, in a sentence like 

21 He has left the country. 

the nucleic verb leave assumes a non-finite form but finiteness is 
carried by the auxiliary have. Then compare example (21) with 

22 He has been trying to leave the country for a long time now. 

1 A p ossible complication brought to my attention by Professor Henryk Kardela 
(p.c.) is the special form of ellipsis known as gapping, which refers to "the 
absence of a repeated VERB in CLAUSES which have been conjoined", Crystal 
(1991: 149), cf. also Quirk et al. (1985: 894 & 974). Thus the sentence (a) 
Mary went to Stockholm and Peter to Oslo would be a reduced version of (b) 
Mary went to Stockholm and Peter went to Oslo. From a situational point of 
view the problem would then be: How many situations do we find in (a)? One or 
two? But in fact it does not matter since the situational analyses of cgo\ whether 
it appears once, as in (a) or twice, as in (b), would be identical anyway. 
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in which the nucleic verb is not leave any more, but try, since in 
this case the syntagm to leave ... functions only as a complement 
of the nucleic verb in the sense outlined by Allerton (1982: 20): 

A more complex type of this pattern is seen in the use of com
plementizers to and that to convert whole sentences to 
noun phrases, [emphasis mine] 

Transferred into the framework of the present study this means 
that this syntagm takes on the role of a complement noun phrase 
(or sentence) irrespective of whether any further analysis of to 
leave ... would yield the result that it {to leave ...) is a clause head
ed by try. The point to be made here is instead that the result of 
this conversion is that to leave ... in this sentence is presented as 
having shed off its temporal load, and can thus syntactically be 
handled in the same way as noun phrases.1 

In fact, practically all considerations regarding grammatical 
tense/temporality, mood/modality and aspect/aspectuality are re
lated to situations rather than to the verbal nuclei themselves.2 

In Aspect (1976: 13) Comrie appears to take the situation to 
be the basic unit of investigation, but without any further qualifi
cation, when he discusses the lack of a general metalinguistic 
term which would cover the various subdivisions of aspectual dif
ferences between sentences: 

In the present work the term 'situation' is used as this gene
ral cover-term, i.e. a situation may be either a state, or an 
event, or a process. 

In this study we will define the situation as a superordinate cate
gory of description, containing two obligatory parts and an optio
nal one. The situation is centred around a nucleus which consists 
of the equivalent of a main verb3 in isolation (Section 2.3 and 
Ch.4). This nucleus is then augmented by a fixed number of con

1 For a discussion of verbal complement constructions (see Section 4.3.2.2). 
2 The exception to this is of course nucleic dynamicity which is a property of the 

isolated verbal concept. 
3 The main verb equivalence mentioned here is a cover term, which in addition to 

simple verbal nuclei such as run in He runs, will also cover nuclei in the shape of 
phrasal verbs and predicatives such as be nice in He is nice (see Section 4.2). 
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stituents, the resulting sum of which makes up the verbal consti
tuency1 (see Ch.5). The third and optional part is made up of 
noun phrases, adverbials, some auxiliary verbs, etc. (for a basic 
structural account of the situation, see Section 2.9). The optionali-
ty of this third part, the periphery (see Ch.6) stems from the fact 
that none of t hese noun phrases, adverbials, auxiliary verbs, etc., 
are necessary in order to create a basic intransitive sentence like 

23 Birds fly. 

Just as we compared the context-free dictionary definition (see 
page 30) to the verbal nucleus, we may use the quotations and ex
amples which we find as integrated parts of d ictionary entries, as 
an illuminating analogy to the notion of situation. These quota
tions are comparable to, but not identical with, the situation. For 
example, in the entry die2 in the OALD we find the quotation: 

24 Flowers soon die if they are left without water. 
(OALD) 

Here we may note that we are not given a definition of the main 
verb directly but a sentence which will give us a sample of the 
linguistic context in which this verb may appear. Its meaning, 
however, is no different from that found in the entry die in OED 
(example (19), page 30). This sample (24) will, as is the inten
tion of the lexicographers responsible for the dictionary, in combi
nation with a definition like (19), help us when we try to under
stand what die means. But note again, however, that it is imposs
ible to understand (24) without first having understood (19). 

2.5 Definition of Phase 

To account for the dynamicity of verbal nuclei and situations2 in 
general, phase will be used. The term phase, for Comrie (1976: 

1 The verbal constituency consists of two major parts, the nucleus and the TMA 
(tense, mood and aspect) of the situation. 

2 For situations the term procedural development will sometimes be used in order 
to describe what corresponds to dynamicity on the nucleic level. 
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48), denotes one single section of the development (or non-devel
opment), that the situation goes through: 

The term 'phase' will be used to refer to a situation at any gi
ven point of time in its duration. 

Implicit in Comrie's definition is that phases expire. They reach a 
point at which they are replaced by the next consecutive phase in 
the nucleus/situation. However, we must be careful about how 
we apply the term phase since there is a difference between a pha-
sal description of a verbal nucleus and that of a situation. 

As regards verbal nuclei, phase is in the present study restric
ted to the description of the internal dynamicity of those nuclei. 
Therefore we may speak of certain inherent phasal characteris
tics of stative, processive, eventive and telic nuclei, respectively 
(see Sections 2.8 and 4.4). That is, all stative nuclei will on closer 
examination turn out to show the same phasal characteristics. 
The same is true of processive, eventive and telic ones. This phas
al characteristic, or as it is termed in the present theory, dynamic
ity value, will then have certain effects on how utterances are pro
duced and how they are interpreted. More specifically, the phasal 
characteristics of t he nucleus together with the intended message 
will "force" (within certain limits) a certain shape upon the situa
tion of which that nucleus is part (see Section 4.4). 

In the description of the dynamicity development of situa
tions on the other hand, phase has a much wider scope since, to 
put it very briefly, it is a generic cover-term for the different 
Sections of what Bache (1985: 109) calls the "procedural 
characteristics of situations" which in turn "are definable in 
terms of 'phasal constituency'". Thus a situation is described in 
terms of its inception phase via any intermediate phases to its 
completion phase, with a possible addition of a resultant state 
phase. For some more elaborate accounts of procedural develop
ment, cf. Binnick (1991: Ch.6) or Bache (1985), for example. 

According to Comrie, all situations have phases, be they iden
tical (states), different (processes) or single (events). Comrie's de
finition of s ituational phase will be used throughout this study but 
his phasal definitions of states, processes and events will be 
slightly adapted (see Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2) in order to account 
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for the asymmetrical relation between the dynamicity of nuclei 
and the prototypical procedural development of situations. That 
is, the dynamicity of the verbal nucleus is taken as the default, or 
unmarked1, procedural development of the situation in which 
that nucleus occurs. Thus the unmarked procedural development 
of a situation with, say, a processive nucleus such as sing, in 

25 The school children are singing a hymn, right now. 

will be a process situation of some kind. The reversed relation, 
however, does not obtain since the mere fact that a situation 
turns out to have a process procedural development says nothing 
conclusive about the dynamicity of its nucleus. Thus the sentence 

26 John is dying from pneumonia. 

clearly indicates a process (procedural development), but its ver
bal nucleus is die which is e venti ve. 

In phasal terms this means that we shall see that the unmark
ed state situation has but one phase, of potentially unlimited du
ration, since this is the phasal characteristic of a stative nucleus 
(see page 48). The unmarked process situation consists of a num
ber of consecutive identical phases, the verbal nucleus of which 
is processive (see page 49). The unmarked event situation has 
only one durationless phase, indicating a switch from one state 
to another by a momentary burst of energy, which is centred 
around an eventive nucleus (see page 50). Finally, we have the 
unmarked bounded situation, which is a phasal compound com
posed of a process part which is contingent on an implicit comple
tion of that process, the nucleus of which is telic (see page 51). 

2.6 Dynamicity 

In order to be able to fully analyse verbal situations with respect 
to time, we must first understand the complex nature of this prob-
1 We will return to the notion of markedness later on, in Section 2.8. At this point 

it is enough to recognize that markedness and unmarkedness are measured in 
terms of (1) semantic specificity, (2) contextual dependence. 
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lem. The key to this analysis is the full appreciation of what in 
the present study is labelled the dynamicity of v erbal nuclei and 
situations. Here, dynamicity is meant as a superordinate cover 
term for stativity, processiveness, eventiveness and telicity/boun-
dedness. However, the notion of dynamicity, or the recognition 
of such a semantic subdomain, is by no means a new one. Thus 
in Bache (1985: 109), we find the term actionality 

... to represent the abstract concept attached to the metaling
uistic category of Aktionsart. Actionality may now be defin
ed more specifically as the procedural characteristics o f a si
tuation referred to. 

Moreover, Bertinetto (1994a), in a discussion about the relation
ships between progressivity and habituality on the one hand and 
stativity on the other, also uses the term actionality, in this case 
as a generic label describing what he calls "the type of event" 
(1994a: 392). He then goes on to list three basic actional opposi
tions: (1) punctual versus durative, (2) telic versus atelic and fi
nally (3) static versus dynamic. 

The term actionality, is, in the view of the present author, 
nevertheless not completely satisfactory, since it carries with it 
the notion of an explicit or implicit actor or agent. In fact, nor
mally neither the presence of an agent nor the nature of this 
agent is relevant to the dynamicity characteristics of the procedu
ral development. For example, pour, which may be analysed as a 
transitive, tri-valent verb, as in (27), could also occur as a zero-
valent verb taking a prop-«£ as a dummy subject, as in (28): 

27 He is pouring water down the slope. 
28 It is pouring outside. 

The verbal nucleus of these situations is pour, the dynamicity 
value of which is processive since it is made up of an indefinite 
number of identical consecutive phases. The point to be illustrat
ed is that this processiveness seems to remain unaffected by the 
mere fact that in (27) we have a personal subject and in (28) 
there is no such subject. Or, at the conceptual level of analysis, it 
does not matter which of the two argument structures we ana
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lyse, the presence or absence of a subject argument of pour will 
turn out to yield the same dynamicity value. 

If the presence or absence of a subject argument is irrele
vant, the same goes for the nature of those subjects that indeed 
are present. There is no difference in phasal characteristics to be 
found in (29) as compared to (27) although the subject has 
changed from agent to patient. 

29 Water is pouring down the slope. 

That is, the business of 'water-pouring' is no different in (29) 
than it is in (27). Both these sentences must be analysed as pro
cesses regardless of t he semantic roles of t heir subjects, and thus 
we see that the nature of the subject is irrelevant to the phasal 
characteristics of the situation. 

Dynamicity, unlike actionality, carries no such basic implica
tion of an agent/actor and is thus a label that can appropriately 
be used to characterize what Bache (1985: 109) defines as "the 
procedural characteristics of a situation" (see also page 39) and 
which Bertinetto (1994a: 392) refers to as "the type of event". 
One additional advantage with the term dynamicity as opposed 
to actionality, is the fact that the latter term seems only to be 
used in reference to situational development, whereas it should 
be apparent from the above that dynamicity is suitable for the di
scussion of verbal nuclei and situations alike. We will use the 
term dynamicity to denote (a) the nature of the internal develop
ment of verbal nuclei (see Ch.4), and (b) the procedural characte
ristics of situations (see Section 2.9). And, as we saw above in 
Section 2.5, the dynamicity of an investigated element is mea
sured in terms of phases. 

What has only been hinted at, however, is in what terms we 
are to ascribe dynamicity values to nuclei and situations. Or ra
ther, which are the dynamicity characteristics of stative, process
ive, eventive and telic nuclei on the one hand, and of s tate, pro
cess, event and telic, or rather, bounded situations (that is, situa
tions which indicate some kind of termination beyond the point 
of w hich they cannot continue, see Section 6.2.2.1) on the other? 
When does it in fact make sense to use these terms? 

In this respect we must acknowledge that there is a differ-
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enee in applicability between nucleic and situational dynamicity 
in that the former is conceptually encoded—part of the concept it
self—whereas the latter is contextually determined—supplied by 
contextual elements such as definite noun phrases, adverbials, 
and even extralinguistic factors such as the time and place of the 
utterance, etc. The very nature of dynamicity as such, however, 
does not differ between nuclei and situations. That is, both nuclei 
and situations are measured in terms of s tativity, processiveness, 
eventiveness and telicity/boundedness. 

Section 2.7 will provide a general overview of verbal and si
tuational dynamicity in terms of the state/non-state distinction. 
The terminology used in this section will in fact refer to prototypi
cal instances of states and non-states (processes, events and te-
lics). Thus reference in Section 2.7 will be made indiscriminately 
to both verbal and situational dynamicity. The reason is that the 
notion of prototypical dynamicity of situations entails that the 
value of the nucleic verbal concept extends to the situational le
vel.1 In other words, the prototypical, or default, dynamicity 
value of any arbitrarily chosen situation will be the same as the 
value of its verbal nucleus. This means that the prototypical state 
situation will have a stative nucleus; the prototypical process, a 
processive nucleus, etc. 

The sections following Section 2.7, on nucleic dynamicity, 
2.8, and situational dynamicity, 2.9, will deal with the dynamicity 
features of nuclei and situations, in terms of the state/non-state 
distinction which are peculiar to these categories, respectively. 

2.7 The State/Non-State Distinction 

The fact that many languages such as English and a great num
ber of the Atlantic Creoles seem to make a grammatical distinc-

1 We will also see that prototypicality to a large extent depends on the relative mar-
kedness of nuclei and situations. For an eventive nucleus like kick, the prototypi
cal situation will be temporally shifted backwards. That is, since these nuclei do 
not have a natural extension into the moment of speech, such an extension will 
be marked (by the present progressive, for example) in comparison to the un
marked use of kick, the simple past. Thus the prototypical situation with an even
tive nucleus will be a construction such as He kicked the ball over the fence. For 
statives and processives no such temporal backwards-shift takes place. 
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tion between stative verbs and non-stative (see also Ch.3) ones, 
has been the object of many important linguistic studies. 

For example, Quirk et al. (1985) include a large section on 
the semantics of the verb phrase in which they analyse a number 
of situation types, basically in terms of a stative/dynamic distinc
tion. In their account (1985: 178) stative situations are defined as 
having "non-count" meaning and dynamic ones as having 
"count" meaning.1 

In Comrie (1976: 46) we find a two-fold system of criteria 
for distinguishing states from dynamics: (1) in terms of phasal 
analysis, identical phases (states) versus different phases (dyna
mics). (2) in terms of r equired input of energy (dynamics) versus 
no required input of energy. Bickerton, on the other hand, seems 
to take the state/non-state distinction for granted in the sense 
that neither in Dynamics of a Creole System (1975) nor in Roots 
of Language (1981) does he define any of these terms although 
they are very important for his line of reasoning. Overall, the 
consensus seems to be, in the words of Comrie (1976: 48), that 

The distinction between states and dynamic situations is one 
that seems reasonably clear intuitively, and in practice one 
finds a large measure of agreement between individuals who 
are asked to classify situations as static or dynamic, [...] 

What we are faced with here is the fact that the state/non-state 
distinction in English and Krio appears to be of a cryptotypical 
character. That is, in these languages we are given no overt mor
phological clues whatsoever, as to the stative or non-stative sta
tus of verbs and situations. Instead, speakers are able to make 
those intuitive classifications necessary for a grammatically cor
rect treatment of the categories in question (see Ch.3). However, 
in the present framework the state/non-state distinction is seen 
as a basic conceptual distinction (see Sections 1.2 and 1.3), and 
as such it has important consequences for the shape and interpre
tation of the verbal situation. Therefore the following sections 

1 Quirk et al try to use an analogy with nouns in their definition of the state/dyna-
mic distinction. Thus stative meanings of verbs like know are likened to uncount
able nouns such as furniture, and dynamic meanings of verbs such as drive are 
compared to countables such as chair. 
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will try to sort out the definitions of t hese concepts and how and 
where they are applicable. 

2.7.1 State Dynamicity 

As we explained in Section 2.5, the dynamicity of nuclei and situa
tions is to be measured in terms of phases. Thus, according to 
Comrie (1976: 49), an examination of the phasal characteristics 
of the stative verb know shows that 

[...], all phases of the situation John knows where I live ar e 
identical; whichever point of time we choose to cut in on the 
situation of John's knowledge, we shall find exactly the 
same situation, [my emphasis] 

But the crucial question here is this: Given that the notion of a 
number of consecutive identical phases presupposes a linguistical
ly encoded progression of time, how can we speak of finding 
"exactly the same situation", no matter at which point we choose 
to cut in on that situation? The answer is that we do not. The on
ly way in which we could find exactly the same situation in such 
a case would be if we always find the same phase at all points of 
interruption. This is precisely the case for states. It follows that 
when Comrie seems to claim that the absence of energy input 
and/or non-change is a defining criterion for states (1976: 49) he 
is overlooking the fact that non-change and one phase mutual
ly presuppose each other. That is, non-change is a consequence 
of the restriction to only one singular phase: and one phase is a 
consequence of there existing no input of upholding energy. 

This definition of state is also completely in line with Givón's 
(1979: 334) definition of states: 

States involve no change over time, and [...] they may last 
shorter or longer stretches of ti me. But so long as they are 
coded in language as states, they are construed to involve no 
change across time. 

In the framework of the present study, this leads to a definition, 
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different from that of Comrie above1, of prototypical states as 
mono-phasal having (potentially) unlimited duration, the uphol
ding of which excludes the possibility of positively defined input 
of energy. For example, in the sentence 

30 John lives in Copenhagen. 

we cannot discern more than one phase making up this situation. 
The very 'state of living somewhere' does not change or develop 
over time but instead it obtains in time. Neither does it require 
any input of energy in order to go on obtaining. Either you live 
or you do not live. No conscious effort is needed to keep on living 
once you live. The same goes for other states such as 'to know 
something' or 'to feel something', etc. Once you know or feel 
something these states (mono-phases) will go on unchanged/un-
developing until they are terminated. Therefore the situation de
picted in example (30), with live as its nucleic verb, must indeed 
be seen as a state, due to lack of temporal development and ener
gy input—in other words, no phasal development over time. 

2.7.2 Non-State Dynamicity 

Comrie (1976: 48-49) contrasts state situations with what he 
calls dynamic situations; in contradistinction to states, dynamic 
situations involve change over time and, as a consequence of 
this, require input of energy. Compare the mono-phasal state situ
ation in (30) with 

31 John is playing soccer (right now). 

which clearly does not constitute a single unchanging phase, but 
rather a number of consecutive phases since there is an on-going 
supply of energy. 

As was indicated in Section 2.5, Comrie's definition of dyna
mics involves two sub-categories of non-states; processes and 
events. The present study, however, also recognizes a third non-
1 Comrie's (1976: 49) definition of s tate, "all ph ases of the situation [...] are iden

tical; [...], " implies that states are multi-phasal. 
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state sub-category, namely that of telics. In general terms these 
will be defined as follows: 

• Processes: Those that, just as in example (31), are made up 
of an indefinite number of identical, consecutive phases.1 

• Events: Those that involve only one phase in the shape of a 
momentary burst of energy, turning one state of affairs into 
another. 

• Telics: Those that combine the characteristics of processes 
with those of events. 

As f ar as the sub-categorization of dynamics/non-states is con
cerned, however, Comrie (1976: 51) limits its scope to only two 
subordinate dynamic situations; processes and events: 

Both refer to dynamic situations; 'process' refers to the inter
nal structure of a dynamic situation (there are thus no punc
tual processes), while 'event' refers to a dynamic situation as 
a single complete whole. 

Although his definition of process is marred by the inconsistency 
of allowing processes to be defined as events (the internal struc
ture of any situation may of course be seen as a complete whole) 
we will take the parenthetic comment that "there are thus no 
punctual processes" to mean that Comrie's intention here is to in
dicate the difference between sentences such as (32) and (33). In 

32 John walks to Copenhagen every spring. 

the very 'act of moving' implies a certain amount of develop
ment or progression. The phases of this particular situation are 
all identical with, albeit consecutive to, each other, and the con
clusion to be drawn is that this is a process situation. Examining 

1 This definition of process differs from that of Comrie (1976: 49) who characteri
zes processes as having different phases which "will be very different". Moreover, 
the definition of process presented here also happens to be similar to Comrie's 
(1976: 49) conception of states as consisting of a number of identical phases. 
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33 John died in Copenhagen. 

we find that here the only conceivable phase is the switch from 
one state of affairs, 'the state of being alive', to another, 'the 
state of being dead'. Since this situation consists of just one single 
phase—the shift from one state into another—thus depicting this 
situation as a single complete whole, this must be an example of 
an event situation. 

What Comrie does not explicitly account for in conjunction 
with his definitions of processes and events is that, in addition to 
these categories, we must acknowledge the existence of telics, the 
characteristics of which combine the phasal characteristic of a 
process—a number of consecutive, identical phases—with that of 
an event—one single state-switching phase. Or in other words, 
the progression towards a goal or result combines with the impli
cit attainment of that goal. 

But exactly what is telicity? F or Comrie telicity is basically a 
situational quality which he defines as follows (1976: 44-45): 

The telic nature of a situation can often be tested in the follo
wing way: if a sentence referring to this situation in a form 
with imperfective meaning (such as the English Progressive) 
implies the sentence referring to the same situation in a form 
with perfect meaning (such as the English Perfect), then the 
situation is atelic; otherwise it is telic. [...] 

Thus a telic situation is one that involves a process that 
leads up to a well-defined terminal point, beyond which the 
process cannot continue. 

For Comrie there would be a telic expression in the sentence 

34 John is making a chair in the attic. 

since, from this sentence, it does not follow that 'John has made a 
chair in the attic'. From the prototypical interpretation of (34), 'a 
chair is in the making, but the completion of this chair has not 
taken place yet', it is also clear that the "well-defined terminal 
point", which Comrie claims is an important characteristic of te
lics (1976: 47), is implicit rather than absolute. It is enough to 
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know that the terminal point will be reached if the action of this 
situation is brought to its logical conclusion. 

In Comrie's definition, however, we find nothing that actual
ly refers to verbs per se, what in the present work are labelled ver
bal nuclei. As a consequence of t his, he would have difficulties in 
explaining1 the differences in treatment and interpretation which 
we find between telic nuclei such as make and learn on the one 
hand, and eventive ones, such as kill and leave, merely occurring 
in bounded situations. That is, situations in which an eventive nu
cleus is modified in one way or the other to denote situational 
boundedness: 

35 John is leaving Copenhagen. 

From (35) it does not follow that 'John has left Copenhagen', and 
therefore this situation is just as telic in Comrie's terms as is (34). 
Note the difference between (34) and (35): In (34) 'a chair is in 
the making', whereas in (35) 'John is right in the middle of a pro
cess which will eventually lead up to his leaving Copenhagen'. 

Another difference between the situational implications creat
ed by nucleic telicity and eventiveness seems to be that a telic nu
cleus in a bounded situation entails realis mood, whereas event -
ives in bounded situations entail irrealis. Thus 

36 He is learning to walk. 

is bounded, with a telic nucleus, and there is no doubt thrown on 
the process of 'learning' itself, thus realis mood, but 

37 He is stopping the car. 

is bounded, with an eventive nucleus, and the implication is that 
the 'stopping' in itself constitutes the situational termination 
phase, which is located in the future, relative to the moment of u t
terance, thus irrealis mood.2 

The differences in interpretation between (34) and (36), on 
the one hand, and (35) and (37), on the other, is based upon the 
1 As would scholars like Garey (1957) and Vendler (1967), to name only two. 
2 For a discussion of the realis/irrealis distinction; see Section 5.3. 
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fact that the verbal nuclei of these situations carry different dyna-
micity values, since make is telic but leave is eventive. 

In the following sections we will deal more extensively with 
the characteristics of nucleic telicity and its corresponding situa
tional quality, boundedness. 

2.8 Nucleic Dynamicity 

Since we now assume (see Section 2.3) that we are to treat the 
verbal nucleus as a decontextualized concept, it follows that here 
we are dealing with what we might want to call concept-inherent 
semantic values, or meanings, of verbal nuclei. This in turn 
means that our dynamicity classification of different verbs will 
be of a purely logical nature (this will be further explained be
low), which is not the case with situational classification. 

A word of caution is needed as regards accounting for the dy
namicity of nucleic verbal concepts: The nuclei that occur in this 
discussion and in the examples serving to illustrate this section, 
are of course not decontextualized since language cannot be illu
strated without language. The assumption is, however, that stat
ive, processive, eventive and telic nuclei relay these dynamicity 
values to the situations in which they occur, giving these situa
tions the prototypical procedural dynamicity values predicted for 
state, process, event and bounded situations, respectively. 

2.8.1 Defining Nuclei in Terms of Dynamicity 

Stative nuclei 
are mono-phasal and of a quasi-infinite nature, thus demand
ing no input of energy for their denotata to go on. Verbs like 
6e, have, live, hear, etc., belong to this category. 

The use of the prefix quasi- above is warranted because it indi
cates that here we are dealing with the internal time constituency 
of verbal nuclei, not the external one (see Sections 5.2 and 5.4). 
That is, nuclei of this type, stative, may be said to have infinite 
duration, but this is viewed relatively from within the nucleus 
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itself. Infinity in this case turns out to be the period during which 
a particular state of affairs obtains. 

Processive nuclei 
are multi-phasal and of a pragmatically temporary, develop
ing nature, demanding input of energy for their denotata to 
go on. They denote an indefinite number of identical consecu
tive phases. Verbs like ran, walk, talk, etc., belong to this 
category. 

When we claim that processive nuclei are of a pragmatically tem
porary nature, we quite simply mean that although the develop
ment of the denotata of processives could theoretically go on for 
ever, the internal duration of these nuclei is limited. It is an impor
tant feature of processives that their referents cannot be "kept 
alive" forever. At one point in time they will "die" from lack of 
energy input. We do not, for example, expect somebody who is 
running to be able to do so for any longer period of time. Nobody 
can talk forever, etc. 

Both stative and processive nuclei have the non-anterior as 
their unmarked temporal location,1 as they are in essence dura
tive and conceptually speaking have no point of termination en
coded. Unless explicitly terminated in one way or the other, both 
stative and processive nuclei have the present moment within 
their scope. Therefore situations with stative or processive nuclei 
have very little contextual dependence in the simple present 
tense. For example, (38), stative exist, and (39), processive ran, 

38 Sean exists. 
39 Sean runs. 

rely very little on contextual information to be properly interpret
ed as depicting situations which are co-extensive with their points 
of reference, here is moment of speech. You might of course 
want to know why these utterances are produced but in fact nei-

1 The fact that the pragmatics of processives imply limited duration—a duration 
that must end—may account for the fact that many Creoles b undle processive 
verbal nuclei with eventive and telic ones, in a non-stative group which has the 
anterior as its unmarked temporal location (see Ch.3). 
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ther Sean's 'existence' nor his 'running', as such have been called 
into question. What is questioned is rather the relevance of the 
utterances. 

Eventive nuclei 
are mono-phasal and of a momentary nature, denoting a 
switch from one state of affairs to another. They constitute 
only one single durationless phase. Verbs like: find, die, kill, 
etc., and also so-called performative ones such as baptize, 
promise, forgive, etc., belong to this category. 

The denotata of eventive nuclei can be said to be characterized 
by a sudden burst of energy, figuratively speaking, which trans
forms one state of affairs into another. The verb find, for exam
ple, takes us from the 'state of (consciously or unconsciously) not 
having found something' to the 'state of having found that some
thing'. The main verb find in itself normally denotes no duration 
at all, it is punctual, momentary in nature, merely indicating the 
switch from one state to another. 

Consequently, the unmarked temporal location of eventives 
is in the past as they need completion in order to have taken 
place at all. The very nature of these nuclei, the fact that by defi
nition their denotata have no duration whatsoever, entails that in 
order to speak of them at all, they must be over and done with. 

Performatives make up a sub-group consisting of eventive 
nuclei which are capable of being used perfectively in the present, 
that is, they are viewed as simultaneous with the moment of utter
ance. For example: 

40 I promise to drop him off a t school in time. 

This use is only possible in the first person; when the subject of si
tuations centred around this class of nuclei is in the second or 
third person, they (the nuclei) function in the same way as nor
mal eventives. 

Two characteristics of performatives make the perfective 
aspect compatible with the present moment: (1) In a (present) 
performative situation, act and utterance are unified. (2) Since 
act and utterance are unified, these situations have no duration. 
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The result is that these situations do not have to be extended in 
order to include the present moment. 

Telic nuclei 
are multi-phasal and encode in their concepts both a pro
cess, which is contingent on its completion, and an implicit 
completion of that process. Verbs like make, drown, learn, 
etc, belong to this category. 

That the goal of the telic nucleus is only implicit and the process 
contingent on that goal can be seen if we compare the nuclei 
learn and kill. In both cases we have a resultative goal whose ful
filment is closely connected to the dynamicity values of these nu
cleic concepts. However, it is quite obvious that should we apply 
Garey's (1957: 105) telicity test 

This suggests that there might be two categories of verbs (or 
constructions) according to the answer you get to the follow
ing question: if one was verbing, but was interrupted while 
verbing, has one verbed? [...] Substitute the test verb where 
the formula has verb: [...] 

to these two nuclei, the answer in both cases will be no\ neither 
'learning' nor 'killing' can have taken place unless the situations 
denoted by these expressions have been brought to their conclu
sions. But on closer examination we will find that, strictly speak
ing, Garey's test in fact does not make sense for kill, although it 
works perfectly for learn. The reason is that kill is not a telic nu
cleus but an eventive one, and for eventives there is no point in 
asking for an in-the-middle-of verbing phase. But telics have 
such a ph ase. This important difference between these two 
groups of verbal nuclei can be stated as follows: The process lead
ing up to the implicit goal of learn is in fact encoded, as an insep
arable defining feature, into this concept, whereas for kill we find 
no such concept-internal process. This is easily shown if we apply 
the imperfective aspect to these two expressions: 

41 John is learning a new skill. 
42 John is killing his sister. 
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Here we note that what we observe in (41) is 'the learning of a 
new skill', that is, we interrupt John right in the middle of ' learn
ing something new', the act of which constitutes a process. This 
'process of learning' is integral to learn and can be stopped at 
any arbitrarily chosen phase during the course of the develop
ment of this situation. The result is that the process is simply can
celled without having reached its conclusion. 

We might want to claim that in (42) there is also a process 
present, leading up to its implicit goal, but as a matter of fact this 
process, as opposed to the process in (41), is not an integral ele
ment of the nucleic concept kill. Instead, it indicates some other 
action taken by John in order to put his sister to death, say, by 
holding her entire head under water for an extended period of 
time. It is possible to claim after having halted the process of 
'learning of a new skill', say rock-carving, that some rock-carv
ing has been learnt but not the skill in its entirety. The correspon
ding claim cannot be made in the case of kill. You cannot kill 
somebody just a little or to some extent since 'killing' is a ques
tion of either-or. Either you have killed someone or you have 
not. In comparison with telics, eventives and prototypical event si
tuations contain no process to be cancelled. 

In other words, the crucial difference between these two nu
cleic concepts is that, in a construction like (41), there is a direct 
conceptual relation between the nucleus, in this case learn, and 
its denotatum, whereas the implied reference in kill is to some 
other acts or actions.1 

As opposed to stative and processive nuclei, eventives and te
lics have the anterior as their unmarked temporal location, which 
is but a logical consequence of the completion (necessary and im
plicit, respectively) encoded in these verbal nuclei. The reason is 
that in order to be realized at all, eventives and telics must have 
reached their conclusions/end-points. Their scope cannot include 
the present moment since termination as such can only be said to 
take place before some chosen point of reference. 

This lack of scope including the present moment might be 
one reason why eventives and telics require a fair amount of cont

1 Imperfective kill may be seen as an abbreviation including the act(s)/action(s) 
leading up to an implicit completion plus this implicit completion with the result
ing death. No such abbreviated interpretation is necessary for learn. 
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extual information in order to be understood when inflected for 
the simple present tense. None of the utterances below makes ve
ry much sense unless some additional context is provided. 

43 Sean sneezes. 
44 Sean dies. 
45 Sean drowns. 

This context, and the necessary extension into the present mo
ment, may be provided by different means. Thus, within the verb
al constituency (see Ch.5) imperfective marking with the progres
sive form is enough to extend the scope of all three nuclei: 

46 Sean is sneezing. 
47 Sean is dying. 
48 Sean is drowning. 

The situational effects created by progressivizing are different. In 
(46) iteration is conveyed, in (47) a future (irrealis) 'resulting 
death', and in (48) the 'process of drowning'. The scope of the 
present moment is also possible to convey outside the YC by giv
ing a suitable peripheral (see Ch.6) context such as 

49 Sean sneezes when he's got a cold. 

in which case the habituality of 'sneezing' is the resulting mess
age. However, the common denominator for situations with even-
tive and telic nuclei is that they are located negatively in the pre
sent. That is, in contradistinction to statives and processives, the 
termination phase of eventives and telics must be cancelled in 
some way, either by marking the VC for the imperfective aspect 
(46, 47 and 48), or by peripherally modifying the situation in 
some way, here for habituality (49). 

2.8.2 Coinciding and Conflicting Dynamicity Properties 

Thus far we have dealt with the definitions of statives, proces
sives, eventives and telics. In this respect it is worth noting that 
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these categories of verbal concepts also share some dynamicity 
properties in a rather interesting way. 

FIRSTLY, stative, processive and telic nuclei share the proper
ty of having duration, although of di fferent natures. For example 
the nuclei in the sentences 

50 John loves his mother. 
51 Every day, John runs 6 miles in the morning. 
52 John makes chairs for a living. 

all indicate some extension in time, they have duration, although 
example (50) contains a stative nucleus, love, (51) a processive 
one, ran, and (52) a telic one, make. As far as their relation to 
time is concerned, the nuclei of t hese three situations are distin
guished by comparing their phasal structures (see Section 2.5). 
This comparison yields the answer that in love we find only one 
phase (of internally infinite extension), in run we have an indefi
nite number of identical consecutive phases throughout its dura
tion, and in make we find a process, just like in run, whose realiza
tion depends on an implicit termination point.1 

SECONDLY, processives, eventives and telics are non-stative, 
in the sense that they all involve some kind of change. They can 
be distinguished from each other in terms of completion: no com
pletion (processives), necessary completion (eventives) or impli
cit completion (telics). This means that it is the necessary point 
of completion encoded into the concept of the eventive nucleus 
that distinguishes this concept from that of a processive one. It is 
this point of completion which constitutes the nucleic concept in 
question. In processives we find no such point of completion. In 

53 John drives a taxi for a living. 

there is no necessary point of completion coded into the dynamici
ty value of the nucleus drive—the 'habit of driving' may, for all 

1 Worth noting here is Drinka's (1993) claim that the first aspectual distinction 
encoded into the Indo-European verb system was the durative/punctual one. 
This distinction would group statives and processives together in a durative 
group, in contrast to the punctual group which would consist of e ventives and 
telics (see Ch.3). 
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we know, go on for any period of time. Thus drive is processive 
and as such it is distinguished from eventive sell in 

54 John sold his taxi. 

by the fact that the act of 'selling' involves a switch between the 
'state of not having sold something' to the 'state of having done 
so'. Thus sell has the required necessary point of completion.1 

Telics are distinguished from eventives, on the one hand, by 
their processive duration, the realization of which depends on 
whether their implicit point of completion is reached or not, and 
from processives on the other hand by the dependence on this 
point of completion. In other words, telics need an implicit point 
of completion, processives do not; telics have duration, eventives 
do not. 

THIRDLY, both statives and eventives have exactly one phase 
coded into their internal structures. The difference is that the stat
ive phase has infinite duration, whereas the eventive one has no 
duration whatsoever. And so in 

55 John lives in Copenhagen. 

the 'state of l iving' has one phase, in which we have no develop
ment but which may obtain for any reasonable length of time. In 

56 John died in Copenhagen. 

the one phase encoded into die does not denote the 'act of dying' 
per se but the switch from the 'state of being alive' to the 'state of 
being dead'. 

FOURTH, processives and telics share the property of having a 
process of some kind encoded. The difference is that for process
ives such as search this process is indefinite in the sense that it 
does not require an end-point to be realized. We may claim that 
telics are definite since a definite, potential end-point is required 

1 We may also note the difficulties, comparatively speaking, for unmarked (the 
simple present) eventive nuclei to take the present tense. The reason is that these 
nuclei have a strong propensity to have past time reference as they have the ante
rior as their unmarked temporal location. 
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for the realization of verbal nuclei such as learn. Compare the 
process in (57) with the telicity of (58): 

57 John is searching for a new job in Copenhagen. 
58 John is learning a new job in Copenhagen. 

Here it is immediately apparent that in (57) the interpretation 
would normally be that the possible success of ' John's search for 
a job' has no bearing whatsoever on the realization of that 
search. Or, in other words, even if John does not find a job, he 
might still claim that he has searched for one. This situation is 
quite reversed in (58) since in order to be able to claim that he 
has learnt a new job, John is required to have managed such a 
task. Otherwise no 'learning of a new job' has taken place. 

FIFTH, what eventive and telic nuclei have in common is the 
encoded completion. For eventives completion is a necessary re
quirement for their realization; unless the eventive is brought to a 
conclusion, it has not taken place. For telics it is enough that the 
completion point is implicit. That is, it would be the logical con
clusion if the situation were brought to its natural end. Note the 
difference between eventive find in (59) and telic learn in (60). 

59 John has found a new job in Copenhagen. 
60 John has learnt a new job in Copenhagen. 

In (59) we note that the point of ' finding a new job' is not preced
ed by any process of 'finding' (rather, by a process of 'looking 
for' or 'seeking'). This point of 'finding' is self-sufficient, has 
found does not entail was finding. The reason is that eventives 
change one state into another without reference to any internal 
process. In (60) we have precisely the kind of entailment which is 
lacking in (59); has learnt does indeed entail was learning. 

Thus we may summarize the dynamicity properties of stat
ive, processive, eventive and telic nuclei as in table 1 below. Note 
that he classification of telic duration as contingent is based on 
the fact that for telics completion is implied rather than necess
ary; thus the property of duration must be seen as dependent on 
the realization of t he completion. 
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Property 

Nucleus 

Duration Completion Phasal Characteristics 

Stative yes no mono 

Processive yes no multi 

Eventive no yes mono 

Telic contingent (yes) (multi) 

Tab.l: Nucleic Dynamicity Properties 

2.8.3 Nucleic Dynamicity: Summary 

Concluding this section, we may state that only four kinds of ver
bal nuclei are factually possible. However, it is important here to 
note the use of factually possible verbal categories rather than se-
manticallypossible ones. The reason is that dynamicity values of 
nucleic verbal concepts are in a sense "pre-semantic" in that 
they reflect (psychological) laws of nature, which presumably 
exist independently of their encoding into the semantic systems 
of languages. Moreover, even in principle, these laws cannot be 
violated. Semantics is more a question of h ow we interpret these 
laws of nature and encode these interpretations into the concepts 
that make up languages. The four factually possible kinds of 
verbal nuclei are thus: 

• Statives, indicating an obtaining state, e.g. know 

• Processives, that is, those that develop, e.g. run 

• Eventives, changing one state into another, e.g. hit 

• Telics, nuclei that encode a process which is contingent on its 
own implicit completion, e.g. make. 

In other words, since the dynamicity value of any arbitrarily 
chosen, isolated verbal nucleus is fixed, we must conclude that 
these values are constants. As a consequence of this constancy, 
these values can only be judged objectively. 
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2.9 Situational Dynamicity 

One conclusion to be drawn from the above is that, although 
verbs and situations may be technically classified by the same dy
namicity criteria, they differ in the sense that verbal concepts are 
judged objectively, in principle unaffected by contextual conside
rations. This is due to the fact that the dynamicity values of verb
al nuclei are constants. This is not the case with situations, and 
our interpretation of these are indeed subject to contexts, both 
linguistic and extralinguistic ones. This points to the conclusion 
that we mainly judge, or rather, interpret situations subjectively. 

We may very briefly view the dynamicity of a situation as de
scribing the nature and/or characteristics of the action or the hap
pening of the syntagm which makes up that situation, disregard
ing for the moment the fact that some situations do not indicate 
any action or happening per se. 

In addition to this, there is one important thing to note which 
is relevant only to om- dynamicity classification of s ituations and 
not to that of isolated nuclei: Situations always consist of smaller 
structures, building blocks like main verbs, adverbials, etc., and 
should be investigated as such. This also means that they may be 
modified by various modifiers such as noun phrases, auxiliary 
verbs, adverbs and adverbial phrases, etc. This is in sharp con
trast to our very restricted, decontextualized definition of verbal 
nucleus (see Section 2.3), which rules out any externally based 
classification. But it also tells us that it may not always be profit
able, or even possible, to investigate individual situations in isola
tion (see example 20, page 34). It will turn out that the interpre
tation of the entire structure of w hich the situation is part, over
rules the interpretation(s) of any subordinate structures and/or 
situations. 

Therefore we must recognize that a sentence like 

61 John is running towards the door. 

indicates a situation which is quite possibly open-ended. That is, 
here we interrupt John right in the middle of the 'process of run
ning towards a presupposed door'. In the future, relative to the 
time of this process, he may or may not reach the door. We simp
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ly cannot tell. All we are told is that 'John is running in a particu
lar direction7. The situational structure1 of (61) has the form: 

unbounded process situation 

[process] VC 

A 
John is running towards the door 

Fig. 3: Situational structure of John is running towards the door. 

Here we see that the process value of the situational verbal consti
tuency (VC) is running is not altered or changed in any way by 
its modifier, the prepositional phrase towards the door. But if we 
compare (61) with 

62 John is running to the door. 

we notice one important difference: is running to directly focuses 
on the possibility that John will actually reach the door at some 
point in the (unspecified) future, whereas in (61) the focus is on 
the actual process of running in a specified direction. Thus the sit
uational structure of (62) turns out to adhere to the criteria for te-
licity2 outlined in Section 2.7.2: a process with an implicit termi
nation point without reference to which the process cannot be 
said to be realized. That is, running to the door does not imply 
'having run to the door'; but running towards the door does 
imply 'having run towards the door'. 

This leads to a situational structure of (62) which can be 
illustrated as in Figure (4): 

1 Note that the situational structures presented in this chapter are very much sim
plified, pointing to certain elements and relations which are only elements within 
the maximal, full structure. 

2 We will return to situational boundedness (situational telicity) as well as other 
situational properties later on in this study. 

unbounder modifier 
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bounded process situation 

[process] VC bounder modifier 

John is running to the door 

Fig. 4: Situational structure of John is running to the door. 

So, what we have here are two similar verbal situations, both con
taining the same processive verb run, which have to be interpret
ed differently, in this case according to the meaning of the prepo
sitional phrases.1 One, is running to, focuses on, and implies that 
this situation will be brought to its logical conclusion: 'reaching 
the door'. The other, is running towards, focuses on the process 
that may or may not lead to 'reaching the door'. The point is that 
the interpretation and investigation of situations require all avail
able contextual, extra- and paralinguistic information. 

The reason for pointing out the above is that it hints at a 
striking methodological difference between how we investigate si
tuations and how we investigate the nucleus. Situational values 
are interpreted according to all contextual information avail
able, whereas verbal nucleic values are determined without con
textual considerations. The latter investigation will yield one of 
four, unmodifiable, dynamicity value constants: stative, proces
sive, eventive or telic. The former investigation only suggests the 
most likely interpretation. 

Since the relation between the verbal nucleus and its situ
ation is transitive, however, any situational interpretation must 
rely on a previous nucleic classification, as this classification pro
vides, in the form of the above-mentioned constant, the default 
value of the situation. That is, default, or unmarked, interpreta
tions of state, process, event or bounded situations may be con
trasted with deviating, marked ones. For example, the sentence 

1 We may note that both these sentences are imperfective although one (61) is un
bounded whereas the other (62) is bounded (see Ch.5). 
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63 John lives in Copenhagen. 

which contains the stative nucleus live in a state situation, 'being 
in the state of living somewhere', may be regarded as the un
marked member of a contrasting pair which could, for example, 
contain the marked member 

64 John is living in Copenhagen. 

in which we find, again, the stative nucleus live but this time in a 
state situation of a temporary kind, the 'state of temporarily liv
ing somewhere'. 

2.9.1 Situational Dynamicity: Summary 

To sum up this section: The nature of the situation is that: 

• Its core is a verbal nucleus, the dynamicity value of which 
may be stative, processive, eventive or telic. 

• Its dynamicity value is open to interpretation. 

• Its phasal, or procedural, structure is basically multi-phasal, 
that is, it consists of more than one phase. 

• It is composed of smaller linguistic or extralinguistic units. 

2.10 Nucleus versus Situation 

It should be clear from the discussion above that we cannot 
equate verbal nuclei in isolation with situations if we are to pro
perly analyse the situational implications of tense/temporality, 
mood/modality and aspect/aspectuality. The need to distinguish 
nuclei from situations becomes obvious as soon as we realize that 
no necessary one-to-one relation exists between the dynamicity 
classification of the equivalent of a main verb in isolation and the 
corresponding classification of t he verbal situation in which that 
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very nucleus occurs. To exemplify this a Krio sentence will be 
used: 

65 I de redi. 
he [IMP [ready]] 
He is getting ready. 

In this case, a nucleus which by itself would be classified as stat
ive, redi, occurs in a clearly non-state situation, the 'process of 
getting ready' (preparing oneself for something) which may 
eventually lead up to the 'state of being ready'. In no way does 
this interpretation of the situation change the semantic status 
ascribed to the verb redi—it remains a stative verb. 

It should now be clear that the relations between verbal nu
clei and their situations are, following Leech (1981: 104), asym
metric relations. This asymmetry is due to the fact that the rela
tion between the verbal nucleus and its situation is not reciprocal, 
that is, working in both directions, but a mono-directional rela
tion. That is, the dynamicity value of the verbal nucleus is part of 
what determines the value of the situation, not the other way 
around. The situation may be assigned a variety of values, but 
the possible choices are restricted by the value of the nucleus. 
This directionality in the relation between nucleus and situation 
gives the relation a certain amount of n on-arbitrariness. The dif
ferent dynamicity values of, say, kill and make will restrict the 
choices of possible situational interpretations of sentences in 
which these verbs occur as nuclei: 

66 John is killing one of his black sheep. 
67 John is making a nice new chair. 

The prototypical inference from (66) is that the 'killing' will take 
place in the (near) future and that this situation is pointing to
wards that end. This inference is the sum of the imperfective 
aspect of the syntagm be verb-ing plus the eventive dynamicity 
of kill. Example (67), on the other hand, would in most cases be 
interpreted as indicating a situation which in itself is developing 
simultaneously with its point of reference, in this case the present 
moment of speech. 
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This interpretation is brought about by the imperfective 
syntagm, be verb-ing, plus the telic dynamicity of make. But, the 
difference between these situations, created by their different 
nucleic dynamicity values, is that in (67) we have a choice of 
focusing our interpretation on either the process of 'making' 
itself, or the result of this process; whereas in (66) only the result 
is possible as the interpretative focus. 

However, as mentioned above, the relation between the nu
cleus and the situation is at the same time also somewhat arbitra
ry, since we cannot tell from the dynamicity value of the nucleus 
exactly in which kind of situation it will appear. This is very easi
ly illustrated by adding the adverbial tomorrow to example (67), 
giving 

68 John is making a nice new chair tomorrow. 

in which case the possibility of co-extension with the present mo
ment of speech is cancelled. 

Moreover, the failure to recognize that the relation between 
nucleus and situation is indeed asymmetric and not reciprocal 
may in part explain why, as was indicated in Section 1.4.3, Quirk 
et al. (1985)—among others—do not give a satisfactory account 
of how time is encoded in the semantics of the English verb. 

So we must conclude that the dynamicity values of verbal nu
clei and the procedural development (the dynamicity) of situa
tions cannot be of the same character. They are, for the reasons 
which have been outlined above, quite simply not comparable. 

2.11 Structure of the Situation 

In Section 2.4 above, the notion of situation is defined in such a 
way that its domain and general structure are accounted for.1 

1 Note that the notions of centrality and periphery within the verbal situation are 
purely semantic and have very little to do with the "surface structure7' or order 
of morphemes in an utterance; cf. the fact that the mood component of a modal 
auxiliary (English) and a mood marker (Krio) is conceived of as being obligato
ry and thus to be found within the VG of a s ituation, whereas the modal compo
nent, that is, the lexical content of these grams (see page 110, note 1, for more 
about grams) is to be found within the situational periphery. 
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This section will give a general introduction to the structural side 
of the situation and provide a preliminary understanding of the 
hierarchy within the situation and of the general principles which 
govern the interaction within the various situational elements. 

The situation is understood in this study as consisting of two 
obligatory parts, the nucleus and the verbal constituency, and 
one optional part, the periphery. 

The nucleus is the conceptual place-holder in the situation, 
since within it we find the equivalent of o nly one verbal or predi
cative concept (see Sections 2.3 and Ch.4). That is, the nucleus 
may consist of either one verbal concept like hit, ran, begin, 
know, etc., or one predicate1 like (be) nice, (be) red, etc. 

Within the verbal constituency (VC) we find those parts of 
the verb phrase which are obligatory in the sense that without 
them the situation would not be complete. Here we find the nu
cleus as well as the TMA (Tense, Mood, Aspect), which, broadly 
speaking, contains the elements of t he situation that are connect
ed directly to the nucleus. Among these elements we find inflec
tions, modal auxiliary verbs and verbal particles2. Moreover, all 
elements in the verbal constituency have the capability of acting 
as carriers (see Section 5.5) of various parts of the TMA. 

The third and final part of the situation is the periphery, 
which, strictly speaking, is not obligatory but which in the vast 
majority of situations will be present in one way or the other. Ele
ments among the peripherals are all the modifiers of temporality, 
modality and aspectuality that occur, for example adverbials like 
tomorrow and probably, and NPs like a mistake and mistakes. 

Keeping in mind the fact that linear accounts of non-linear 
relations are no more than typographical conventions, used for 
the sake of convenience, the basic situation can be said to have 
the following formulaic structure: 

69 ([[NUCLEUS] TMA] (PE RIPHERY)) 

1 Pseudo-predicatives like seem and become in combination with an adjective, etc., 
are not viewed as making up the nucleus of a situation (see Ch.4). 

2 In this context the notion of v erbal particles does not involve the particles that 
are part of s o-called phrasal verbs in English. Rather, the particles referred to 
are, for example, the TMA markers of K rio. The phrasal verb particles of Eng
lish are instead, when they supply additional meaning, seen as semantically inte
grated parts of the verbal nucleus itself (see Section 2.3 and Ch.4). 
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This formula is to be interpreted as follows: Within square brack
ets we find the obligatory elements, the nucleus and the TMA, 
and within the parentheses the optional periphery is located. The 
hierarchical order of modification is indicated by the number of 
bracket and parenthesis pairs. That is, it is the TMA element that 
modifies the nucleus rather than the other way around since, the 
more bracket pairs, the more central is the element. This can 
also be expressed (see also Section 2.9), as a tree diagram: 

T M A  n u c l e i c  c o n c e p t  
Fig. 5: Basic Situational Structure 

2.12 Summary 

In this chapter the basic concepts of the present study have been 
presented and defined. It has also been argued that the interpreta
tion and investigation of verbal situations must be performed in 
three consecutive steps: (1) A dynamicity classification of t he ver
bal nucleus in isolation as either stative, or non-stative (subsum
ing processive, eventive and telic nuclei); (2) a classification of 
the verbal constituency of the situation; (3) a full interpretation 
of the situation, taking into account all peripheral modifiers. 

Moreover, it has also been pointed out that this analysis pre
supposes a clear and unambiguous distinction between on the one 
hand the verbal nucleic concept, and on the other hand the situa
tion in which we find this concept. 

situation 

verbal constituency periphery 
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3 
The Supremacy of the State/Non-State Distinction 

3.1 Introduction 

In Section 2.7 it was stated that the covert state/non-state distinc
tion is seen as a basic conceptual distinction within the present 
framework. That is, the most basic and important distinction to 
be made as regards conceptual dynamicity, verbal semantics and 
situational meaning is the state/non-state distinction. The reason 
for this supremacy over other, conceivably basic, distinctions 
such as the durative/punctual one, is however not touched upon 
in Section 2.7. This chapter will first speculate very briefly about 
the reasons for this state/non-state supremacy and then go on to 
show that this distinction is indeed the fundament upon which ver
bal marking of time in English and Krio is built. 

3.2 A Speculative Background 

In all languages, nucleic verbal concepts are of necessity1 either 
stative or non-stative. Conceptually, the implicational difference 
between these two categories is basically a question of stability2; 
states and stative concepts are stable during the course of t he pe
riod they obtain, but non-states and non-stative concepts are not. 
The crucial characteristic of this distinction is therefore conceptu
ally relative stability versus instability. That is, non-change 
(state) versus change (non-state) over time. 
1 The use of necessity is of course grounded in the fact that as far as we are deal

ing with binary distinctions—and the state/non-state distinction is a binary di
stinction—all members of a class must be assigned to either class. That is, in 
this context all verbal concepts will have to be either states or non-states simply 
because there is no other class. 

2 As opposed to nominals, which are stable in space, verbals are stable over time 
(see Section 1.2). 
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In theory, however, we could conceive of other conceptual 
verbal distinctions as basic, as for example the durative/punctual 
distinction. This is the standpoint taken by Drinka (1993: 145), 
for example. 

After having listed three hierarchically ordered aspectual 
distinctions, of which only the first1 is of importance here: "(a) 
Verbal characters: the inherent aspectual value of a verb" as 
either durative or punctuative2; she goes on to write: 

These three methods of marking aspectual distinctions in In-
do-European—at the lexical, derivational, and inflectional le
vel—actually reflect a kind of chronology, for they appear to 
have been incorporated into the verb system in the above 
order, each development building on the previous one. [em
phasis mine] 

In comparison with the state/non-state distinction, the durative/ 
punctual distinction shows a related but quite distinct relation to 
time, since the durative/punctual distinction is in essence a ques
tion of completion (punctuality) versus incompletion (duration). 

Therefore, a classification along the lines of this distinction 
would group states/stative nuclei together with processes/procès -
sive nuclei in one class, duratives. And bounded situations/telic 
nuclei together with events/eventive nuclei in another class, punc-
tuals. What this boils down to is reference or non-reference to 
extension in time. 

Thus it is possible to claim that both of these distinctions, the 
state/non-state and the durative/punctual, are verbal since, as is 
argued in Section 1.2 and Chapter 5, no other major conceptual 
categories other than the verbal ones have time as an integral 
feature of their defining criteria. 

We may illustrate the basic difference between the state/ 
non-state distinction on the one hand and the durative/punctual 
one on the other as in Figure 6: 

1 Distinction two, according to Drinka, is that of derivational Aktionsarten 
(iterative, inchoative, etc.) and the third and final distinction is that of inflec
tional aspect (perfective and imperfective). 

2 Note Drinka's use of punctuative instead of the more common term punctual. 
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state/non-state distinction 
state non-state 

state/stative process/processive bounded/telic event/eventive 

V 
durative punctual 

durative/punctual distinction 

Fig. 6: The state/non-state and durative/punctual distinctions. 

But, if both distinctions are related to time—albeit in different 
ways, why should the state/non-state distinction be more basic 
than the durative/punctual one? Any discussion of this matter 
will of necessity be highly speculative since we will be drawing on 
theories on the evolution of language as a species specific ability, 
such as that proposed by Bickerton (1981, 1984a, 1990, 1996a), 
and on research into child language acquisition, Bloom (1984) 
and Clark (1987) for example. Neither of these research areas is 
capable of presenting any empirically based, hard evidence. 

If we compare Drinka s above statement with Bickerton's 
(1981: 283-284) speculations that at the dawn of homo sapiens, 
the most important semantic (verbal) distinction to be made for 
the survival and evolutionary adjustment of our species, was the 
punctual/non-punctual one, we find that they seem to share the 
same point of view. Both authors regard the durative/punctual di
stinction as basic: 

This capacity to make the punctual-nonpunctual distinction 
in real life, so to speak, must have been crucial to ou r ances
tors, [...] It is hard to think of any distinction which could 
have been more important to them as they began to build 
up the store of communal experience that would become the 
traditional wisdom of human groups. The interrelation of 
punctual and nonpunctual, foreground and background, 
provided basic ways of analyzing and classifying the diverse 
experiences [...] [emphasis mine] 
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The implication in Bickerton's statement is (a) that punctuality is 
equated with (perceptual) foreground and nonpunctuality with 
(perceptual) background, and (b) that the identification of fore
ground features against background ones is the important factor. 
This in turn implies that we should see the state/non-state distinc
tion as more basic than the durative/punctual one since fore
ground versus background is not in essence a question of t empo
ral duration versus non-duration. It is rather a question of depict
ing a non-stable attention-grabbing foreground against a stable 
background (see Sections 1.2 and 1.3). 

Thus, if we subscribe to the view that the state/non-state di
stinction is indeed a question of s tability versus non-stability, we 
must conclude that this distinction is the more basic one because 
it has a greater semantic scope than has the durative/punctual di
stinction. That is, the state/non-state distinction is not restricted 
to verbals only but also to nominals. Only verbals fall within the 
scope of the durative/punctual distinction. 

Language acquisition research in the 1980s and 1990s also 
points to the basic importance of having the ability to single out 
foreground happenings against a stable background, that is, non-
states against states. Bloom (1984: 190), for example, reports: 

For instance, in their early simple sentences the children 
learned action verb relations before sta te verb relations and 
locative action before locative state relations. The semantic 
typology of verbs presumably reflected conceptual distinc
tions in the children's underlying organization of the regula
rities in events in the world. 

Note that what is reported by Bloom and singled out here are not 
punctual verbs opposed to durative ones but rather all attention-
grabbing actions, regardless of t heir extension in time (non-state 
foregrounds, that is). This observation by Bloom is corroborated 
by Clark (1987) when, in a discussion of over-regularization of 
the weak, past tense dental-suffix to strong and irregular verbs, 
she notes that 

[t]he initial basis for adding particular inflections and then 
for over-regularization appears to be semantic: verbs for 
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change of state like break or drop are inflected for past tense 
before verbs for activity or state like run or sleep. 

The crucial point here is not that English-speaking children show 
a tendency to over-generalize the weak past tense morpheme, 
but that the verbs listed by Clark as especially prone to acquire a 
past tense marking are generally from one distinct group of nu
clei, namely that of eventives. And again, as Bloom (1984) notes, 
we find that the verbs which denote the most attention-grabbing 
actions turn out to be precisely the verbs which acquire (tense) 
marking before other kinds of verbs. 

However, since the above paragraphs are speculative, the 
rest of this chapter will be devoted to showing that at least for 
English and Krio the state/non-state distinction, rather than the 
durative/punctual one, is the basic conceptual distinction to be 
made in the present area of investigation. 

3.3 The Case of Krio 

In order to discuss the importance of t he state/non-state distinc
tion and also have a brief look at its manifestation in actual lan
guage use, we will use the Krio stative nucleus no, 'know', and 
contrast it with non-stative lan, 'learn'. 

70 Dat na tru, bot yusef no se a lsk yu, sn a de fo yu. 
that BE truth but you self [(N-ANT) [know] CPZ I [(N-ANT) [like]] you and I [(N-ANT) 

[EXT]] for you 
That's true, but you know that I like you, and I'm here for you. 
God Pas Konsibul, act 4: scene 2: p.34. 

71 Na fotru. Den de lan A den tin de na skul naw. 
FGR for+truth they [IMP [learn]] all [PLDET [thing]] [(N-ANT) [EXT]] PREP school now 
Yes indeed. They learn all those things in school now. 
Bad Man Bete Pas €mti Os, scene 4: p.39. 

Here we see that the stative nucleus no primarily indicates that 
this verbal situation takes place in the present. It denotes the 'ob
taining state of knowing something'. The important question to 
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ask is why there is no overt marking for present time location 
(by the imperfective marker dex, as in (71) above), of no in (70), 
although the situation quite clearly refers to the present moment. 
The answer to this question is quite simple: Since the denotata of 
statives are inherently infinite in nature and also devoid of s tart
ing and end points (see Section 2.8), they are also, by presupposi-
tional extension, located in the present. In other words, there is 
no indication of any termination to be found in the dynamicity 
values of these verbal concepts, and therefore the scope of their 
existence incorporates the present moment of s peech. Therefore, 
any present time marking would appear to be superfluous. 

While an overt present time marking is lacking in (70), the 
pre-verbal imperfective marker de is found in (71), where it 
marks Ian, indicating a present time location. So why are these 
two verbal nuclei marked differently for present time reference? 
Part of the answer is the need to mark Ian for imperfectivity of 
some kind—in this case habituality—but it is also a consequence 
of how Krio handles temporal relations in combination with the 
semantic implications of t he state/non-state distinction. This can 
be clarified by a quote from Bickerton (1975: 28): 

The functions of the stem form in the Guyanese system de
pend on the stative-non-stative distinction. In its common
est function, with non-stative, it signifies 'u nmarked past' 
— that is, a (usually) single action that happened at a mo
ment in the past that may or may not be specific but should 
not predate any action simultaneously under discussion. 

Here Bickerton refers to Guyanese Creole, but the phenomenon 
he describes exists commonly in the Atlantic Creoles in general, 
and indeed also in Krio. However, this quote raises another im
portant question implicit in the phrase "[...] should not predate 
any action simultaneously under discussion": How do we then 
mark a non-stative verbal concept for past time reference, the ac-
1 This marker c/e, in creolistics traditionally labelled non-punctual, is rather an im

perfective marker than a marker of pl ain durativity. This can be seen in the fact 
that c/e-marked processive, eventive and telic nuclei imply different shades of im-
perfectiveness. Habituality, continuousness, iterativity, etc., of situations centred 
around non-stative nuclei are marked by de. The final meaning is the sum of the 
nucleic dynamicity and the imperfective meaning. 
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tion of which does predate a simultaneously discussed action? 
The answer is that it depends on the relation between the topic 
time of the situation under discussion and the present moment of 
speech. Or as Bickerton (1984: 182) defines the point of reference 
for creole tense marking: 

The reference point for tense is never the "point present" or 
"moment of spee ch" familiar to speakers of E uropean lan
guages, but rather the time of the topic under discussion, 
which may or may not have present reference. Verbs relating 
to the topic time are unmarked; [...] 

If topic time is simultaneous with the present moment of speech 
then no anterior marking of a predating non-stative is needed, 
but if topic time precedes that point then the tense (or rather ante
rior, see below) marker, which in Krio is 6m, has to be used. 

The important thing to note here is that lari in example (71) 
is non-stative and as such it must obligatorily take imperfective 
marking in order to convey present time reference. This task is 
carried out by the marker de, by means of which the scope of this 
particular situation is extended into the present. Or rather, its (im
plicit) termination is cancelled. What Bickerton does not address 
is the question why the non-stative verbal nucleus should need 
any marking at all, in order to refer to the present moment. 

The answer to this is to be found in another peculiarity of 
Krio: Temporality of verbal situations is treated in terms of se
quences of verbal situations (these sequences may be explicit or 
implicit) rather than as locations at some point in time, which ap
pears to be the predominant principle in English.1 Languages, in 
which this characteristic feature is predominant (the indication of 
the sequential order of situations) are commonly referred to as 
anterior-marking languages. In Krio and Guyanese (basically an
terior-marking languages), a verbal situation with a non-stative 
verb as its nucleus is seen as completed, and therefore placed in 
the past, if it is not relevant (in Bickerton's (1975: 28) words: 
"[it] should not predate any action simultaneously under discus
sion") to, or rather at, the present discourse focus. 

1 The perfect and the pluperfect are examples of sequence marking features in 
English. The perfect will be discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 6.2.2.2. 
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The consequence is that Krio non-statives must in some way 
take marking for present time reference, otherwise they will im
ply past time1, that is, anteriority as regards the present dis
course focus. So, removing the imperfective marker de from ex
ample (71) would yield the sentence 

72 Den Ian ol den tin de na skul. 
they [(ANT) [learn]] all [PLDEJ [thing]] EXT PREP school 
They learnt all those things in school. 

in which the reference is to a completed situation which is sequen
tially located previously to the present moment of speech. That 
is, anterior, and, as a consequence of this anteriority, in the past. 

How does the above analysis relate to the claim in Section 
2.8 that there are only four dynamicity types of nucleic concepts; 
statives, processives, eventives and telics? In other words, how 
do we reconcile this tetra-partite division of basic concepts with 
the binary opposition found in the state/non-state distinction? By 
doing this, we will be able to justify the postulated supremacy of 
the state/non-state distinction over the durative/punctual distinc
tion. To show that the state/non-state distinction does not con
stitute an arbitrarily defined dividing line among these four types 
of verbal nuclei, we must find evidence suggesting the existence 
of systematic differences in grammatical treatment between sta
tives on the one hand and non-statives on the other, rather than 
between duratives and punctuals. 

Here we might start by identifying the nucleic dynamicity 
types of the Krio verbs no and /an, respectively. According to the 
definitions in Section 2.8, no would, as was also stated above, fit 
the characteristics of stative nuclei. On the other hand, Ian is 
clearly telic, since it meets the defining characteristics of this 
type: a process, contingent on its own completion, leading up to 
an implied momentary switch from one state to another. 

Then, to be able to claim that the state/non-state distinction 
is basic, we need to find examples of Krio processive and event-
ive nuclei which are formally treated in the same way as nuclei 

1 Note that in Krio, past time reference is only implied since it is a logical conse
quence of the anteriority of situations. That which occurs before something else 
is of necessity placed temporarily in the (relative) past (see also Section 5.4). 
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such as Ian. Here we will use the processive nucleus pie, 'play', 
and the eventive one gi, 'give', in order to test this postulation. If 
these nuclei, processive pie and eventive gi, are marked in the 
same way as telic Ian to convey a present time location, then this 
would force us to draw the above-mentioned conclusions about 
Krio treatment of nucleic dynamicity. Analysing the sentence 

73 [...] den ditektiv de go rawn go arest den wan we de pie gyambul. 
[PL [detective]] [IMP [go]] round go arrest [PL [one]] REL [IMP [play]] gamble 
[...] detectives are (secretly) going around arresting those who 
gamble/are gambling. 
Bad Man Bete Pas 8mti Os, scene 3: p.29. 

we find that pie takes the imperfective marker de, just as Ian did, 
to imply present time reference of t he situation, that is, to give it 
simultaneity with the current focus of d iscourse. The people who 
are going to be arrested are currently 'occupied with gambling', 
either as a habit or as an ongoing activity. Then, unmarking the 
sentence, giving it the shape 

74 [...] den ditektiv de go rawn go arest den wan we pie gyambul. 
[PL [detective]] [IMP [go]] round go arrest [PL [one]] REL [(ANT) [play]] gamble 
[...] detectives are (secretly) going around arresting those who 
gambled/were gambling. 

would yield a construction in which the temporal/sequential loca
tion of the gambling is shifted back to a point in time preceding 
the current focus. In other words, those who are about to be arres
ted are some people who 'gambled' or 'were gambling' at some 
unspecified moment which sequentially is located in the past. 

Thus we see that the lack of t he imperfective marker de has 
the same effect in (74) as the unmarking of Ian in example (72). 
While the relocation of the situation to the relative past is the 
same it is worth noting that the cause is different. In (72) the situ
ation is granted a past time/anterior status on the grounds that it 
has no relevance at the present discourse focus and thus it is com
pleted by definition. In (74) however, the zero-marking for tense 
is due to the fact that, sequentially, the 'gambling' was completed 
before the current discourse focus (topic time); since this dis
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course focus and the moment of utterance co-extend, the unmark
ed stem is appropriate. 

What remains is to show that eventive nuclei such as gi are 
also handled formally according to the same grammatical rules. 
That is, to show that the scope of an eventive-centred utterance 
marked for imperfectivity by de includes the moment of speech. 

In (75) below the imperfective marker extends the scope of 
the eventive nucleus gi into the present moment, indicating that 
'the giving of children' could be something that God does on a re
gular basis, a habit co-extensive with the current focus. 

75 Yu nem no go day as long as God de gi den pikin. 
[[you] (POSS)] name [NEG [IRR [die]]] as long as God [IMP [give]] them children 
Your name won't die as long as God keeps giving them children. 
Bad man Bete Pas £mti Os, scene 2: p.25 

However, as the example stands, it may also be interpreted as in
volving a condition, 'as long as God keeps giving them children', 
which must be fulfilled in order for the result, 'the survival of the 
name', to remain in effect. The removal of this conditional possi
bility by the deletion of the adverbial as long as and switching 
the order of the clauses yielding a proper statement (76) shows 
that the basic present time implication of de gi does not change: 

76 God de gi den pikin so yu nem no go day. 
God [IMP [give]] them children so [[[you] (SG) (POSS)] name] [NEG [IRR [die]]] 
God keeps giving them children so your name will not die. 

Unmarking gi., as in (77), will shift the situation back to some un
specified location in the past; the only information that we get is 
that 'the giving of children' is over and done with and that it pre
ceded the discourse focus, which here is the moment of speech. 

77 God gi den pikin so yu nem no go day. 
God [(ANT) [give]] them children so [[[you] (SG) (POSS)] name] [NEG [IRR [die]]] 
God gave them children so your name will not die. 

At this point it should be clear that there are no formal grammati
cal differences between telics, processives and eventives as re
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gards marking the opposition between relative present and rela
tive past time reference. These three categories of verbal nuclei 
must take imperfective marking in order to explicitly indicate 
that the situation in question is co-extensive with the current dis
course focus. And since in these cases current focus and moment 
of speech coincide, it follows that the presupposed temporal refe
rence is to the present moment. All that is needed to shift these 
situations back to past time reference is to leave out the imper
fective marker. 

What we have established so far is that the unmarked Ian (te-
lic), unmarked pie (processive) and unmarked gi (eventive) basi
cally indicate anterior/relative past reference, but for different, 
but related, reasons: Lan is anterior since the situation in which it 
occurs is seen as completed and not relevant at the current dis
course focus; pie and gi are anterior since they precede the cur
rent focus sequentially and thus must be seen as having reached 
their completions. 

The conclusion to be drawn from the above analysis is that 
processive and eventive nuclei are formally handled in exactly 
the same way as telics are. In turn, this leads to the conclusion 
that, at least for Krio, it is justifiable to postulate that the state/ 
non-state distinction is more basic than the durative/punctual 
one, since it is the former distinction rather than the latter which 
is relevant to, and has an impact on, the shaping of the Krio TMA 
phrase. 

However, even if we accept the supremacy of the state/non-
state distinction we would still want to know why Krio process
ives should be grouped together with eventives and telics, and 
why this group, non-statives, should be treated as if all nuclei be
longing to it are in a sense eventives1. 

The key to the understanding of this grammatical behaviour 
has been hinted at above but must be further considered in terms 
of the relation between the notions of completion and sequence 
on the one hand and background and foreground2 on the other. 

The argument goes as follows: The crucial features of any 
background are that it is stable and omnipresent. That is, it ob-

1 About the default past time location of eventives; see Section 2.8. 
2 Background and foreground are (see Sections 1.2, 1.3 and 3.2) in a sense the 

essence of the state/non-state distinction. 
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tains as long as it is not positively terminated or changed. Termi
nation and/or change, in turn, are not encoded into states. In 
other words, in order for a background to achieve termination 
this end has to be explicitly stated—termination and change are 
situated outside the state itself. This follows from our definition 
of state dynamicity proposed on page 44, Section 2.7.1, which 
says that states have "unlimited duration, the upholding of which 
excludes the possibility of pos itively defined input of energy". 

The crucial feature of foregrounds is the fact that they are 
unstable and that this instability must, in one way or the other, 
be defined in relation to their backgrounds. They are no more 
than attention-grabbing motifs against those backgrounds1; with
out a background there cannot exist any foreground. This has the 
consequence that completion of f oregrounds is brought about by 
lack of energy input. As soon as no more energy is supplied, the 
foreground just disappears. In this respect processives, eventives 
and telics are all the same: They "die" from lack of ne w energy. 

Transferred into relevant terminology this would, figurative
ly speaking, mean that states/statives go on until something 
stops them, whereas non-states/non-statives go on as long as 
something keeps them going. 

As we will see in Chapter 5, completion cannot be defined in 
any other terms than beforeness, that is, past reference. That 
which is seen as having reached its end must have done so at a 
point in time necessarily preceding its current point of reference. 

Finally, sequences (of t hings, events, situations, etc.) are al
ways linearly ordered. Thus, if a (linguistic) foregrounded pheno
menon (referred to by a processive, an eventive or a telic verbal 
concept) takes place but its energy input is withdrawn; 'somebo
dy stops running', '"succeeds in killing somebody' or ''finishes mak
ing something', then this foregrounded happening has reached its 
completion. And since completion is essentially beforeness this 
must have happened before something else in the sequence of situ
ations did. Therefore, since lack of energy input is quite naturally 

1 In this respect it becomes quite easy to see why the progressive forms of non
stative verbs are sometimes said to express notions such as grammaticalized sta-
tivity, etc. Cf. Mufwene (1984a: 28), for example: I see virtually no harm 
in assuming that the progressive/durative is itself grammatically a 'stativizing7 

aspect, particulary for non-statives.". 
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the unmarked member of the contrasting pair—input of energy 
versus no input of energy—we find that what is explicitly marked 
by linguistic means is the marked member of the pair, which in 
this case is input of energy. Hence foreground (non-state) items 
are marked for past time reference by the lack of a marker, 
whereas background (state) items are marked for past time refe
rence by an explicit marker. And vice versa, foregrounds obliga
torily take an explicit marker for present time reference, whereas 
for backgrounds present time reference is conveyed without any 
marker. There are now only two important questions left requir
ing answers: What counts as past and present time reference, in 
the framework outlined above? And what is referred to? 

Bickerton assumes (see quote on page 73) that creole tempo
ral reference is to topic time rather than to the time of the utte
rance. If this assumption is correct, then creole temporal refer
ence is relative, which means that reference to the past, or to the 
present, must be made, not necessarily from the point of view of 
the moment of utterance, but from whatever point in time the 
speaker chooses as topic time. Everything that took place before 
topic time is past/anterior and everything that takes place simul
taneously with topic time is present/non-anterior. 

To sum up the Krio state/non-state distinction: 

• Stative nuclei need no present-time marking in Krio, since 
the extension into the present is already there in the meaning 
of these nuclei. 

• Processive, eventive and telic nuclei are not formally distin
guished in Krio and are grouped together as non-statives. 

• Non-stative nuclei need marking for present-time location 
since the anteriority marking character of Krio presupposes 
a completive interpretation of non-statives without present 
relevance. 

• Krio non-statives are placed in the relative past unless other
wise marked. 
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3.4 The Case of English 

In the preceding paragraphs it has been shown that we are justi
fied in postulating that the state/non-state distinction is an under
lying categorial distinction in Krio, of a more basic kind than, 
say, the durative/punctual distinction. This section will aim at re
minding the reader of the fact that the same relations which hold 
in Krio also hold in Standard English. That is, we will see that 
there is a systematically marked morphological difference in the 
way English treats statives as opposed to how all three groups, 
processives, eventives and telics, of non-statives are handled. We 
will not be able to find any systematic morphological difference 
between durative (stative and processive) concepts on the one 
hand and punctual (eventive and telic) on the other. 

In some respects this might be a case of pushing against an 
open door since the state/non-state distinction is recognized to 
be of major importance for at least one other categorial distinc
tion in English: the contrast between the simple (present/past) 
form and the progressive (present/past) form of the verb. How
ever, it is important to the outline of the present study to show 
this explicitly. 

So what are the consequences of t he state/non-state distinc
tion for English? And how does English compare with Krio in this 
respect? To begin with, this basic semantic distinction will, as we 
know, turn out to have at least one major effect on English aspec
tual marking. A c omparison of, for example, the stative nucleus 
hear in the sentence 

78 He hears a sound. 

with the non-stative, telic nucleus learn in 

79 The American people are now learning the hard way [...] 
LOB, CD-ROM version. 

will reveal that these two sentences stand in the same relation to 
each other as the Krio examples (70) and (71). The stative nu
cleus in (78), hear, does not take any marking for present time 
reference, apart from the highly redundant third person singular 
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-s, the task of which, in modern English, has very little to do with 
temporal location at all1, whereas the non-stative nucleus in (79), 
learn, takes precisely this overt present time marking in the 
shape of the present progressive2, in order to give this situation si
multaneity with the current moment of speech. 

This difference between English stative and non-stative nu
clei is often pointed out in grammars of English, in which the 
non-normality and extremely low frequency of stative verbs 
(that is, stative nuclei) marked for the progressive are stressed. 
For example 

80 Right now, he is hearing a sound. 

would be seen as exceptional, bordering on the impossible, requir
ing a fair amount of additional context in order to be perceived 
as grammatical. In this case we would have to assume that there 
is something peculiar about this special act of hearing, something 
which deviates from the prototypical interpretation of situations 
centred around stative nuclei. Maybe the sound is only in the 
head of the hearer, maybe this is an actor, caught in the middle 
of perceiving a sound, etc. In short, the progressive form of an 
English stative nucleus is highly marked and draws attention to 
some unprototypical way of i nterpreting the situation into which 
that nucleus enters. 

If we compare this to the situation in Krio, we will find that 
this way of marking exists in this language, too, only that the de
gree of markedness and/or unprototypicality is slightly lower. 
The difference is that when the progressive form of an English 
stative nucleus restricts the scope, in one way or the other, of the 
situation in which that nucleus is found, the imperfective aspect 
of a stative Krio nucleus often indicates a 'process that will even
tually lead up to a change of state'. Thus we find redi, 'to be rea
dy', 'to be prepared', marked for the imperfective aspect in 

1 At most it reinforces the present time implications already there in the situation, 
but even this may be questioned. This statement is corroborated by the fact that 
with the 1st and 2nd persons singular, and all plural persons, most English 
verbs do not have any overt present tense marking at all. 

2 This should really be the present imperfective but since we do not use this label 
when we talk about Standard English, the present progressive will have to do. 
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81 Wetin yu de pan? 
what+thing you LOCBE upon 
What are you doing? 

A de redi. Yu no redi yet? 
I [IMP [ready]] you [NEG [ready]] yet 
F m getting ready. Aren't you ready yet? 
God Pas Konsibul, act 2: scene 1 

in which sentence the basic message is that somebody is right in 
the middle of a process (the 'process of g radually getting prepar
ed for something') which in all probability will take this somebo
dy from being in the 'state of not being prepared' to the 'state of 
being prepared'. 

We must not be led astray by the different ways in which we 
interpret English and Krio stative nuclei marked for progressive-
ness and/or the imperfective, respectively. The important point 
to be made here is that the s tate/non- state distinction is equally 
important to both English and Krio. The mere fact that this di
stinction has different consequences for the surface structure and 
overall shape of these two languages, changes neither its general 
character nor its importance. 

In the area of non-stative nuclei, however, the analogy be
tween English and Krio shows some discrepancies. We know 
from the above that there is only one means of present-time 
marking of non-statives available to Krio, the imperfective mark
er de1 irrespective of the dynamicity value of these nuclei as ei
ther processives, eventives or telics. Telic /an, processive pie and 
eventive gi take the same marking for present time reference, de 
lan, de pie and de gi, respectively. More importantly, without ex
plicit present time marking of the non-stative Krio nucleus, any 
present time reference is excluded. 

In the case of English the situation is slightly different. There 
is a morphologically marked contrast between the simple present 
and the present progressive as far as the marking of English non
stative nuclei for present time reference is concerned. Basically 
this is a contrast between different kinds of imperfectivity1. 

1 In English the perfective aspect in the present tense is marginalized, and appears 
to be systematically realized in only three ways: (1) as the unmarked value for 
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This opposition would yield contrasting pairs like (82) and 
(83), processive play, and (84) and (85), eventive nod, below: 

82 To his surprise he has discovered that although he plays tennis 
right-handed he plays golf left-handed. 
LOB, CD-ROM version. 

83 To his surprise he has discovered that although he is playing 
tennis right-handed he isn't winning. 

84 He nods his head, instead of saying yes. 
85 He is nodding his head, instead of saying yes . 

The prototypical interpretations of these situations include, in 
principle, the present moment of speech. What is important to 
note here, however, is not the quite trivial fact that English non-
states/non-statives take the present progressive to mark on-
goingness/continuousness and the simple present to mark reperiti -
veness. The crucial point is that this possibility of contrast is for
mally realized in an identical fashion irrespective of the nucleic 
dynamicity value of non-states/non-stative nuclei. It does not 
matter if the nucleus is processive, play, eventive, nod, or telic, 
learn. What matters is that states/statives are normally not cap
able of positively contrasting, repetitiveness with continuousness 
by using the same morphological means as non-states. That is, 
just as is the case in Krio, English treats the state/non-state di
stinction as more basic than the durative/punctual one. 

At this point it is enough to say that the dynamicity values of 
processive, eventive and telic concepts like play, nod and learn, 
force upon us certain possible, but slightly different, ranges of in
terpretation of situations containing these nuclei. And also that 
these ranges of interpretations will not exactly match each other. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter it has been argued that the basic distinction as re
gards verbal concepts is the state/non-state rather than the dura-

performatives (which make up a first person subclass of eventives); (2) as the in
stantaneous, or commentator's present; and (3) as the narrative historical pre
sent (see Sections 2.8 and 5.2). 
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tive/punctual distinction. A number of examples, both from Krio 
and from English, have been presented, all of which point to the 
conceptual primacy of the state/non-state distinction. In both 
languages stative verbal nuclei are systematically and formally 
distinguished from non-stative ones, although by different means 
and with different effects on the meaning of utterances. 

No such systematicity and formal distinction can be shown 
to exist in the durative/punctual distinction. However, the rea
sons for this supremacy of the state/non-state distinction can on
ly be discussed in a highly speculative fashion, as has been done 
by Bickerton (1981, 1984a, 1990, 1996a) who ascribes a high 
evolutionary survival potential to those humans or pre-humans 
who, at the dawn of homo sapiens, were able to master and mani
pulate this distinction. We also find support for this view in re
search on language acquisition, Bloom (1984) and Clark (1987), 
for example. 

Suffice it to say that synchronic evidence taken from pre
sent" day language use indicates that the state/non-state distinc
tion takes precedence over the durative/punctual one. 
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4 
The Nucleus 

4.1 Introduction 

In Section 2.11 we briefly touched upon the nature of t he nucleic 
content of the situation and noted that it consists of the equiva
lent of either one verbal or one predicative concept. But Section 
2.11 did not explicitly address the question of exactly what 
counts as the verbal nucleus of situations, that is, what verbal 
and/or predicative elements have the potential to occupy the 
nucleic slot in the situation? And, what additional non-verbal 
elements should be seen as forming integrated, and inseparable 
parts of the nucleus? Obvious candidates could be prepositions 
and adverbs. 

Moreover, in addition to the self-evident fact that if we find 
only one verbal concept in a situation this must be the nucleus, 
two questions emerge as immediately relevant in this respect: 

• How do we treat multi-verbal constructions such as begin to 
run, cease to function, have seen, be running, or Krio bin de 
kam, don it, ker go, bring kam, etc. ? 

• Which verbal element in each of these various syntagma is 
to be identified as the verbal nucleus? 

Answering these two questions involves drawing a line between 
those verbal elements which, on closer examination, turn out to 
be pure auxiliary verbs or TMA markers, and those elements 
(verbal or not) which in fact do carry the major bulk of t he lexi
cal content, or at least contribute their meaning to the total mean
ing of the verbal nucleus. The reason for drawing this line is that 
the former group, that of pure auxiliary verbs and markers, is 
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part of the TMA system of the verbal constituency and by defini
tion cannot take on the role of n ucleus, whereas the latter group, 
lexical content carriers, must be recognized as nuclei, or integrat
ed parts of the nucleus. In total, the answers to these questions 
will give us a definition of the lexical content of the nucleic verbal 
element, as it is understood in the present framework, as well as 
a delimitation of its scope. 

This chapter will first deal with the problems of defining the 
lexical content per se of the verbal nucleus. Secondly, it will be 
proposed that we may handle the problems attached to the identi
fication of the verbal nucleus in multi-verbal constructions by the 
postulation and analysis of two major categories of multi-verbal 
constructions, namely auxiliary verbal (Section 4.3.1), and serial
ized verbal (Section 4.3.2) constructions. 

4.2 The Conceptual Content of the Nucleus 

As was mentioned in Section 2.11, the verbal nucleus of situ
ations is seen as a conceptual place-holder. That is, the major 
bulk (in many cases all) of the lexical verbal meaning of situ
ations is derived from the nucleus. This is also the only element 
within the situation which is subject to direct modification by 
TMA elements like aspect markers, etc. The nucleic constituent is 
a lexical category with conceptual content, instantiated by the 
equivalent of a main verb. Here, main verb equivalence is a key 
notion, as will become apparent below. 

In Sections 2.11 and 4.1 it is claimed that in the present 
framework there is no difference in principle between verbal con
cepts, like run, and predicative concepts, like be nice (see Section 
4.3). Members of both these groups are potentially subject to the 
same tense, mood and aspect marking. They differ with respect 
to the status of their TMA carriers (see Section 5.5). That the dif
ference (which is morphological) between these two nucleic cate
gories is irrelevant to the present theory can be illustrated by 
comparing English and Krio. For instance, in English one way of 
expressing the notion of 'being in the state of being prepared (for 
something)1 can be a predicative construction with the copula, 
be. plus an adjective, ready, yielding: 
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86 He is ready. 

In Krio, the equivalent of he is ready is expressed by what ap
pears to be an adjective lacking a copula (see Section 2.10): 

87 I redi. 
he ready 
He is ready. 

The point illustrated by (87) is that it carries the same tense, 
mood and aspect implications as English he is ready, that is, non-
anterior tense, realis mood and imperfective aspect. The immedi
ate conclusion to be drawn from this Krio sentence might be that 
Krio just deletes the copula in constructions such as this, and that 
its TMA values are presupposed or even contextually supplied. 
This would not be consistent with the truth. 

The fact is that redi is treated in the same way as non-adjec-
tival stative nuclei such as no 'know' are treated. The same rules 
for TMA and NEG marking apply to both pure stative nuclei and 
adjectival ones. For example, Krio marks redi for present rele
vance (see Section 6.2.2.2) in the same way as it marks no, with 
the perfect marker don: 

88 Wsl, una don redi fo put wod wan pies naw; ... 
well [[you] (PL)] [PFCT [ready]] for put word one place now 
Well, you are ready to reach an agreement now;... 
God Pas Konsibul, act 2: scene 1: p.14 

89 A don no weti n wi fo du. Mek wi de kuk granatsup en pepesup. 
I [PFCT [know]] what+thing wi CZR do make we [IMP [cook]] ground nut soup and 
pepper soup 
I (now) know what to do. Let's cook peanut soup and pepper 
soup. 
God Pas Konsibul, act 2: scene 1: p.9 

In both sentences the perfect1 marker carries the implication that 
the 'result of something that happened in the past is still relevant 
for the on-going discourse at the present moment of speech'. 
1 For more about the perfect; see Sections 4.3.1 and 6.2.2.2. 
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These facts lead us to what is the proper conclusion about Krio 
adjectival verbal nuclei: They are in all respects handled accord
ing to exactly the same grammatical rules as other types of Krio 
nuclei. Thus, Krio adjectivals in predicative constructions lacking 
the copula are verbal nuclei rather than adjectives. 

The point to be made, then, is that the same conceptual con
tent, 'to be ready (for something)' in English (86) and Krio (87) 
is in fact presented in two different ways: English treats it as a 
predicative construction requiring an auxiliary verb to carry 
some of its TMA values while Krio does this within a purely verb
al construction. 

4.2.1 Complex Nucleic Constructions 

In Section 2.9 we saw that elements such as prepositions and 
adverbs may affect our final situational interpretation of u tteran
ces. For example, there is a significant difference in focal mean
ing provided by the prepositions towards and to in the two senten
ces John ran towards the door and John ran to the door. The 
analyses of these two utterances made in that section indicate 
that prepositions are to be seen as forming a unit within the com
plement of the verb in the sense that they constitute a nucleus-
external element in the situational periphery, and thus they can
not be part of the nucleus itself. 

However, as was noted in Section 2.3, other elements such 
as the prepositional adverb in phrasal verbs like turn down and 
prefixes such as German ver- in versprechen, 'promise', must, in 
contradistinction to the above-mentioned prepositions, be seen as 
elements integrated within the nucleus. What this amounts to is 
that we must take into account the fact that there is a distinction 
to be drawn between linguistic elements which combine more 
than one meaning into the same lexical unit, and those that use 
more than one lexical unit to express only one meaning. This di
stinction was observed by, among others, Lamb (1966: 12) who 
formalized this distinction within the framework of his Stratifica-
tional Grammar. Thus the combination verb stem plus inflec
tion/ablaut, for example died or rem, constitute what Lamb de
fines as a portmanteau realization. That is, one lower level lexi-
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cai item, died, instantiates two higher level elements of meaning, 
'die' plus 'past tense'.1 

In the case of phrasal and prefixed verbs the hierarchical re
lation between the elements is reversed and to Lamb (1966: 31) 
these combinations constitute composite realizations; two lower 
level elements, 'turn' plus 'down' (or 'ver-' plus 'sprechen'), com
bine to form one higher level meaning element, turn down (or ver
sprechen). This means that, in Lamb's terminology, phrasal 
verbs such as turn down ('refuse to consider in a favourable 
way') in: 

90 He turned down my application. 

are composite realizations which must be distinguished from port
manteau ones such as ran in 

91 He ran home after school. 

They must also be distinguished from expressions made up of a 
verb plus a preposition. In 

92 He fell down the stairs. 

we would normally view down as the head of a prepositional 
phrase. The difference then, is that in (90) down and turn form a 
conceptually integrated unit, a composite realization, whereas 
this is not the case with fall and down in (92). 

In the framework of the present theory then, this difference 
between (90) on the one hand and (91) and (92) on the other, 
would mean that the former construction is to be analysed as the 
verbal nucleus, whereas the latter two are not. Or in other words, 
in (90) the meaning of down is added to and integrated with the 
meaning of turn and thus directly constitutes part of this mean
ing. In (91) ran is a lexical merger of two meanings, only one of 
which is verbal, 'run', which is consequently seen as the verbal 
nucleus. In (92) the meaning of down is not semantically intégrât -

1 Note that one crucial element in Lamb's (1966) stratificational grammar is that 
language is conceived of as consisting of a number of levels, the extremes of 
which are the meaning (highest) level and the sound (lowest) level. 
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ed with fall and therefore only fall is seen as constituting the ver
bal nucleus of this situation. 

The above analysis, then, accounts for the curious fact that 
although the past tense morpheme in English is inalienably at
tached to the verb stem, it must be seen to reside outside the 
verbal nucleus—it adds a portion of additional meaning to the si
tuation. But the opposite is true about phrasal and prefixed verbs: 
despite the fact that these elements do not always occur as bound 
morphemes, they must be seen as properties of the nucleus—they 
combine with the original verbal element and this combination 
constitutes one single derived merged meaning. The conclusion 
is that, in the present theory, composite realizations are nuclei 
whereas portmanteau ones are not. 

4.3 Multi-Verbal Constructions 

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, one of the prelimi
nary tasks for an analysis within the present framework is to 
single out the verbal nucleus. One problem attached to this identi
fication process is that there are constructions which are not 
straightforward mono-verbal ones, but which instead consist of a 
series of verbal elements in which we find modal auxiliaries such 
as English will, can and should, or Krio mos, 'must'; preverbal 
TMA markers such as Krio bin, go and don-, so-called serial verb 
constructions such as Krio ker go, 'take from here' and bring 
kam, 'bring to this place'; catenative verbs (cf. Palmer 1994) like 
English seem and appear. In this group we also have construc
tions like begin to read and begin reading with a (pseudo-) auxi
liary verb {begin). 

Since the identification of the nucleic element in the situation 
is of crucial importance to the present theory we have to distin
guish those situations in which the element in question is an auxili
ary proper, for example have in a present perfect construction, 
from those situations in which this element in essence is the main 
carrier of lexical verbal content, for example the have to plus 
verb construction and the inceptive begin reading. Moreover, we 
also must distinguish serial verb constructions from ordinary pa-
ratactic conjunctions. 
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Note, however, that since the task of th is chapter is to define 
and delimit the verbal nucleus in general terms, and not to pro
pose exhaustive definitions of serial verbs, auxiliary phrases, etc., 
these latter phenomena will of necessity be sketched briefly ra
ther than defined properly. 

4.3.1 Auxiliary Verbal Constructions 

The defining criterion which distinguishes pure auxiliary verbal 
constructions from other multi-verbal ones is the comparatively 
low degree of, or even lack of, lexical content in the auxiliary 
verb. That is, the main verb in such constructions always carries 
the major part of the lexical content, while the auxiliary verb is 
fully grammaticalized or on its way towards becoming fully 
grammaticalized. Historically speaking we have here, in the 
words of Bynon (1985: 106): 

[...] a complex development incorporating a change in the 
lexical meaning of the first verb which goes h and in hand 
with a change in the syntactic relations between the consti
tuent parts of the construction as a whole. What was at some 
stage a complex verb phrase is now simply part of the para
digm of the second verb, [emphasis mine] 

In order to see that this statement of Bynon's has indeed some 
validity, we may take the case with have as the marker of the 
English present perfect1: 

93 They have reached a conclusion. 

Here it is easy to see that have adds little lexical meaning to the 
utterance. Rather, it is reach, together with its complement a con
clusion, that conveys the lexical message. Moreover, apart from 
this "purely" lexical message, the past participle reached also car
ries the basic TMA values of this situation, namely anterior tense, 
realis mood and perfective aspect. Auxiliary have in this case has 
two major purposes, neither of which is primarily lexical: 
1 See Section 6.2.2.2, for a more in-depth discussion of the nature of the perfect. 
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• To act as link or mediator between the two, seemingly in
compatible, notions of anteriority and (intended) simultanei
ty with the point of reference, here the moment of speech, by 
cancelling the termination point of whatever is viewed as re
levant in the situation while still maintaining its inception in 
the past. 

• To be the carrier of finiteness in the situation, the reason hav
ing nothing to do with the (present) perfect per se, but with 
the fact that English requires a finite, and tensed, verb in all 
full sentences. 

What is added to this construction by the auxiliary verb have is 
thus no more than the explicit relation obtaining between a cer
tain state of affairs, 'being in the state of having reached some
thing', and a certain temporal reference point, 'the moment of ut
terance'.1 This is exactly what is predicted in Bynon's above state
ment: have has become part of the paradigm of the main verb, 
here reach. 

This situation is parallelled in the category of modal auxilia
ry verbs. The difference between the Aare-periphrasis and the mo
dal constructions is a matter of degree rather than nature. Thus 
any English situation containing a modal auxiliary verb will turn 
out to have placed the major portion of i ts lexical verbal content 
on the main verb. To the modal verb itself is left the primary 
task of conveying irrealis mood, (see Sections 5.1 and 5.3). This 
is easily illustrated by comparing some modal constructions: 

94 They may reach a conclusion. 
95 They can reach a conclusion. 
96 They will reach a conclusion. 
97 They must reach a conclusion. 

In these examples the common denominator manifested in the 
auxiliary verbs is the fact that they all express the unrealized si

1 This of course ignores the fact that They reached a conclusion also conveys 
exactly the same basic TMA values, anterior, realis and perfective, but without 
what Bybee & Dahl (1989) refer to as relevance at the present moment, or Klein 
(1994) as, Topic Time is in the posttime of lhe Situation (see Section 6.2.2.2). 
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tuation of 'reaching a conclusion', that is, irrealis mood. Only as 
secondary layers of meaning are the different irrealis facets of 
these lexical contents indicated, the 'possibility' of (94), the 'abil
ity' of (95), the 'volition' and/or 'pure future' of (96) and finally 
the 'obligation' of (97), all meanings1 of which may only be rem
nants of the meaning these words had in Old English. That Eng
lish modals carry a minimal load of lexical meaning may also be 
illustrated by comparing the 'putative' should in (98) with the pre
sent subjunctive in (99): 

98 We demand that he should leave. 
99 We demand that he leave. 

Both subordinate clauses in these sentences would yield the same 
TMA analysis: non-anterior, irrealis and perfective. In the present 
theory, putative should is viewed as having only a stylistic effect 
contributing very little to the lexical content of the construction. 
The point is that the verbal nucleus in both subordinate clauses is 
leave and nothing else. From this follows that the English modals 
have been grammaticalized to such a degree that they too, as is 
the case with periphrastic have, have become parts of the para
digm of the main verb which they qualify, albeit in the majority 
of cases with a slightly heavier load of lexical content (see Sec
tions 5.3 and 6.3). 

To sum up: The auxiliary verbs in the periphrastic have-
construction and those of the modal auxiliary construction: 

• Cannot be seen as constituting the verbal nucleus by them
selves, since they do not carry any substantial isolable load 
of lexical meaning as compared to their main verbs. 

• Nor can they be seen as forming an integrated composite 
unit with the main verb, such as those manifested by phrasal 
verbs, etc., since they do not alter the basic meaning of the 
main verb (see Section 4.2.1). 

1 Admittedly the degree of lexical meaning is higher in the modals than it is in auxi
liary have. The important point is that the modal secondary level of meaning of 
these auxiliary verbs does not constitute part of the TMA, and hence the VC, just 
as is the case with perfect have or progressive be (see Section 6.3). 
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The conclusion to be drawn is that the element to be identified as 
the nucleus in constructions such as those mentioned above, is 
that which traditionally has been labelled the main verb. 

4.3.2 Serialized Verbal Constructions 

In the framework of the present study the notion of serialized ver
bal constructions is to be taken to refer to sequences of verbs or 
verbal elements, seemingly unordered as regards any auxiliary 
versus main verb relation. Since the task is to identify properly 
the verbal nucleus in constructions such as these, the first step is 
to distinguish between two major subgroups of serialized verbal 
constructions: 

• Sequences of serialized verbs proper, e.g. Krio ker go. 

• Sequences of verb(s) (plus complementizer) plus verbal com
plement, e.g. English have to go or begin running, etc. 

The former group is usually considered to be non-existent in Eng
lish but in Krio quite a number of constructions made up of a 
series of verb stems can be found. The latter group, however, is 
very frequently manifested in English. 

4.3.2.1 Serial Verbs Proper 

A p roper serial verb construction (SVC) is not to be understood 
as any string of v erbs or verb stems that can occur in a language, 
for example the above-mentioned sequence of modal auxiliary 
verb plus main verb in English. Instead, with some qualifications 
sketched below, serialization of verbs, in the words of Winford 
(1993: 183) can briefly be described as a 

[...] syntactic strategy [...], in which verbs sharing one or 
more common arguments are strung together with no overt 
marker of coordination, [...]. 
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In typological terms, SVCs are found in many languages, none of 
which is Indo-European1, however. Among the SVC languages of 
the world we find some West African, South-East Asian and East 
Asian languages (Winford 1993), and a number of Atlantic Cre
oles such as Krio. Thus, a typical Krio SVC is found in 

100 Josia bin bon den pikin ya di t EIn we den bin ker di Izrel pipul 
den go Babibn go mek den slev. 
Josiah [ANT [born]] [PLDET [child]] here the time REL they [ANT [carryvi]] the [[Israel 
people] PL] [goV2] Babylon] [CPZ] make them slave 
; and Josiah was the father of Joconiah and his brothers at the 
time of th e deportation to Babylon. 
Gud Nyus Fo Olman, Matyu & NT Matthew 1:11 

in which the sequence ker plus OBJECT plus go is not to be taken as 
denoting a coordinated sequence of independent actions in the 
sense 'carry (something) and go', but as having one single verbal 
lexical content, meaning something like 'bring/take OBJECT to 
some (other) place'. 

The question relevant to the present study, as far as SVCs 
are concerned, is how to determine which of the serialized verbs 
constitutes the nucleus. In order to do this we must first identify 
the semantic function of verb serialization and then describe, in 
general terms, the structure of such constructions. 

If we examine example (100) from a semantic point of view 
this seems to indicate that the basic task of the serial verb(s), Vn, 
in an SVC is to express case relations, such as INSTRUMENT, DIREC
TION, LOCATION, etc., by means of series of v erbs or verb-like ele
ments, holding between the main verb and its various arguments. 
Here the serial verb (V2) is go, expressing 'direction towards'. 

This analysis is corroborated in (101) below, in which the 
case relation expressed by V2, tek, is that of instrument; Jesus 
was supposed to be caught (trapped) 'by means of a question' 
which would make him answer {tok) something which would 
compromise him, rather than 'by taking something he says (his 
answer) and then trap him with it'. 

1 We could argue that many of t he Atlantic Creoles are Indo-European as regards 
their word stocks. For a discussion; cf. Romaine (1994). 
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101 Den sen som Faresi den en som pan 8rod in pati pipul den to 
Jizos fo mek Jizos tok sontin we den go tek kech am. 
they [(ANT) [send]] some [[pharisee] PL] and some PREP [[[Herod] POSS] [[party 
people] PL]] PREP Jesus CPZ make Jesus talk something REL they [IRR [takeV2 

catchy]] OBJ 

A number ofpharisees and men of Herod's party were sent to 
trap him with a question. 
Gud Nyus Fo Olman Mak & NT Mark 12:13 

In English the case relations expressed in (100) and (101) would 
usually be marked by means of prepositions: with a knife, to the 
boy, in the room. 

Structurally then, an SVC consists of at least two juxtaposed 
verbs conjoined without any marking indicating either the rela
tion between these verbs, or the relation between the nouns (no
minal arguments) and the verbs (Bynon 1985: 107).1 However, 
the fact that there must not be any overtly marked relation be
tween the participating SVC verbs does not mean that they do 
not stand in a special relation to each other. There is a certain 
hierarchical, but unordered, relation holding between the main 
verb and its "side-kick" verb(s), or, using Winford's (1993) termi
nology, the open slot matrix verb, Vi, and the restricted slot seri
al verb(s), Vn+i. 

Thus, it may be warranted to assume that this unordered 
hierarchy reflects the relative weight of the lexical contents of t he 
matrix and serial verbs, but without reducing the semantics of 
Vn+l to such an extent that the major part of i ts lexical meaning 
is lost, as is the case with pure auxiliaries such as perfect/pluper-
fect have and progressive be. 

This means that for serial verbs proper there is a formal hier
archical relation between the matrix verb and its serial verb(s) 
which involves the subordination of t he serial verbs in relation to 
the matrix verb. The structure of this subordination, or rather ar
gument structure, can thus be shown in the different ways which 
the matrix verb, V| subcategorizes for its serial verb(s), Vn+i. If 

1 Bynon (1985: 107) also restricts her definition of SV Cs to hold only for those 
series of verbs that "(1) share the same subject and (2) have all the verbs agree
ing in tense, aspect, mood and positive/negative polarity, although only the first 
verb is overtly marked for these 
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we analyse examples (100) and (101), their subcategorization 
frames will have the shapes found in (102) and (103): 

102 ker, Vi, _ NP V2 AdvP 
go, V2 

"I ker am go Babilon." — 'He took it to Babylon.' 

103 kech, Vi, V2 NP _ NP 
tek, V2 

"I tek am kech am." — 'He caught him with it.' 

The crucial point for the present study is that the nucleus of a situ
ation containing an SYC is a complex, that is, a composite reali
zation which represents the semantic merger of the matrix verb 
and its serial arguments. These nuclei in a sense have two types 
of equivalents in English: 

• Verbs with a simple lexical content into which a certain case 
relation1 is encoded, e.g. bring vs. take, come vs. leave, etc. 

• Phrasal verbs such as those mentioned above in Section 
4.2.1, e.g. turn down, come to grips, etc. 

4.3.2.2 Verbal Complement Constructions 

There is a group of constructions which is more difficult to ana
lyse as regards determining the verbal nucleus. The common de
nominator in this group is that there is a verb-like complement of 
some kind present in all these constructions. Among such con
structions are 'obligational' have to ... ; and constructions such as 
begin to ..., begin ...-ing, etc. The difficulty regarding the analysis 
of these structures pertains to the fact that it is not notionally 
self-evident which of the verbal elements that occur together in 
these constructions is the one to be analysed as the nucleic verb. 
For example the syntagm began running (began to run) in 

1 The case relations encoded in these verbal concepts are for bring and come, 
usually direction towards the deictic centre; and for take and leave, usually 
direction away from the deictic centre. 
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104 Finally, he began running/began to run. 

in which begin seemingly acts as some kind of inceptive marker 
of run. Notionally, begin in (104) might be viewed as an auxilia
ry verb on a par with perfect periphrastic have.1 In accordance 
with this, run would be the nucleus of this situation. 

The problem is, however, that even if it were possible to 
treat begin on a par with auxiliary have, the comparison would 
not hold for their complements, running and/or to run in (104) 
and reached in (93). In (104) these complements would be analys
ed as a gerund and a to-infinitive, respectively, whereas in (93) 
we have a past participle. These analyses, then, would indicate 
that there is an important difference between these two types of 
constructions.2 But how do we capture this seemingly straight-for-
ward distinction in terms relevant to the present theory? Or to re
phrase the question: As far as the identification of the verbal nu
cleus is concerned, how can we distinguish between the construc
tions in (93) and (104)? 

The answer is implicit in the different syntactic behaviour of 
these verbal elements, the gerund/to-infinitive, on the one hand, 
and the past participle, on the other. Gerunds and fo-infinitives 
behave syntactically just as do nominal constituents in verb phra
ses such as the above, whereas participles never do this. Thus the 
paraphrase (105b) below makes sense but not (106b): 

105 (a) He began running. 
(b) What is begun? 

Running is begun. = It is begun. 
1 This problem might seem trivial but there is in fact nothing that would logically 

prevent the grammaticalization of an inceptive marker in English in the same 
way as the original possessive have plus object plus complement construction in 
Old English evolved into the present day periphrastic Aape-construction. 

2 An alternative way of accounting for these facts is found in the implications of 
an observation by Duffley (1994: 235-236) who says that "to occurs with the 
infinitive whenever the latter's event is conceived as being somehow subsequent 
to some other point of reference.". This point of reference should then be the 
happening depicted by the nucleic verb. The problem with this way of reasoning 
is that there is in fact no latter event since there can only be one event in each si
tuation. However, from a pragmatic point of view Duffley's comment is correct 
of course, since in an expression such as He began to run., the 'running' can 
only be logically conceived of as taking place after its 'beginning'. In the present 
study, however, the 'running' is only the nominal result of 'beginning'. 
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106 (a) They have reached a conclusion. 
(b) What is had? 

* Reached a conclusion is had. 

The obvious reason is that only nominal constituents are allowed 
to appear as the subjects of clauses, which is not the case with 
verbal constituents, and thus we must conclude that gerunds and 
to-infinitives, despite their close affinity to verbal concepts pro
per, have in effect lost their verbal distinguishing quality—the en
coding of time—that is, their dynamicity, and as a consequence 
of this cannot take on the role as nucleus. 

Therefore we are justified in assuming that running, in 
(104), is less "verb-like" than is reached, in (93), an assumption 
which is also borne out in (105) and (106).1 The fact is that there 
is no difference in principle between running as a subject in 
(105b) and a proper noun, say the run, in the same position.2 

One consequence of this lack of dynamicity in the gerund 
form of the verb is that the capability of being temporally 
affected is also lost. This can be shown by contrasting a gerund 
construction with a progressive one. 

107 (a) He was running. 
(b) I'm sorry. What was he doing? 

108 (a) He began running. 
(b) I'm sorry. What did he do? 

Here we note that in (107b) the syntactic structure is kept intact 
although run is replaced by the pro-verb do. However, in (108b) 
the syntactic structure is altered in such a way that the mg-form 
has disappeared; an operator in the form of periphrastic do is in

1 That there are differences between gerunds/to-infinitives and participles as re
gards syntactic behaviour is of course a linguistic commonplace, but the import
ant point is that we cannot just arbitrarily pick out any old verbal or verb-like 
element in a situation and state that it constitutes the verbal nucleus of this situa
tion. We are compelled to define and identify this verbal nucleus in a scientifi
cally sound fashion, and one way of doing this is to rule out those elements that 
cannot act as nuclei. 

2 Apart from the fact that running is generic and non-count, whereas the run is 
specific and count. 
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troduced, but most importantly, the pro-do does not replace run 
in this case but begin. 

This means that in (107b) it is the participle which is tempo
rally affected, but in (108b) this quality is granted begin and not 
the gerund running. Moreover, this lack of temporality in turn 
leads to, what we may call, the de-verbing of the gerund running. 

So, the crucial point to be noted is that nominal elements are 
not, and cannot even in principle be, temporally modified. They 
might be located in time, but they cannot express or encode 
time since this is the essence of verbals. This means that there is 
a potential for temporal modification in participles but none in ge
runds and io-infinitives. The above analysis indicates that there 
are structures in which we might find a verbal element which in a 
sense is the notional main verb, for example running, but which 
on closer examination will turn out to be the complement of an
other verb, began, which from the point of view of the present 
theory is to be seen as the verbal nucleus. 

Finally, in this section, we must consider the obligational 
have to plus verb construction. This construction expresses 'obli
gation' in a fashion which may be paraphrased as 'must'. 

109 (a) You have to leave now. 
(b) You must leave now. 

In the present framework the relevant question to ask regarding 
the contrast between (109a and b) is whether have to is to be con
sidered as constituting an auxiliary verbal element within the ver
bal constituency, thus being unable to play the role of nucleus 
(this, as we saw in Section 4.3.1, is the case with must), or if this 
construction acts as a verbal nucleus in its own right? 

To show that the latter alternative is indeed the most plaus
ible one we will draw on structural evidence. One st ructural pecu
liarity of English is the use of a verb phrase operator (cf. Quirk et 
al. 1985: 80—86) whose only role is to be the carrier of finiteness 
in certain questions and negations. That is, in order to obey the 
construction rules of questions or negated statements, the speak
er of English, must obligatorily use this operator. In those cases 
when an auxiliary verb is already there in the positive statement 
the role of operator is quite simply assumed by this auxiliary. 
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The only "operation" needed in order to arrive at a question (or 
a negation) with an auxiliary verb is to change the order of the 
subject and the first auxiliary which also becomes the verb of con
cord, and insert the pro-verb do in the main verb slot: 

110 (a) What must I do now? 
(b) You must leave (now). 

Here, must acts as the operator while do anticipates the main 
verb in the answer, leave. However, with have to, example (111) 
below, it is possible to introduce a new auxiliary in the shape of 
do, acting as the operator, instead of changing the word order. 

111 (a) What do I have to do now? 
(b) You have to leave (now). 

Moreover, have to is compatible with non-obligatìonal modals 
such as will, example (112), may and should, etc: 

112 (a) What will I have to do then? 
(b) You will have to leave. 

Neither of these operations is compatible with must: 

113 (a) *What do I must do now? 
(b) * What will I must do then? 

Here it should be obvious that there is a striking difference in be
haviour between must and have to. That is, while must may ne
ver act as a full, main verb, have in (111) and (112) appears to 
be syntactically and structurally equivalent to have in (114). In 
(114a) it is used as a main verb which is marked for irrealis by a 
modal auxiliary. In (114b) it takes a pro-do operator, and in 
(114c) it acts as the operator by itself: 

114 (a) I Te might have fish 'rf chips for lunch. 
(b) What does he have for lunch? 
(c) Has he gone out for lunch yet? 
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This leads to the conclusion that in the present framework have 
to in the above obligational constructions should be classified as 
the verbal nucleus since it is the element in the utterance directly 
affected by TMA modification. This is in sharp contrast to the 
must-construction in which must turns out to be integrated with
in the TMA and thus cannot act as nucleus by definition. 

We may paraphrase (110b) as 'Your future leaving is your 
obligation.', but (111b) as 'You are in the state of having to 
leave'. Semantically and pragmatically, there is not much differ
ence between these two examples but in the case of time and tem
poral structures this difference is significant. 

4.4 The Impact of Nucleic Dynamicity 

In Chapters 2 and 3 it was suggested that one of the determining 
factors in establishing the situational message of time encoding is 
the dynamicity values of the verbal nuclei themselves. In effect, it 
is the combination of dynamicity and TMA values that yields the 
basic message of time encoding, rather than the TMA itself which 
is only capable of conveying the binary distinctions between per
fective (no internal structure) and imperfective (internal struc
ture) aspects; between realis (asserted time) and irrealis (hypo
thetical time) moods; and between non-anterior (simultaneity) 
and anterior (beforeness) tenses. Values such as 'habituality', 
'continuousness', etc., are the contingent results of the combina
tion of the nucleic dynamicity and the TMA. This would help us 
to explain why we sense a difference in the characteristics of im-
perfectivity between 

115 He is dreaming. 

in which the nucleus dream is processive, and 

116 lie is dying. 

which is centred around an eventive nucleus, die. In (115) the pro
cessive dynamicity of dream affects the interpretation of t he im
perfective marking in such a way that the general meaning is 
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that we interrupt somebody 'in the middle of the process of drea
ming'. The picture in (116) is quite different, since here the even-
tive dynamicity of die has the effect of "with-holding", in a 
sense, the effectuation of the proposition in this situation. In 
short, we do not interrupt someone in the middle of 'dying' per 
se, but in the 'process which in the relative future will lead up to 
the durationless point of somebody's death'. 

This connection between the nucleic dynamicity and the 
TMA value of a situation becomes even more important when we 
consider these facts in the light of markedness theory. From the 
basic dynamicity value of a verbal nucleus we can also, in a 
sense, extrapolate the default TMA value of the situation of 
which it is a part, regardless of the morphological means avail
able for TMA marking. In other words, we are able to predict the 
most likely TMA value of a situation simply on the basis of the dy
namicity of its verbal nucleus. In order to illustrate this phenome
non we may take the stative nucleus know and compare it to the 
clearly eventive one kick. The two sentences in (117) and (118), 

117 He knows the truth. 
118 He kicks the ball. 

are not on an equal footing as regards immediate acceptability. 
This implies that these expressions differ in degrees of marked
ness (see Section 2.8). For some reason we feel that (117) is less 
marked than (118) in the sense that to understand (118) proper
ly, we need a lot more contextual information than is needed for 
(117). 

The consideration relevant to the present study, however, is 
not to point out the trivial fact that speakers of English are more 
comfortable with the simple present tense of stative nuclei than 
with eventive ones. What we want to know is why these differen
ces come about, and what creates them. 

In Section 2.8 definitions of stative and eventive nuclei are 
given; implicit in those definitions are the answers to the above 
questions. 

The dynamicity of stative nuclei shares one important fea
ture with the grammatical category of imperfective aspect; name
ly duration in time. The durative connection between stative dy-
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namicity and imperfective aspect is that we cannot speak of any 
internal developmental structure at all (see Section 5.2) unless 
this is extended over time. This in turn makes it possible to ex
tend, fairly effortlessly, the scope of the stative-centred situation 
to include the point of reference, here the moment of speech. 

The dynamicity of eventive nuclei, on the other hand, inhe
rently shares with the perfective aspect the feature of complete
ness. Completeness, in turn, has two important consequences: 

• Anterior location (see Section 5.4). 

• Lack of an explicit internal developmental structure. 

This implies that the default interpretation of situations centred 
around eventive nuclei is perfective. That is, the scope of such si
tuations prototypically excludes the moment of utterance. 

In concrete terms we can thus explain the differences be
tween (117) and (118) by the fact that as there is duration encod
ed into stative concepts but completeness into eventives, more 
marking is needed for eventives to be unambiguously located si
multaneously with the moment of utterance. Without this mark
ing we have to have recourse to other contextual means in order 
to make sense of sentences such as (118).1 

The above analysis points to the conclusion that the dynami
city values of nuclei have a direct and important role in determin
ing two factors with respect to situational time encoding: 

• The situational interpretation of the imperfective aspect as it 
occurs with different dynamicity values. 

• The relative markedness of the time location attached to dif
ferent dynamicity values. 

This will be further elaborated on in Chapter 5, in which will be 
given very restrictive definitions of the grammatical categories 
of tense, mood and aspect. 

1 (118) could be an instance of w hat is sometimes referred to as the commenta
tor's present and the contextual background may be an on-going soccer game. 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter has tried to demonstrate that nucleic potentiality is 
a quality which resides in the verbal elements which show main 
verb equivalence and which carry the main bulk of the lexical ver
bal content. We have also tried to show that these elements may 
be instantiated by either verbal or predicative concepts alike. 

In addition to this it has been pointed out that in order to 
identify the verbal nucleus of situations it is necessary to distin
guish between two major types of multi-verbal constructions: 

• Those that are made up of an auxiliary phrase plus a main 
verb, in which the auxiliary phrase is the TMA carrier and as 
such does not constitute an element within the nucleus. 

• Those that consist of (a) serialized or (b) complementized 
strings of verbal elements. The nuclei of group (a) are distin
guished from those of group (b) by, most importantly, the 
fact that they always constitute composite realizations of Vj 
plus Vn in the Lambian sense. This is not the case with group 
(b) in which we might find composite nuclei. However, these 
are never made up of more than one verbal element. 

It is important to bear in mind that there is nothing which pre
vents the occurrence of a SVC nucleus which has a verbal comple
ment and which in addition to this is TMA modified by an auxilia
ry phrase. Finally, the impact of nucleic dynamicity is briefly dis
cussed and the claim is made that the different dynamicity values 
which we may ascribe to the verbal nucleus have different effects 
upon the over-all TMA interpretation of situations which are 
otherwise marked by identical morphological means. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The second obligatory element of the situation was labelled the 
verbal constituency in Section 2.11. Within this constituency we 
find four obligatory constituents, the tense, the mood, the aspect 
and the nucleic constituents. Abstractly speaking, the first three 
units are semantic categories which may or may not be morpho
logically realized, forming a linguistic subsystem of their own, 
the TMA system. This label is the traditional one in creolistic writ
ings. The nucleic constituent, however, is, as we saw in Chapter 
4, a lexical category instantiated by the equivalent of a main 
verb. Thus, the verbal constituency, as it is understood in this stu
dy, is the sum of the TMA system and the nucleus. 

One question to ask regarding the verbal constituency is in 
what way it differs from the traditional notion of tense system? 
Traditionally the label tense system has been used as a cover 
term for the verbal inflectional systems of languages. Among the 
categories we may find listed in a tense system are the present 
subjunctive, the past progressive, the pluperfect, l'imparfait (Fr), 
le future antérieur (Fr), etc. What is noticeable in this list of "tens
es" is that not only temporality but also aspectuality and modali
ty seem to constitute parts in the traditional notions of tenses and 
tense systems. At first sight this use of the term seems to imply a 
definition which would also fit the definition of verbal constituen
cy. An example of a more refined definition of tense and tense sy
stem can be found in Bertinetto (1994b: 113): 

[...] that the Tense systems of natural languages stem basical
ly from the interplay (different from case to case) of the 
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three following factors: Actionality [...]. Temporal reference 
[...]. Aspect [...] 

The notion tense specifically stems from the interaction 
of th e last two factors: thus, it should not be confused with 
"temporal reference" proper. 

There are two important reflections to be made about Bertinet-
to's definition: 

(1) Because of the fact that it does not include modality it 
misses the important point which is implicitly present in the tradi
tional definition of tense system, that the verbal grammatical ca
tegories of tense, mood and aspect are related in that they all 
have a different and special relation to the notion of time. 

We also find this notion in Bickerton (1984a: 187): 

The basic creole distinctions listed in Section 3.4 are all con
cerned with deixis (fixing location) in time or conceptual 
space [...] 

The "creole distinctions" Bickerton refers to here are precisely 
those that are included in the traditional conception of t ense sys
tems, namely tense, mood and aspect (Bickerton 1984a: 182). 
We will see below, though, that contrary to the Bickertonian view 
of tense, mood and aspect, only tense is able to directly locate si
tuations1 in time. But the point to be taken from Bickerton's state
ment is that tense, mood and aspect are equated with each other 
as elements of the verbal subsystem. 

(2) The way in which Bertinetto understands tense, as an in
teraction between temporal reference and aspect, deviatés from 
the way tense is understood in Comrie who writes that tense, in 
its broadest sense, relates a situation to an external time scale, or 
in his own words (1976: 5): 

As noted above, tense is a deictic category, i.e. locates situa
tions in time, usually with reference to the present moment, 
though also with reference to other situations. 

Interestingly, Comrie's definition of tense is in fact in accord with 

1 There are of course contingent time locations attached to mood and aspect. 
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Bertinetto's (1994b: 113) definition of Temporal reference-. 

Temporal reference, which specifies the relation of the event 
referred to with respect to the "speech point" (deictic refer
ence), or with respect to certain relevant "reference points" 
(anaphoric reference), which may in turn be understood with 
respect to the "speech point". 

In this study, however, we will use Comrie's definition of tense in 
its external deixis sense (see Section 5.4). 

External deixis is not the temporal essence of aspect though, 
since this category deals only with itself relating situations to 
their own internal time scale, or, again according to Comrie 
(1976: 5): 

Aspect is not concerned with relating the time of the situa
tion to any other time-point, but rather with the internal 
temporal constituency of the one situation; [...] 

Moreover, aspect makes clear what may be seen as a complemen
tary feature of what Comrie calls "the internal temporal constitu
ency", how the speaker views that particular happening he is re
ferring to, or as Bertinetto (1994b: 113) puts it: 

Aspect, which indicates the particular perspective, or view
point, of the speaker with respect to the events referred to. 

In short, the conclusion is that the category of aspect points us to 
how the speaker understands, or views, the happening referred to 
as regards situation internal time. 

Finally, the category of mood relates situations to what in 
the present study will be labelled factual time, that is, the speaker 
judges the factuality of the event in such a way that it (the event) 
is found to take place in either asserted time—realis mood—or in 
hypothetical time—irrealis mood. What mood does, is, in the 
words of Bickerton (1981: 284) to 

[...] contrast observed events with events that are unobserv-
able, at least at the time of speech; [...] 
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These facts have some interesting consequences, since from them 
it follows: 

• That aspect and mood do not relate one situation to another 
on a temporal scale. This is the task of tense. 

• That aspect and tense do not state factuality. This is the task 
of mood. 

• That mood and tense do not account for the phasal develop
ment of situations. This is the task of aspect. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that, as far as the rela
tion between time and the verbal constituency is concerned, we 
are faced with a three-dimensional entity (see also Sections 1.2 
and 2.2) in which all units are obligatorily present, be they expli
citly marked or not. This is basically a Jakobsonian standpoint 
which is taken up by Bybee & Dahl (1989: 64) in their discussion 
of "inflectional grams"1 and how tense and aspect systems come 
about in the languages of the world: 

One of the defining properties of inflectional gr ams is their 
membership in obligatory sets. Here obligatory means that 
the presence of one member of the set is required by the 
grammatical context. The absence of an overt marker in 
such a case is meaningful and constitutes zero expression. 

What Bybee & Dahl are saying here is in effect that there is no 
such thing as a (verbal) situation which is neutral in relation to 
either aspect, (mood) or tense. All situations have, and must 
have, values set for all three categories, be this marking overt by 
a morpheme of some kind, for example the English past tense 
morpheme or the Krio anterior marker bin, or only implied, as is 
the case with English realis mood or Krio non-stative anteriority. 

We will now go on and discuss these three categories in more 
detail, in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Then in Section 5.5, we will 

1 Inflectional gram is a term used by Bybee & Dahl (1989) to denote all mor
phemes which have a direct bearing on tense and aspect marking, irrespective of 
their status as inflectional, derivational or even verbal auxiliary morphemes. 
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deal with the question regarding what elements in the VC can be 
the carriers of the TMA. 

5.2 Internal Time—Aspect 

Above we learnt that aspect relates situations to their own time 
scale, explicitly referring to their internal temporal constituency. 
So instead of looking outwardly, as it were, the aspect constituent 
of the situation only looks to the situation of which it is part. 
However, what has to be borne in mind when we speak about in
ternal situational constituency is that aspect, as it is understood 
here, does not refer directly to any particular characteristics of 
the situation in question. The reference is of a binary either-or-na-
ture to the presence (imperfective aspect) or absence {perfective 
aspect) of internal constituency. Only indirectly are aspectual 
values such as 'continuousness', 'iterativity', and 'habituality' con
veyed by the aspect constituent.1 That this is only indirect seems 
also to be the implication of Bybee's & Dahl's (1989: 55) defini
tions of perfective and imperfective aspects, respectively: 

a. perfective, indicating that a situation is viewed as 
bounded; 

b. imperfective, indicating that the situation is viewed as 
not bounded; 

That these definitions have some validity is corroborated by the 
fact that the English imperfective syntagm be ...-ing does not say 
anything at all conclusive about the nature of situational dynami-
city, it only implies that the aspect value of the situation in ques
tion is not bounded, imperfective. It is only when we encounter 
this syntagm in combination with a verbal nucleus that we are 
able to judge its dynamicity characteristics. For example the 'con
tinuousness' of (119) and the 'iterativity' of (120) 

1 Here it must be noted that punctuality, which is sometimes listed as an aspectual 
category/value, in fact is best referred to as a phasal feature. This is due to the 
fact that punctuality is the situational equivalent of nucleic eventiveness. As such 
it can either indicate a perfective situation or one particular phase in the develop
ment of a situation, for example its inception or completion. 
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119 He is walking to school. 
120 He is bouncing the ball. 

are not to be found, exclusively, in the imperfective syntagm is 
...-ing. The same situation obtains in Krio, although the means of 
marking the imperfective is different. The Krio way of d oing this 
(see Section 3.3), is to insert an auxiliary aspect marker, de1, in a 
position immediately preceding the main verb. This could yield 
an imperfective continuous sentence like (121), in which the verb
al nucleus, ron, 'run', is processive. Or an imperfective habitual 
one, (122), in which the nucleus, fogiv, 'forgive', is eventive. 

121 I de ron. 
he [IMP [run]] 
He is running. 

122 God de fogiv wi, so Is wissf fogiv oda .... 
God [IMP [forgive]] we so let we+self forgive other 
God forgives us, so let's forgive other.... 
Bad Man Bete Pas Smti Os, scene 1 : p. 11 

Here we note that the imperfective marker in question remains 
the same, although the imperfective values of these situations are 
different. What these examples tell us is that it is not the aspect 
marker per se that renders these sentences 'continuous', (119) 
and (121), 'iterative', (120) and 'habitual' (122). Instead these 
values are the results of the combination of the dynamicity value 
of the verbal nucleic concept in question and the presence of a 
marker of imperfective aspect. 

In short, the task of aspect is to indicate whether there is any 
internal constituency (imperfective) or whether there is none (per
fective). The task is not to make any explicit factuality claims 
about the situation or to relate it to any other situation. 

In relation to the general linguistic concept of time it is poss
ible to describe the aspect constituent of verbal constituencies as 
a discrete unit on the time line. Thus example (119) would graphi
cally be described as: 

1 Krio de is probably derived from the English locative adverb there. 
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situation E: He is walking. 
s 

[ < _ _ E _ _ > ]  >  
R 

the past the present the future 

Fig. 7: The aspect of He is walking on time line. 

This figure should be interpreted as follows: Co-extensive with 
both the present moment of speech, "S", and the moment of refe
rence, "R", a situation "E", takes place. The square brackets, 
"[]", represent the non-deictic nature of aspect; the fact that 
aspect is non-relational. Within the brackets the imperfective as
pect of the situation is represented by the arrows, "<" and ">". 

The presence (the imperfective) or absence (the perfective) 
of explicit internal temporal constituency also has important and 
far-reaching, consequences for the temporal location of situa
tions. Normally all situations marked for the perfective aspect 
are also by default temporally located in the past, be it the abso
lute or the relative past. They are anterior to their points of refe
rence. This follows from the implications to be extracted from 
the definitions of the perfective aspect in Comrie (1976: 18): 

The perfective does indeed denote a complete situa tion, with 
beginning, middle, and end. The use of 'completed', how
ever, puts too much emphasis on the termination of the situa
tion, whereas the use of the perfective puts no more empha
sis, necessarily, on the end of a situation than on any other 
part of the situation, rather all parts are presented as a single 
whole. 

Or in Crystal (1991: 254): 

[...]; in the perfective aspect, by contrast a situation is seen 
as a whole, regardless of t he time contrasts which may be 
part of it. [...] In such languages as Russian and Polish, for 
example, a contrast between perfective and imperfective is 
fundamental to verb classification, and is formally marked 
MORPHOLOGICALLY. For example, the PREFIX I1PO- ('pro-') 
before the verb 'read' produces a 'perfective verb' where the 
meaning is that the action (of reading) is completed; [...] 
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In both these quotations we find that what seems to be part of the 
defining characteristics of the perfective are the notions of com
pleteness and completion. However, Comrie seems to emphasize 
the completeness nature of the perfective, and quite correctly so, 
when he says that the perfective aspect does not put any more 
stress on the end of the situation than on the beginning or the 
middle. But he downplays what is implicit in his definitions of the 
perfective: If a situation is presented "as a single whole" (Comrie 
1976: 18), this also presupposes that this situation is in fact com
pleted. Or in other words, in order to be able to be viewed as a 
whole, the situation must have reached a termination point. 
Otherwise, there is no whole to grasp. And, this is the crucial 
point, termination points are by their internal logic located tem
porally in either the absolute or the relative past. 

As a matter of fact, there is only one way in which a perfec
tive situation can be viewed as located in the present. This is 
when the event is contained within, and contains the present mo
ment of utterance (see page 50). This then would apply to (1) per
formatives, since in this case, act and utterance are unified: 

123 I sentence you to prison for six months. 

and (2) the instantaneous (or commentator's) present,1 because 
the event referred to is depicted as being durationless and co-exis-
ting with the moment of u tterance: 

124 Shearer loses the ball to the Dutch, wins it back again and shoots 
way wide. 

That there is a connection between the perfective aspect and past 
time is also assumed by Bybee & Dahl (1989: 83) to be a univers
al tendency in the world's languages. They claim that this tenden
cy has, in most cases, resulted in systems which contrast the per
fective (past) with everything else. However, no such temporal 
entailment exists for the imperfective aspect since we do find situ

1 In note 1, on page 82, the narrative historical present was also mentioned as an 
example of the perfective aspect in the present tense. However, an explanation of 
this use of the (morphological) simple present tense is beyond the scope of the 
present study. 
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ations marked for the imperfective which are also located in the 
past. In, for example, 

125 He was bouncing the ball. 

the 'bouncing of the balF is clearly located in the past, anterior to 
and unambiguously disconnected from the present moment. 

5.3 Factual Time—Mood 

As was suggested above, the semantic function of t he verbal cate
gory of mood is to state factuality. That is, to indicate whether si
tuations are to be seen as asserted (realis mood) or hypothetical 
(irrealis mood).1 Normally the default, and unmarked, value is re
alis and the marked one should then be irrealis. This view of 
mood deviates in some respects from the traditional one in which 
we find categories such as the indicative, the imperative, the sub
junctive, the optative, etc., most categories of which, in the Indo-
European language family at least, are marked by verbal inflec
tion. In French, for example, le subjonctif of, say, the verb venir, 
uses a different pattern of inflection than does Vindicatif. This tra
ditional view of mood is found in Bybee & Fleischman (1995b: 
2): 

[...], mood refers to a formally grammaticalized category of 
the verb which has a modal function. Moods are expressed 
inflectionally, generally in distinct sets of verbal paradigms, 
e.g. indicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative, condi
tional, etc., [...] . 

The difference between the present view of mood and the traditio
nal one is that the former sees the subjunctive, the optative, po
tentiality, ability, etc., not as different moods, but as different 
1 We will see later on in this section that the mood markers in both English and 

Krio carry more specific lexical meanings than do the markers of aspect and 
tense. Thus in Krio we have three markers with the ability to appear within the 
TMA, all of which carry a more specialized irrealis meaning: Am, ability, habitua-
lity, go, probable future, fo, im probable future, conditional, contradiction, etc. 
(see also Section 6.3.1). 
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shades of irrealis modality.1 It might be that the subjunctive, as in 
English, is a pure irrealis mood, but it is nevertheless conceived 
of as an irrealis subcategory, as is also the case with, say, 'poten
tiality' and 'volition', etc. The important point to bear in mind is 
that in the present framework, mood is thought of as an obligato
ry category which is always expressed in one way or the other 
within the VC, whereas modality is an optional elaboration on 
the entire situation. 

On most occasions the situations that are inflected for the in
dicative will also be marked for realis, but not infrequently this 
will not be the case. In example (127) on page 119, He will be 
walking to school, the future indicative is used but the situation is 
also marked for irrealis. As we will see below, there are two rea
sons for this apparent discrepancy: 

• The central role played by time, as either asserted or hypo
thetical, in relation to the category of mood. 

• The way the present theory handles sequences of situations 
and/or different points of reference. 

One more thing which is important to note before we continue 
with our account of mood is that since this category is much less 
grammaticalized in languages such as English and Swedish,2 

than are the categories of aspect and tense, the mood markers in 
these languages will carry more specific meanings (see also Sec
tion 6.3) than do aspect and tense markers. The explanation of 
this imbalance, or semantic duality, as far as lexical meaning is 
concerned, might be found in the history of these languages. 

Until very recently, both English and Swedish had almost ful
ly developed modal inflectional systems in the shape of a distinc
tion between the indicative, predominantly realis, and the sub
junctive, irrealis, verb paradigms, cf. Wright & Wright (1908), 
Blakeley (1964) and Lass (1994), for Old English, and Wessen 
(1955) for Swedish. Thus Lass (1994: 153) writes: 

1 We will return to these shades of modality in Section 6.3, about modal modifica
tion of the situational periphery. 

2 Modern Icelandic and German on the other hand have kept this systemic distinc
tion fairly intact. 
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Old English retains the indicative vs. subjunctive opposition, 
but with loss of person marking in the indicative plural, and 
only a sg/pl contrast (no person-marking) in the subjunctive. 

The usual explanation is that English and Swedish then lost the 
major part of their grammaticalized irrealis systems when the 
co-existing indicative and subjunctive inflection paradigms of 
those verb systems collapsed. Instead, a system of modal auxili
ary verbs is said to have developed,1 verbs such as can from OE 
cunnan, may from OE magari, etc., a development the results of 
which are the modal systems we see in these languages today. 
Therefore, in a sense, today we witness these languages in the 
middle of regaining a fully grammaticalized modal system, the 
building blocks of which are full lexical verbs gradually being 
transformed into "meaningless" grammatical markers of mood. 
Or as Bynon (1985: 113) puts it: 

[...] diachronically they have come from main verbs, so that 
their present status may perhaps best be seen as a stage in a 
continuous development from lexical verb to grammatical 
marker. 

This development parallels that of the English weak past tense 
form which is assumed to have started off as a post-posed form 
of the verb do. This is that standpoint taken by Lass (1994: 164), 
who in a discussion about the origin of the Germanic weak pret
erite states that: 

[...], the most likely primary source seems to be compound
ing of an original verbal noun of some sort with the verb 
*/dhe:/ 'put, place, do' [...]. 

Eventually this post-posed form of do turned into an enclitic past 
tense morpheme. Another example is how the French pure future 
forms evolved from the post-posing, in relation to the main verb, 
l De la Cruz (1994), on the other hand, would argue that there was no such deve

lopment of modal auxiliaries. According to De la Cruz these particular verbs al
ready had a modal lexical value in Old English. In Middle English there was a 
tendency to use these modals as full verbs, but in modern times the old system 
has been restored. 
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of the verb avoir, 4to have', into a fully inflected form of the main 
verb, for example parlerai, '(I) will speak/talk', from parler, 
'speak' plus first person present singular of avoir, a/.1 In both 
these cases we find a gradual grammaticalization of a full lexical 
item into a pure grammatical marker. 

However, since the modal auxiliaries in English, and the 
mood particles of Krio, do contain a fair amount of lexical mean
ing, we must distinguish, on formal grounds, between the mood 
of a situation and its modality. That is, just like tense and aspect, 
mood is a binary distinction, but modality, with all its possible dif
ferent shades of meaning, has as its scope the entire situation. 

That there is indeed a distinction to be drawn between 
mood, on the one hand, and modality, on the other, is corrobor
ated in the following observation made by Palmer (1986: 2): 

The modal system of most fam iliar languages, whether it is 
mood in Latin and Greek or modal verbs in English, is form
ally associated, along with tense, aspect and voice, with th e 
verbal system of th e language [...]. But modality, as will be 
seen, does not relate semantically to the verb alone or prima
rily, but to the whole sentence. 

Therefore, the distinction we will have to make regarding mood 
and modality is in essence a question of handling the mood 
values (realis versus irrealis) within the verbal constituency, but 
treating whatever shades of modal meaning that we are able to 
identify, as modifiers of modality which reside outside the obliga
tory verbal constituency (see Section 6.3). 

In modern English the task of marking mood is normally per
formed by either inflecting the finite verb for the subjunctive 
mood (rare), or by the insertion of a modal auxiliary verb into 
the verbal constituency of the situation. In for example 

126 He may leave now. 

1 About this development Chaurand (1969: 17) says: 
Une nouvelle formation romane, périphrastique à l'origine, s'est dès 
l'epoque des premiers textes constituée en temps simple: elle est à la base 
des formes salvarai, prindrai des Serments de Strasbourg. On y recon
naît l'infinitif (salvar) où se trouve exprimée la signification du verbe, et le 
présent du verbe avoir dont chaque forme correspond à une personne. 
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the modal auxiliary verb may points to the fact that 'the leaving' 
is granted or possible, but that the actual performance of this 'lea
ving' in the relevant future, may or may not be fulfilled. The situ
ation as a whole, though, may be said to describe either 'a state 
of permission to leave' or 'a state of possible leaving', both of 
which are viewed as co-extensive with the moment of speech. 
Almost all English modal auxiliaries1 create a 'state of ....', which 
is co-extensive with some reference point, either the present mo
ment or some other contextually or sequentially chosen point. 

The usual Krio way of m arking irrealis is to use one of three 
mood markers, kin, go or fo, all of w hich convey different shades 
of s ituational hypotheticality (see Section 6.3.1.2 for a more tho
rough discussion on these Krio markers).2 

In short, event time is imagined as being either an asserted 
fact of the past or the present (realis mood), or as being a tempo
rally dislocated "guess" about a non-asserted situation (irrealis 
mood). On the time line a situation whose verbal constituency is 
marked for realis would be located upon the line, either before its 
present point of reference or simultaneous with it (see example 
(119) on page 112 and Figure 7 on page 113). 

In order to distinguish irrealis situations from realis ones, the 
temporal dislocation will have to be represented in some way. So, 
taking (119) and shifting it forward in time will give the irrealis 
situation: 

127 He will be walking to school. 

situation E: He will be walicing to school . 

R 
[ < . - . E • • • > ] > 

S 
the past the present the future 

Fig. 8: Irrealis mood of He will be walking to school. on the time line. 

The temporal location of ex ample (119) has been shifted into the 
future and has thus become (127). This dislocated situation is 

1 The most notable exception is the future indicator will which has kept almost no
thing of its older meaning of 'volition' (see Section 6.3.1.1). 

2 Krio also has a small set of modal auxiliary verbs, such as mos, 'must'. These are 
used very infrequently, compared to the pre-verbal markers, go, f), and kin. 
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then placed upon the irrealis time line which is represented here 
by a dotted line. 

Thus in Figure 8, "E" represents a situation that is co-exten-
sive with neither the present moment of speech, "S", nor the 
moment of reference, "R". "S" and "R", however, coincide. The 
non-deictic nature of the situation is indicated by the square 
brackets, the imperfective aspect by the arrows within these 
square brackets, and finally, the irrealis mood of the situation is 
indicated by the dotted, rather than dashed, time line within the 
imperfective arrows. 

The one important entailment to be found within the catego
ry of mood is that the unmarked realis mood always indicates a 
relative non-future temporal location. In other words, if a situa
tion is depicted as having its inception, as example (127), at 
some point in time posterior to the moment of speech/moment of 
reference, this situation will by definition be an irrealis situation. 

5.4 External Time—Tense 

In the above sections it was pointed out that grammatical aspect 
and mood are concerned with internal time and time as it is 
imagined, respectively. What remains to be discussed is gram
matical tense and the notion of external time. 

In Section 5.1 tense was characterized as being a question of 
external time, since it relates situations on the time line to each 
other. Strictly speaking, this is not entirely correct. What are rela
ted to each other by tense are rather points on this time line. At 
these points situations may be located, but there is always at 
least one non-situational point involved, namely the temporal 
reference point in the guise of the present moment of speech, indi
cating absolute time reference, and/or the discourse focus, indica
ting relative time reference. To illustrate this let us imagine that 
somewhere on the time line a verbal situation takes place: 

situation E: He walked to school. 
[ E ]  s  >  

the past the present the future 

Fig. 9: The absolute time reference of He walked to school. 
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By means of its tense marking this situation will be externally 
related to some other reference point on the line. This reference 
point can be absolute, the present moment of speech, "S", as in 
Figure 9, or relative, some other point on the line, a point which 
is selected by the speaker as the point of reference. Thus 
Mufwene (1990: 99), discussing the Kikongo-Kituba system of 
time reference defines a relative tense system as follows: 

[...] a relative tense system. That is, the axis of reference (in 
Reichenbach's 1947 terms) or tense locus (according to 
Chung and Timberlake) keeps shifting in the discourse de
pending on the particular situation the speaker selects as the 
reference time (R). 

Or in the words of Comrie (1985: 36): 

We shall continue to use the traditional term absolute tense, 
although it should be borne in mind that this should be in
terpreted to mean a tense which includes the present mo
ment as the deictic centre; whereas relative tense [...] refers 
to a tense which does not include as part of its m eaning the 
present moment as deictic centre. 

The fact is, though, that within the present theory the tense consti
tuent of t he TMA system is no more than a sequential locator of 
the situation as either anterior or non-anterior to some point of 
reference. This point might be the moment of u tterance, in which 
case the tense (reference) would be absolute according to Mufwe
ne and Comrie; or it might be some point other than the moment 
of speech, relative tense reference. 

This suggests that in the present framework the question of 
whether languages have absolute or relative tense systems is in 
fact quite irrelevant. That is, the English and Krio tense systems 
are neither absolute nor relative as such, they only differ in their 
use of absolute and relative reference in conjunction with the rest 
of the verbal constituency. 

We can illustrate the difference between absolute and rela
tive reference by taking the Krio sentence 
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128 If yu pie wit faya yu go sori. 
if you [(ANT) [play]] with fire you [IRR [sorry]] 
If you play with fire you 're going to/will regret it. 

in which the verbal nucleus in the conditional clause, />/e, 'play', 
is unmarked, which normally would indicate anteriority by dint 
of its status as a non-stative nucleus (see Section 3.3). Then we 
compare it with its English translation in which the conditional 
clause takes the present tense. 

The problem here is formal: Does the unmarked Krio non
stative verbal nucleus (1) carry two different tense implications, 
(a) anterior when it occurs in a non-conditional clause, and (b) 
non-anterior when in a conditional clause? Or does it (2) retain 
its anterior meaning, irrespective of clause type? The former al
ternative would mean that for Krio conditional constructions the 
temporal point of reference is—just as in English—the moment 
of utterance. The latter alternative, on the other hand, would im
ply a relative point of reference for conditional clauses. We will 
see below that alternative (2) is the most plausible one. 

Returning to (128) we see that the formal differences of 
tense marking between the Krio and English versions of this ex
ample can be accounted for in terms of a difference in preferred 
temporal reference points. That is, Krio and English view com
plex "condition-plus-result11 sequences differently as far as their 
temporal reference points are concerned. 

English sees the condition as co-extensive with the present 
moment of speech for the simple reason that it expresses an etern
al truth. The VC then, must reflect this co-extension by marking 
the nucleic verb for the non-anterior tense. No such co-extensive 
marking is found in the Krio sentence, which instead marks the 
fact that the condition is a sequential pre-requisite for the re
sult, a fact which yields an unmarked verbal nucleus since this 
carries anterior meaning.1 

The important factor hinted at above is that tense is con
cerned with external temporal constituency. That is, tense mark
ing says nothing about the situation itself, it only makes clear the 

1 These ways of marking do not, of course, exclude the fact that in English we 
have a sense of pre-requisiteness and in Krio of co-extension. It is just a question 
of precedence. 
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fact that the situation, as for example the condition of 'playing 
with fire' in (128), took/takes place at some point in time, E, rela
ting that point to some other point of reference. In English the 
point in time of the condition is primarily related to the moment 
of speech, S, but in Krio the condition is related, not absolutely to 
the moment of speech, S, but relatively to the time of the contin
gent result, R, 'the regretting of having played with fire'. 

In short, tense directs our attention to the order of situations, 
indicating if one of the situations involved occurred before the 
other and making clear which one; or which situation is the condi
tion and which is the result. 

However, if only one situation is involved, tense makes clear 
the sequence of the situation and the moment of speech/discourse 
focus. All in all, the fact that tense is sequentially deictic enables 
us to conclude that one of the basic characteristics of the past 
tense is anteriority. The corresponding characteristic of t he pres
ent tense would then be co-extension or simultaneity. 

As mentioned above, the system of verbal situations in diffe
rent languages may be organized differently as far as the empha
sis on absolute or relative deixis is concerned. We saw that the 
Standard English tense system is characterized by its main em
phasis on absolute time reference, but it also shows some fea
tures characteristic of relative tense systems. The time reference 
of the perfect and the pluperfect, categories which traditionally 
have been labelled tenses in English, is first and foremost rela
tive. An example of relative time reference in English would be 
the effect of tense in a pluperfect construction, a construction 
type which normally indicates that a situation took place before 
some other situation, which may be either explicit or implicit.1 

129 He had set out for school, but he never got there. 

In example (129), illustrated in Figure 10 below, we notice that 
the event of 'setting out for school', El, took place in the past but 
1 Note that neither the pluperfect nor the perfect is necessary to establish a relative

ly ordered sequence of situations. This is possible to do syntactically just by or
dering the situations in question. He set out for school. He never got there., 
would express the same sequentially as example (129). What the perfect and 
pluperfect constructions add is a sense of relevance at whatever moment in time 
is chosen as the point of reference. For more on the perfect; see Section 6.2.2.2. 
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also that this 'setting out' became relevant in some way, at some 
other (reference) point in time, R, which is identical with the 
event of 'never getting to school', E2, but which precedes the 
moment of speech, "S". 

situation El: Me had set out for school but 
situation E2: he never got there. 

R 
[ E l ]  [ E 2 ]  S  >  

the past the present the future 

Fig. 10: The relative time reference of He had set out for school.... 

As far as the implications of tense are concerned, the unmarked 
past tense implies realis mood. This is because all events that can 
be located on a temporal scale at some point previous to a rele
vant reference point are of course also referentially asserted with 
regard to that very same reference point. In example (129) the 
past tense of the pluperfect construction, had set out..., implies 
that the 'setting out' actually took place (realis mood) prior to 
the point of reference 'never got there'. 

But if the unmarked past tense implies realis mood, how are 
we then to handle sequences of situations such as (130) below, in 
which an i/-clause expresses a condition for something else? Or, 
is not the mood of the «/"-clause irrealis, since it denotes a hypo
thetical condition which was never fulfilled? 

130 If I had seen the doctor, I would not have been this ill today. 

The answer is quite simply no, the reference is to a situation 
which we know never occurred. And that which we know did not 
occur cannot be said to be hypothetical. Thus, past tense implies 
realis mood. That is, the mood assessment of the conditional situ
ation is quite naturally made in reference to its own particular 
point of reference. In both (128) and (130), this point is the subse
quent result of the condition. 

However, it is important to bear in mind that in Section 5.1 
it was claimed that only tense relates situations to each other on 
a temporal scale. The relations between different situations as far 
as mood is concerned, are of a different nature due to the fact 
that mood, as was pointed out in Sections 1.2, 1.3 and 5.3, is a 
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question offactuality, that is, the asserted (realis) or hypothetical 
(irrealis) existence in time of situations, not a question of where 
these situations are located in time. It follows from this that 
mood might be said to be a question of logical entailment in the 
sense that the factuality of, say, a conditional situation can al
ways be judged by the factuality of its main situation. 

5.5 The TMA Carrier 

Because of the fact that all VCs obligatorily express values of 
tense, mood and aspect, YCs must also have some kind of means 
for conveying these TMA values. This task is performed by what 
in the present framework is labelled the TMA carrier. In most 
cases the identification of the TMA carrier poses no difficulties 
since as a rule of thumb the finite verb in the situation also con
veys these values. However, the identification of the TMA carrier 
will be problematic in three cases: 

• When we encounter an English auxiliary non-modal verb, 
that is, have or be as perfect/pluperfect and progressive auxi
liaries, respectively. 

• When we find an English pure copula be. 

• For Krio constructions containing at least one of the three 
TMA markers. 

The problems attached to the identification of the TMA carrier 
are different in all three cases mentioned above. In the case of 
the English perfect/pluperfect and progressive constructions the 
difficulty is that the TMA carrier is realised as a bimorphemic 
construction in which the tense constituent is separated from that 
of aspect (see Section 5.5.1). As regards the pure copula, the 
problem is that the carrier is devoid of lexical meaning while still 
carrying TMA values (see Section 5.5.2). Finally, in the case of 
the Krio TMA phrase, we note that the tense, mood and aspect 
values, when marked, are conveyed by one morpheme each (see 
Section 5.5.3). 
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5.5.1 English "Compound Tenses" 

One problem with identifying the TMA carrier in a perfect/pluper-
fect or progressive construction is that the tense and aspect con
stituents are discontinuously realised. The tense constituent re
sides in auxiliary have or be, but the aspect constituent is realised 
as a bound inflectional morpheme, participial -en (perfective) or 
-ing (imperfective) on the main verb. 

vc 

TMA-carrier [processive nucleus] 

[ + s ]  ' b e '  [ + i n g ]  ' r u n '  

He is running 

Fig. 11: Split Progressive TMA Carrier 

A basic, split TMA carrier structure as in He is running would 
have the diagrammatic shape as in Figure 11, above. It is 
important to note that branch endings indicate that the item in 
question is "neutralized" or unmarked in one way or the other.1  

In Figure 11, be is only motivated by its structural role as the 
carrier of the tense, non-anterior, value. Its existential, and for 
that matter locative, meanings are neutralized. The result is that 
the only role played by be in an English progressive construction 
is to provide (carry) the obligatory tense (non-anterior) value. 

1 An interesting point about this diagram is that despite its containing branching 
similar to the convention used in TG tree diagrams, the branching extends both 
downwards and upwards. The reason is that we cannot expect to capture all 
relations in language linearly. Linguistic items are capable of carrying multiple 
meanings and therefore we must seek to describe the relations holding between 
these meanings and their lexical items in as flexible a fashion as possible. 
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The aspect (imperfective) and mood (realis) values are carried 
by the -ing morpheme attached to the nucleic verb, run. 

If we then compare Figure 11 with Figure 12 below, we see 
that the main difference is two-fold: The first is that unlike Fig
ure 11, the TMA carrier is not distributed to more than one mor
pheme in Figure 12. The second is that there is no morpheme car
rying explicit aspect and mood values in Figure 12. 

VC 

TMA-carrier [processive nucleus] 

T M A 

[ + s ]  ' r u n '  

He runs 
Fig. 12: Simple TMA Carrier 

From this, three observations may be made: 
FIRST, the imperfective aspect value of he runs is not overtly 

marked since this is the default, unmarked aspect value of proces
sive nuclei such as run. 

SECOND, since the aspect value of He is running (Fig. 11), is 
likewise imperfective, the difference between these two situations 
cannot be one of aspect. Rather, it is a difference in mood since 
He runs may be said to denote an irrealis situation since none of 
the individual occurrences of 'running' is asserted. Instead these 
individual occurrences are viewed as hypothetical. He is running, 
on the other hand, is realis because the situation is viewed as go
ing on at the moment of speech, that is, 'running' is asserted. 

THIRD, the simple form of a processive nucleus has a larger 
semantic scope than the progressive form from a markedness 
point of view. Thus, YCs with a processive nucleus marked for 
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the simple present are seen as unmarked in relation to the same 
nuclei taking the progressive. In order to mark this difference in 
semantic scope, English makes use of a more complex, hence 
more marked, morphological construction, the progressive. 

5.5.2 The Copula 

In a sense the copula can be defined as an equator (or negative 
equator in applicable cases) of the subject of the clause with what
ever is predicated of it. There are, of course, other copula-like 
ways of using 6e, for example in locative constructions such as 
He is at home, etc. In these cases, however, be is not an equator 
but a locator, the status of which, strictly speaking, cannot be 
said to depict a copular relation anyway. Here instead, be takes 
on the role of an ordinary stative nucleus on a par with have, 
exist, contain, etc. The "equator" role of the copula be leads to 
the reasonable assumption that the pure copula is devoid of any 
lexical verbal meaning. Be this as it may, in the present theory 
the primary task of the English pure copula is to be the structural 
carrier of tense, mood and aspect values. Or to put it differently, 
the sole verbal purpose of the English copula be is to act as the 
situational TMA carrier. Thus copular be in 

131 (a) John is nice. 
(b) John was nice. 
(c) John is being nice. 
(d) [...] that John be nice. 

has no other task than providing the means by which the TMA 
values in these sentences are conveyed. Bearing in mind that the 
lexical contents of predicatives such as nice are always stative, 
the TMA value of (131a) is non-anterior, realis and imperfective; 
of (131b), anterior, realis, imperfective; of (131c), non-anterior, 
realis and imperfective; and finally of (131d), non-anterior, irrea-
lis, imperfective. Note that the difference between (131a) and 
(131c) is not primarily a question of different TMA values but of 
markedness contrasts. The description of (131a) would therefore 
have the shape: 
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VC 

TMA-carrier [stative nucleus] yw 
T M A 

[  +  s ]  ' b e  n i c e '  

John is nice 

Fig. 13: Simple Copula TMA Carrier 

Two things worth pointing out in Figure 13 are: (1) the upwards 
split branching from is which indicates that the lexical content of 
be is contained in the predicate 'be nice', and (2) the "neutra
lized" aspect and mood constituents indicating that the aspect 
and mood values in (131a) (imperfective and realis, respectively) 
are the default consequences of the nucleic dynamicity of 'be 
nice'. 

vc 

TMA-carrier [stative nucleus] 

T M A 

[ + s ]  ' b e '  [ + i n g ]  ' b e  n i c e '  

John is being nice 

Fig. 14: Split Progressive Copula TMA 
Carrier 
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In example (131c), illustrated in Figure 14 above, on the other 
hand, we would not find a neutralized aspect constituent since the 
imperfective aspect is overtly marked by the progressive -ing 
morpheme. The effect is that the use of the progressive form 
together with a stative nucleus restricts the scope of the predi
cation in time. 

As has already been pointed out in Section 4.2, Krio adjecti-
vals in predicative constructions are verbal nuclei rather than ad
jectives and therefore constructions corresponding to those in 
(131a) and (131b) are realized without such a copular verb. 
Thus the corresponding Krio sentences would be: 

132 (a) Jon nays. 
(b) Jon bin nays. 

Diagrammatically, (132a) and (132b) can be illustrated as in 
Figures 15 and 16 below. 

TMA-carrier [stative nucleus] TMA-carrier [stative nucleus] 

Jon nays Jon bin nays 

Fig. 15: Krio Pred. TMA Carrier Fig. 16: Krio Anterior TMA Carrier 

Unlike its English equivalent, (132a) has no overt TMA carrier at 
all. Rather, all TMA values are those that can be inferred from 
the dynamicity value of the nucleus itself, that is, non-anterior 
tense, realis mood and imperfective aspect, all values being conse
quences of the stative status of the verbal nucleus, nays, 'be nice'. 
In (132b) the tense marker bin is inserted in order to "shift back" 
the situation, to give it anteriority. The mood and aspect values 
of (132b) are, however, still dependent on the dynamicity of the 
nucleus. 
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The conclusion to be drawn is that within the present frame
work the English copula has but a structural function—that of 
serving as the carrier of the required TMA values. Whatever is 
left of any lexical content of the copula is to be seen as integrated 
into the verbal nucleus of the situation in which it occurs. 

5.5.3 The Krio TMA P hrase 

In Krio the basic TMA values are expressed by a set of preverbal 
markers: the tense marker, T, which marks anteriority; the mood 
marker, M, which conveys one of three major shades of irrealis; 
and finally the aspect marker1, A, with an imperfective meaning. 

A Krio situation may be marked for anteriority (see Sections 
3.3 and 5.4) by inserting the marker bin before the nucleic verb: 

133 A bin no aw fo dil wit dem. 
I [ANT [know]] how for deal with them 
I knew how to deal with them. 
Petikot Kona, p.l 

Irrealis is marked by one of the mood markers go, kin or /a, 
which express three basic shades of t he irrealis: 'future probabil
ity', go; 'potentiality', 'habituality', kin\ and 'future improbabil
ity', 'counter-factuality', 'conditions', etc., fo (see Sections 5.3 
and 6.3.1.2). For a pure future meaning we would have: 

134 Wi go put wan posin na domot we go de wach. 
we [IRR [put]] one person LOCBE doormouth REL [IRR IMP [watch]] 
We'll put somebody at the door who will be our lookout. 
Bad Man Bete Pas Smti Os, scene 3: p.29 

Finally we have de which is the marker of imperfective aspect 
(see Section 5.2): 

1 There is also an "aspect-like" marker, don, which has a meaning which is ap
proximately that of the English perfect. As is the case with the English perfect 
this marker combines an external temporal relation (tense) with a reference to a 
completion phase (aspect). However, an elaboration of this will have to wait un
til Section 6.2.2.2, which considers the perfect. 
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135 Luk we fayn fayn myuzik de pie. 
look REL fine fine music [IMP [play]] 
Listen, they are playing such nice music! 
God Pas Konsibul, act 3: scene 2: p.28 

These markers may occur together in various combinations, 
some more common than others, but their order of occurrence is 
almost never violated. Moreover, quite naturally, two markers of 
the same type cannot occur together. 

Closest to the nucleic verb we find the aspect marker, then 
the mood marker and finally the tense marker. The point here is 
that these markers indicate the marked members in relation to 
the default value of the nucleus, in the tense, mood and aspect 
contrastive pairs. Therefore, the absence of a marker indicates 
the unmarked values of these contrasts. 

VC 

TMA-carrier [stative nucleus] 

T M A ' know ' 

A bin no 

Fig. 17: Krio Anterior Stative Nucleus. 

We may represent the VC of (133) as in Figure 17 above.This 
diagram should be interpreted as follows: the stative nucleus no 
retains its default aspectual (imperfective) and mood (realis) 
values, but it is marked for anteriority by the tense marker bin. 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter has outlined the basic shape of what in the present 
framework is referred to as the verbal constituency. Within the 
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VC we find the obligatory verbal elements of the situation: the 
nucleus (see Ch.4) and the TMA, the carrier(s) of tense, mood 
and aspect values. Moreover, all these elements are obligatory in 
the sense that the absence of an explicit marker for, say, aspect 
indicates an unmarked aspect value, rather than no aspect value 
at all. Thus all VCs are conceived of as carrying a full set of TMA 
values, be they explicit or not. 

Furthermore, it is shown that the TMA values may be distri
buted in different ways, the most basic distribution being the 
nucleic verb form itself carrying all three values merged into one 
word—the finite simple verb in English, for example runs and 
knew, or the base form of the Krio verb, for example ron and no. 
The TMA may also be split in two, as is the case with the English 
progressive, or three (rare), that is, the full Krio TMA phrase. 
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6 
Peripheral Situational Modification 

6.1 Introduction 

A t hree-dimensional conception of linguistic time is assumed in 
the present study (see Sections 1.2 and 2.2). Moreover, as we saw 
in the previous chapter, this 3D structure is realized on the level 
of the verbal constituency as the obligatory marking of t he bina
ry distinctions: tense/external time, mood/factual time, and as
pect/internal time (see Section 5.1). These categories are con
ceived as being interdependent of each other and contingent on 
the dynamicity of the verbal nucleus. 

On the optional, peripheral level of utterances (see Section 
2.11), the same three-dimensional nature of linguistic time mark
ing is manifested. However, if linguistic time on the VC level 
might be said to refer to, and directly modify, nucleic verbal con
cepts such as stative know, processive run, eventive kill and telic 
make, linguistic time encoding on the peripheral level refers to, 
and modifies, the whole situation in which it occurs. 

In the context of the present study, this means that we can 
identify three basic classes of peripheral modifiers, PMs, for ling
uistic time: Aspectual modifiers, examples (136a, 136b and 
136c), modal modifiers, (137a and 137b), and temporal modi
fiers, (138). We may illustrate these three classes of PMs with the 
six examples below, all of which have a VC consisting of a TMA 
plus a verbal nucleus, play. This VC is then peripherally modified 
in different ways. 

In (136a) the frequency adverbial often modifies the aspectu
al habituality of a VC with the processive nucleus play. That is, it 
characterizes the internal procedural development (situational dy
namicity) of the entire situation as a complete unit (see Section 
6.2.1). 
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136 (a) He often plays football. 
(b) He is playing chess! a game of chess. 
(c) He has play ed a game of chess. 

In (136b) the nominal complements 'chess' and 'a game of chess' 
give the situation an unbounded or bounded interpretation by mo
difying the terminating phase in certain ways (Section 6.2.2.1). 
The perfect1 in (136c) introduces an explicit lack of completion 
into the terminating phase (Section 6.2.2.2). 

In (137a) below, the picture is quite different. Here, the ef
fect of the PM in the shape of the sentence adverbial perhaps is 
that it throws doubt on the basic assertion about the situation. 
Thus, it characterizes the situation in terms of modality, here hy
pothetical doubt. 

137 (a) Perhaps he plays football. 
(b) He may be playing football right now. 

As regards (137b), which contains the modal auxiliary verb maj, 
a certain amount of semantic duality is manifested as far as the 
mood/modality distinction is concerned. English modal auxilia
ries—as well as the corresponding Krio category of modal mark
ers—instantiate both the obligatory TMA mood constituent (here 
irrealis) and an optional peripheral modal (here, 'possibility') 
elaboration on the entire situation (see Section 6.3.1). 

Finally, in our third example: 

138 He plays football today. 

the VC is modified by the time adverbial today. In this case we 
might want to claim that today in a sense locates the situation 
temporally in one way or the other. Therefore the PM for tempor
al modification more precisely characterizes the situation regard
ing location in time. Note, however, that it is not self-evident 
which adverbials are to be considered aspectual, modal or tem
poral. In the case of tomorrow, for example, which is normally 
thought of as a temporal adverb, we might also have a case for 

1 We will return to the status of the perfect as an aspectual peripheral modifier in 
Section 6.2.2.2. 
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arguing that this adverb is a modal PM, modifying the situation 
for some kind of irreality. 

In all of the above examples we see that an additional modi
fication is made of the TMA meaning already there in the VC, 
non-anterior tense, irrealis (in 136a, 137a, 137b and 138) and 
realis (in 136b and 136c), mood and imperfective aspect, without 
necessarily changing or altering these basic TMA values in them
selves. Rather, what is modified is the situation as a whole. 

This implies that the scope of these peripheral modifiers of 
time is over and above the VC, and thus they either modify the 
VC directly as in (136c and 137b) or the situation as a whole as 
in (136a, 136b, 137a and 138). 

The aim of the present chapter is to give a general account 
of some peripheral means and mechanisms for indirect situation
al encoding of linguistic time, and also to discuss the factors 
which justify the distinctions, postulated in the present work, be
tween the TMA of the verbal constituency and peripheral aspectu-
ality and modality. This in turn means that we will concentrate 
on precisely those factors in the situational periphery which are 
particularly interesting as regards time encoding: aspectual modi
fication, both by means of adverbials and by some kind of modifi
cation of the situationally terminating phase; and modal modifi
cation by modal auxiliary verbs and markers. 

Temporal modification by peripheral means will not be 
touched upon any further since the distinction between tense mar
king of the VC and temporal modification of the full situation ap
pears not to present any methodologically interesting problems. 
We usually have no problems in distinguishing what is a tense-
marking feature from what is to be considered a temporal PM. 

One important distinguishing factor between TMA marking 
of the VC and aspectual, modal and temporal modification of t he 
situation is that time encoding by PMs is only indirect, elaborat
ing values already there in the VC, whereas time encoding of the 
VC is directly incorporated within the VC, constituting an integra
ted part of the paradigm of the verb. Thus, we can illustrate the 
prototypical structure of a situation containing a peripheral modi
fier as in (69), on page 64, repeated here as (139): 

139 ([[NUCLEUS] TMA] (PERIPHERY)) 
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A word of caution is needed, however, regarding peripheral modi
fication of verbal situations: It is impossible, even in principle, to 
give a full account of the vast range of means for peripheral 
time-related modification available to language. Therefore the 
following sections will only provide a very brief and somewhat 
sketchy outline of the most interesting groups of aspectual (Sec
tion 6.2) and modal (Section 6.3) modifiers. 

6.2 Aspectual Modification 

Aspectual modification is, as has been shown in the previous 
chapters, a matter of si tuation-internal, procedural development, 
that is, how the situation develops over time. This section will 
deal with how situations are modified peripherally for internal sit
uational time in general, and with how this modification makes 
clear the developmental nature of these situations in particular. 

In Section 5.2 it is shown that the verbal grammatical catego
ry of a spect has but one function: to state whether there is an in
ternal, developmental structure depicted in the situation or not. 
This is stated in terms of the imperfective and perfective aspects, 
respectively. One consequence of this is that we cannot account 
for different shades of imperfectivity such as 'habituality', 'conti -
nuousness', 'iterativity', etc., merely by having recourse to the 
aspect value indicated within the VC. 

In order to arrive at the aspectual situational message of an 
utterance there must be some other factors present which are 
aimed at specifying this message. One such factor is (see Sections 
2.8 and 4.4) the dynamicity value of the verbal nucleus itself. An
other is to be found in the situational periphery in the form of 
complements of various kinds, adverbials, etc. All these factors 
are potentially able to contribute indirectly to the encoding of 
time in the message. As regards peripheral aspectual time encod
ing, it is possible to identify two major groups of contributors: 

• Those focusing on and characterizing the entire procedural 
development of the situation. Frequency adverbials such as 
often, repeatedly,frequently, etc. 
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• Those focusing on and characterizing one particular phase 
of the procedural development of t he situation: 

(1) Nominal or prepositional complements such as a chair 
and grass, or to the window and towards the door, but 
also adverbials such as home. PMs whose meanings are 
either specific or non-specific. 

(2) The (plu)perfect, which explicitly cancels the situation
al termination point to the degree that these situations 
are still relevant at their points of reference.1 

We shall see in the following sections that the range of a spectual 
modification which it is possible to create by specific and/or non
specific complements is more restricted than that of adverbials. 

6.2.1 Aspectual Modification Focusing on the Entire Situation 

As p reviously mentioned, PMs in this group generally character
ize the procedural development of t he entire situation. This may 
be illustrated by comparing sentences (140) and (141): 

140 John plays tennis. 
141 John often plays tennis. 

In (140) all time encoding is found in the VC plays, that is, the 
combination of the TMA (imperfective aspect, irrealis mood and 
non-anterior tense) plus the processive nucleus play. Normally 
(140) would indicate that John's habit of playing tennis is of a 
more permanent character. He could be a professional tennis 
player or he might play the game as a regular hobby, etc. In the 
present framework, play (tennis) is an unrestricted irrealis pro
cess,2 developing simultaneously with its point of reference. 

1 We shall see in Section 6.2.2.2 that this is a somewhat complicated matter, 
which involves the identification of the exact nature of what is seen as "rel
evant". 

2 The irrealis status of the simple present process habit is established, (a) in refe
rence to the fact that there is no direct assertion of any of the specific subevents 
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When (140) is altered by the PM adverbial often to yield 
(141), we note that the TMA values of the VC remain the same 
as in (140) but that it is the process in its entirety which is modi
fied by often. The message in (141) is that the development over 
time of John's habit of playing tennis is characterized internally 
(rather than questioned by a modal modifier, or located in time 
by a temporal modifier) in some way, so that what is in fact not 
implied is that John is a tennis player. Maybe he sometimes plays 
table tennis or volleyball, instead of tennis, etc. We may say that 
in contradistinction to (140), which depict the habit of tennis 
playing as a general characteristic of Joh n himself, (141) points 
to the fact that John's tennis playing is more a part of the life he 
leads. What it boils down to is that the PM often aspectually modi
fies the process of (140), since it is the nature of the internal deve
lopment of this process which is the object of modification. 

6.2.2 Aspectual Modification Focusing on the Completion Phase 

When discussing the fact that situations may be peripherally mo
dified in order to specify their aspectual nature, it is important to 
realize that even though it is conceivable that any arbitrarily 
chosen phase of the situation could be picked out for focusing 
and characterization, the most likely contenders for such mark
ing turn out to be the beginnings and endings of the situations, 
not for example the last-but-one phase, etc. 

However, English has chosen almost exclusively to assign 
the notions of beginning or inception to certain verbs which by 
themselves function as the verbal nuclei of s ituations, for examp
le begin and start, etc. Therefore, in the present framework, these 
constructions are to be analysed as situations consisting of a nu
cleus, say, begin and a complement (see Section 4.3.2.2) to run 
or running, rather than as to run or running marked for inceptive 
aspectuality. 

As regards the termination or completion phase, English has 
a wider range of means at its disposal. One corresponds to that 
mentioned in the above paragraph, with termination lexicalized 

of tennis playing of which this habit consists, and (b) in contrast with the realis 
nature of the present process progressive. 
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in some nucleic verb of its own, say, stop in stop running, etc. But 
completion may also be indicated by some kind of aspectual 
marking of the verbal constituency or the situation as a whole. 
That is, some element other than the nucleus provides the comple
tion. This is the case with both bounded (see Section 6.2.2.1) and 
perfect (andpluperfect) (see Section 6.2.2.2) constructions. 

In order to discuss the aspectual character of the situational 
completion phase we must first identify what in the situation 
does or does not terminate. Consider the sentences below: 

142 John is making a chair. 
143 John is making chairs. 
144 John has made a chair. 
145 John made a chair. 

What is immediately obvious here is that in examples (142) and 
(143) we interrupt John right in the middle of the 'process of 
making but in (144) and (145) no such process is to be found. 
Rather, in the latter two examples we meet John in the 'state of 
having made This means that any situationally introduced ter
mination, or lack of t ermination, applies differently to (142) and 
(143) than to (144) and (145). In the former pair the 'process of 
making ...' receives an implicit termination point in (142)—it is 
bounded—but in (143) there is no such termination implied, it be
ing unbounded (see Section 6.2.2.1). However, in the latter pair, 
we notice that termination or lack of termination is not applied 
to the 'process of making ...', but to the state which is the result 
of the process. What the perfect does then in (144) is to cancel ex
plicitly any termination of this resultant state, whereas in (145) 
the implication is that any termination of this resultant state 
might in fact be irrelevant to the continued line of discourse (see 
Section 6.2.2.2). 

Therefore, we may summarize the analysis as follows: the 
bounded/unbounded distinction is concerned with the characteri
zation of the termination phase of p rocess situations, whereas the 
perfect/non-perfect distinction is concerned with (resulting) state 
situations. 
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6.2.2.1 The Bounded/Unbounded Distinction 

PMs pertaining to the bounded/unbounded distinction focus on 
and characterize the termination phase of situations; they do this 
either by introducing an implicit point of completion of the inter
nal procedural development, which may or may not be reached, 
or by explicitly denying the existence of such a termination 
point. In the first group of PMs we f ind expressions which contain 
a specific noun phrase such as a chair, certain prepositional phra
ses such as to the window and adverbial phrases such as home (in 
a sentence like He is going home). In the second group of PMs we 
have non-specific noun phrases such as grass and prepositional 
phrases such as towards the door, etc. Basically this is a binary di
stinction which, by focusing on the final phase of situations, indi
cates whether these are by implication bounded/telic or unbound-
ed/atelic. That is, boundedness is situational telicity.1 

In order to discuss the bounded/unbounded distinction we 
will first have to define what it is that is bounded or unbounded. 
That is, to what type of si tuations are these terms applicable? As 
mentioned above in Section 6.2.2, the simple answer to this ques
tion is process situations. This follows from the definition of te lic 
and telicity given in Sections 2.7.2, 2.8 and 2.9, in which it is stat
ed that for a verbal nucleus and/or a situation to be telic and 
bounded respectively, two criteria will have to be fulfilled: (a) the 
nucleus/situation must be a process with a point of termination, 
the reaching of which is included in its semantics, and (b) this pro
cess must also be contingent on its own termination. 

These criteria rule out the possibility of bounded state and 
event situations, but for different reasons. State situations have 
neither a process nor an implicitly reachable termination point in 
their semantic specification. Compare (146) with (147). 

146 John owns a nice car. 
147 John is building a nice car. 

1 As regards terminology in the present framework, telic and atelic refer to dyna-
micity values of verbal nuclei, whereas bounded and unbounded refer to situatio
nal dynamicity (procedural development). However, it turns out that we have ve
ry little use for the term atelic since we already have corresponding terms for 
those nuclei that are not telic: stative, processive and eventive. 
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In both sentences we find a specific noun phrase as the comple
ment of the VC. However, if we apply the telicity test to these si
tuations we see that only (147) would pass the test: If you are in
terrupted in the middle of building a car, have you then built a 
car? The answer is of course no. The implication is that no car 
was built. Therefore, (147) is a bounded situation. For (146) the 
answer to the question if you are interrupted in the middle of own
ing a car, have you then owned a car, is yes. 

The reason might be that since state situations are mono-
phasal, and thus internally have infinite duration of variable 
length (see Sections 2.7.1 and 2.8), no termination point can be 
reached within their procedural development; stopping these situ
ations will only shorten their internal duration without affecting 
the nature of the state in question itself. 

The procedural development of process situations, such as 
that in (147), on the other hand, is made up of a series of conse
cutive phases (see Sections 2.7.2 and 2.9), one of which might 
(bounded situations) or might not (unbounded) explicitly refer to 
a point of completion. 

In the case of event situations, these are their own termina
tions and therefore it makes no sense to talk of any implicit point 
of termination. Event situations such as (148) and (149), below, 

148 John caught a rabbit. 
149 Pierce passes the ball to Anderton. 

contain no processes. The 'catching of t he rabbit' and the 'pass
ing of the ball' are both perfective (see Section 5.2) and are thus 
by definition devoid of internal procedural development; they con
stitute their own completions. 

6.2.2.2 The Perfect 

In order to discuss the perfect, a prerequisite is to bear in mind 
that in the present framework this category, like the tenses, 
moods and aspects, is conceived of as being a semantico-gram-
matical, rather than a morphological category. Thus we should 
not confuse the perfect in the present framework with the way 
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some languages use perfect morphology to indicate the preterite, 
for example, the French passé composé (cf. Comrie 1976: 53). 

Then, any discussion regarding the perfect will also have to 
establish the difference between the categories the perfect—a ver
bal situation with cancelled termination1—and the perfective—the 
verbal constituency viewed as depicting an indivisible unit. The 
fact that such a difference is possible to identify means that we 
cannot regard the perfect as taking the perfective aspect by defi
nition. On the contrary, sentences indicating the perfect of imper-
fective situations are very common in English for example 

150 He has been doing this for hours. 

in which we have a non-anterior, realis imperfective situation 
which is marked for present time relevance (cf. Bybee & Dahl 
1989). Note in this respect that all TMA values are already pres
ent in this syntagm before have is added: been (anterior, realis), 
doing (non-anterior, realis, imperfective). Have explicitly cancels 
the point of termination encoded in been but leaves the rest of its 
anteriority unchanged. That is, the situation began in the past, 
but its non-termination and hence its simultaneity with its refer
ence time is explicitly asserted. The above analysis points to the 
fact that any equation of the perfect and the perfective is incor
rect even in principle. To see why, we must pin down what it is in 
have that gives present relevance/cancelled termination to the 
perfect/pluperfect as opposed to the 'indifference to the point of 
reference' which we find in the perfective/completive. This can 
be illustrated as in (151): 

151 He has done it. 

Here, just as in (150) above, all TMA values are present in the 
past participle (the nucleus do plus anterior tense, realis mood 
and perfective aspect). What is provided by the auxiliary is in 
effect the link or mediation (see Section 4.3.1) in the shape of an 
indicator of a 'state of possession': 'to be in the state of having 

1 Comrie (1976: 5ff) labels this present relevance. According to him the present 
relevance may be either absolute—related to the moment of speech—or rela
tive—related to some other point of reference. 
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something (done)',1 between the two incompatible tense values 
anterior (the beforeness of done) and non-anterior (the simultane
ity with the moment of speech). 

The point here is that states are internally infinite (see Sec
tions 2.7.1 and 2.8) and therefore always extend to the point 
when their termination is imposed (rather than reached). That is, 
since states do not need input of energy to go on, they do so until 
they are stopped in one way or the other. There are no points of 
termination encoded in the states themselves. 

Therefore, through the stativizing" of the situation by peri
phrastic have its duration is depicted as explicitly devoid of ter
mination at one particular point in time: the chosen temporal 
point of re ference. The internal procedural development of a per
fect situation can thus be described as a first punctual phase of en-
try-into-a-state, followed by a second, stative phase. 

The important feature of the perfect situation is then that it 
is focused on a special kind of relation holding between the VC, 
with its TMA and nucleic values, and some other point of refer
ence. Therefore we may define the semantico-grammatical cate
gory of perfect as: 

A relation holding between the relevance of the exist
ence of the result of the event or the process, referred to 
by a VC, and a chosen temporal reference point, in the 
sense that this relevance is explicitly said not to have ex
pired at the chosen temporal reference point. 

We must also take into consideration the fact that the nature of 
this result may stand in different relations to its entry-into-a-
state event, according to the nucleic dynamicity of the situation. 
That is, if w e compare (151), containing a processive nucleus do 
with (152), which is centered around a stative nucleus know, we 
notice that in (151) the resultant state, 'the state of having done 
it', is still operative and in effect, whereas in (152) the most likely 
interpretation of the resultant state, 'the state of having known 
it', is not that the 'knowing' is still in effect. Rather, the implica-

1 This is also borne out by the history of the English periphrastic Aave-perfect 
which is said to have started off as a possessive have plus object complement 
construction (cf. for example Visser 1973: 2189-2192). 
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tion is that this knowledge is lost or at least restricted in one way 
or the other. 

152 He has known it. 

This difference in relation between the perfect processive and the 
perfect stative1 in turn constitutes one further piece of evidence 
for the validity of the statement in Chapter 3 that the basic con
ceptual dividing line in the verbal systems of English and Krio 
runs between stative nuclei on the one hand and non-stative (pro
cessive, eventive and telic) ones on the other. Consider the follow
ing sentence pairs, in which all eight sentences have the present 
moment of speech as their chosen temporal point of reference. 
Here we see that in order to refer to a relevant, resultant state, 
perfect marking by means of periphrastic have is required for 
(154a), telic nucleus, (155a), processive nucleus, and (156a), 
eventive nucleus. No such marking is needed for (153a) which 
has a stative nucleus. 

153 (a) He knows the truth. 
(b) He has known the truth. 

154 (a) He has made a new chair. 
(b) He has been making a new chair. 

155 (a) He has run his own business. 
(b) He has been running his own business. 

156 (a) He has killed his black sheep. 
(b) He has been killing his black sheep. 

As indicated above, the a-sentences have one important feature 
in common which is lacking in the 6-ones: they all refer, definite
ly and unambiguously, to the direct, un-terminated, existence of 
whatever state is indicated by these situations. That is, (153a) as
serts the existence of 'knowledge of t he truth'; (154a) asserts the 
existence of 'a new chair', which is the state resulting from 'com-

1 Perfect processive and perfect stative are only meant to be short-hand abbrevia
tions for VCs with processive and stative nuclei, respectively. 
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pleting the making of a chair'; (155a) asserts the existence of 
'having run a business', which is the state resulting from 'termina
ting to run a business',1 and finally (156a) asserts the existence of 
'(all) black sheep being dead', which is the state resulting from 
'completing the killing of the black sheep'. 

The important point is that in all of the above a-sentences 
the non-termination assertions concern the existence of some 
kind of relevance of these states, at their respective temporal 
points of reference, rather than about the states themselves.2 The 
fact that the existence of a state in many cases coincides with the 
period of t ime during which this existence is relevant for the cur
rent discourse focus, has no bearing upon the definition of the per
fect. In order to be relevant at a certain point of reference, the 
state in question does not necessarily have to be in existence. 

If we examine the 6-sentences we see that the VCs of 
(154b), (155b) and (156b) turn out not to be states but proces
ses, and only (153b) retains its stativity. The fact that the former 
three VCs are processes would contradict the assumption made 
above that the perfect is a stativizer and instead indicate that 
here the perfect is employed to mark these situations for some 
kind of additional imperfectivity. However, again it is not the 
processes themselves which are non-terminated and thus stand in 
a relevance relation to the moment of s peech. The assertions are 
made, as indicated in the paragraphs above, about the non-termi-
nated existence of the processes in (154b), (155b) and (156b). It 
is the existence of th is process, which is a state, that stands in a 
relevance relation to the reference point, not the processes them
selves. This then would lend support to the above assumption 
that the perfect is a stativizer rather than an imperfectivizer. 

It must be pointed out that perfect marking of sentences 

1 However, the insertion of the adverbial since in a perfect sentence like this would 
normally give the situation a direct, on-going relevance. There is no termination 
implied in He has run his own business since  

2 That the perfect is a question of relevance (at some chosen point of reference) of 
the existence of a particular state or (process), rather than the relevance of th is 
state (or process) itself, is also implicit in Comrie's discussion (1976: 56-61) of 
the four major types of the perfect he identifies: "the perfect of r esult", "the expe
riential perfect", "the perfect of p ersistent situation" and "the perfect of r ecent 
past". Also Schwenter's (1994) account of the "hot news perfect" lends itself to 
such an interpretation. 
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such as those found in the 6-examples above, in addition to its ba
sic stativizing effect, also has a tendency to impose the need for 
further qualification in the shape of additional linguistic or extra-
linguistic context. 

As for (153b), the most likely interpretation is that the state 
created by the perfect is not the 'state of knowledge of the truth', 
but rather the opposite, the 'state of non-knowledge/lost know
ledge of the truth'. This can easily be reversed by, for example, 
an adverbial phrase such as for ages, etc., giving 

157 He has known the truth for ages. 

in which 'knowledge of the truth' is asserted.1 Because of this 
need for further qualification, we might say that in a sense the 
meaning of 'has known the truth' is open to interpretation or 
even elaboration in a way which is not possible for its non-per-
fect version in (153a). That is, unless the speaker provides an un
ambiguous framework for sentences like (153b), the hearer will 
have to disambiguate them in some way in order to understand 
the intentions of the speaker. 

That the hearer participates actively in the creation of the 
message (by way of supplying himself with additional informa
tion) has been pointed out by Jakobson. In his terms this process 
was one of elliptical perception, the goal of which would be to 
facilitate the understanding of vague or ambiguous utterances. 
Or in his own words (Jakobson & Pomorska 1990b: 172): 

A technique which today receives even less consideration is 
that of elliptical perception, by which the listener fills in 
(again on all linguistic levels) whatever ha s been omitted by 
him as listener. We have also failed to appreciate properly 
the subjectivism of the hearer, who fills in the elliptic gaps 
creatively. Here lies the heart of the issue of disambiguation. 

This active participation in the "creation" of the meaning is not 
required for the understanding of (153a). 

1 It is possible to negate, yet again, the assertion of 'knowledge of the truth' in 
(157) by adding but now he doesn't anymore. The point is that perfect marking 
of imperfective VGs gives these situations a certain amount of open-endedness. 
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In the case of (154b), the assertion is made about the 'exist
ence of the process of making a new chair', rather than of the 
'process of making a new chair'. What the perfect does is assert 
that the existence of the process (rather than the process itself) is 
relevant at the chosen point of reference. We might say that this 
on-going (that is, non-terminated) relevance is co-extensive 
with the moment of speech in both extensions of (154b), (158a) 
and (158b) below, with the difference that in the former our un
derstanding is that the process itself is also depicted as co-exten-
sive with the moment of speech, whereas in the latter the interpre
tation is that the process did terminate at some point in time, 
prior to the present moment of speech. 

158 (a) He has been making a new chair, but it is not finished yet. 
(b) He has been making a new chair, but he is not at it any more. 

It is worth noting that in (158a) the co-ordinated 6«£-clause is fo
cused on the resultant state, or rather the absence of such a state, 
whereas in (158b) the focus of the co-ordinated clause is on the 
(absence of the) process itself. That is, in (158a) it is the 'exist
ence of a new chair' that is negated, whereas in (158b) the nega
tion is of the 'chair-making process'. In neither case, however, is 
the relevance of the 'existence of a new chair' or of 'the process 
of making a new chair' for the current line of discourse negated. 

When it comes to (155) and (156) the same relation describ
ed above as holding between (153a) and (153b), and (154a) and 
(154b), respectively, can be said to hold between the (a) and (b) 
variants of t hese examples. 

The difference between (156a) and (156b) is that in the for
mer the assertion is about a state: '(all) his black sheep are 
killed'1, but in the latter the assertion is about a process: the 'kill
ing of his sheep'2. Note that for (156b) we cannot tell whether the 
process itself ('killing sheep') is terminated or not. 

The only thing we can infer is that the existence of such a 

1 In line with the reasoning above in the discussion of examples (153) and (154), 
the assertion is about the on-going relevance of the existence of a state such as 
'(all) his sheep are killed/are dead'. 

2 Or rather, the assertion is about the on-going relevance of the existence of a 
process such that 'sheep are being killed'. 
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process is relevant to the continuing line of discourse. Thus (159) 
below shows that perfect marking of imperfective VCs with event -
ive nuclei is neutral, in the absence of further qualification, to on
going relevance at the present moment of speech in Comrie's 
(1976) sense. In (159a) no process of 'killing sheep' is going on 
any more, but the very existence of such a process is felt to be re
levant anyway. As for (159b) this process is still in progress. This 
again points to the conclusion that it is not the propositional con
tent itself of the V C marked for the perfect which is affected, but 
the existence of such a proposition. 

159 (a) He has been killing his black sheep and now they're all dead, 
(b) He has been killing his black sheep and he's still at it. 

The same state/process distinction manifested in the difference 
between (156a) and (156b) is also found between (155a) and 
(155b). In (155a) the existence of the state resulting from 'hav
ing run a business' is at stake, but in (155b) the existence of the 
process of 'business-running' itself is indicated as being relevant. 

As can be inferred from the discussions on the 6-examples, 
and their possible expansions, the common denominator is their 
greater degree of indeterminacy; in order to understand the inten
tions of the speaker properly, the hearer needs some additional 
clarifying context to avoid having to resort to mere guess-work. 

In short, imperfective situations marked with the perfect 
show a greater degree of markedness than do the corresponding
ly marked perfective ones. The reason for this might be that in a 
sense the perfect, since it is a stativizer, in some way imposes sta-
tivity on a VC which is already imperfective, which in turn forces 
the hearer to look for more information in order to be able to un
derstand such a construction. Analogous to this would be the dis
inclination of English speakers to accept the progressive form to
gether with stative nuclei, for example, He is hearing church 
bellsThis too, would be to stativize an already imperfective VC. 

1 Some speakers of English would accept this sentence, others would not. Most 
speakers of English, however, would acknowledge the contrast between He is 
nice and He is being nice. Therefore one would assume that readiness to accept 
the progressive together with statives is a matter of degree rather than an 
absolute either-or judgment. 
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Therefore the only conclusion to be drawn here is that the 
perfect is neither a tense nor an aspect, nor is it a combination of 
these. It is a discourse marker which has 

• the aspectual quality of affecting the procedural develop
ment of situations. 

• the quality of being able to sequence situations in relation to 
each other. 

This discourse marker operates upon the entire verbal constituen
cy in order to focus or highlight the existence, in relation to the 
chosen point of reference, of some propositional content indicat
ed by that VC. This analysis is also borne out by examining the 
Krio marker cbn, which usually translates as an English perfect 
construction: 

160 Den don put wod wan pies. 
they [PFCT [put]] word one place 
They have reached an agreement. 

The argument hinges on the theory that Krio (and many other At
lantic Creoles) does not allow two markers of the same kind in 
the TMA ph rase of a VC. That is, we will not find two co-occurr-
ing aspect markers, etc. within the same VC. Thus, in order to 
show that the perfect marker in Krio is similar to that of English 
with respect to its "neither tense nor aspect" status we must find 
instances of co-occurring bin and don\ and don and de, respective
ly. This is precisely what we do find. In (161) below, the anterior 
marker bin co-occurs with the perfect marker don conveying a 
past-before-past sense, that is, a pluperfect construction. 

161 A bin don tel yu se dis boy luk rekks. 
I [ANT PFCT [tell]] [you (SG)] cpz this boy look reckless 
I told/had told you that this boy looks reckless. 
Bad Man Bete Pas Erriti Os, scene 1: p.3 

The important thing to note here is that the 'telling of the boy's 
recklessness' is located prior to some other situation under discus
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sion, rather than in the absolute past. That is, something went 
wrong and now the speaker says 'I told you so'. The bin plus don 
combination makes clear this sequence of situations. 

In example (162) the perfect marker, don, combines with the 
imperfective one, de, in order to convey the fact that for this per
son, 'his growing problems have finally reached the point where 
they are/will be too much for him to handle by himself. 

162 Bot i luk lek wata don de pas flawa naw, so wi wan kol fambul fo 
geda ... 
but it look like water [PFCT IMP [pass]] flour now so we want call family for gather 
But it looks as if his problems have grown/(-p)have been becoming 
too much (for him), so we should call for a family meeting, . . . 
Bad Man Bete Pas Erriti Os, scene 1 : p.8 

Or rather, the existence of such a situation is given a relevance re
lation in reference to the on-going line of di scourse. Therefore, as 
the above examples indicate, we can assume that the Krio per
fect marker, cfore, is neither a tense (anterior), nor an aspect (per
fective) marker, since it is perfectly able to combine with both 
the anterior (tense) and the imperfective (aspect) markers. 

However, there are other reasons, purely contingent on the 
definitions of te nse and aspect given in Chapter 5, for the analy
sis of the perfect as a discourse marker. Since the perfect indi
cates a situation which can be said to stand in a relevance rela
tion to another situation/point in time, it follows from this that it 
(the perfect) relates two situations temporarily to each other. 
And as we argued in Chapter 5, this is precisely what aspect does 
not do but rather is the task of tense. Thus the perfect cannot be 
an aspect, even though it indicates the presence of an internal pro
cedural structure. 

Turning the argument around, it might be tempting to ana
lyse the perfect as a tense since, as mentioned above, it relates si
tuations to each other and thus cannot be an aspect. But this ana
lysis will fail as well because tense has nothing to do with the in
ternal temporal constituency of a situation, whereas this is pre
cisely part of the meaning of the perfect. 

The only possible conclusion must be that the perfect is nei
ther tense nor aspect although it exhibits some, but not all, cha
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racteristic features of both tense (it relates situations to each 
other) and aspect (characterization of the internal procedural de
velopment), respectively. 

In the present framework there is thus no room for the per
fect within the verbal constituency; it must constitute part of the 
situational periphery, being a modifier on a par with other PMs. 
It is, however, given a place within the range of aspectual periphe
ral modifiers since it is focused on one single phase of the situatio
nal procedural development, namely the final, terminating one. 

6.2.3 Aspectual Modification: Summary 

This section has discussed some important ways of aspectually 
modifying entire situations, that is, over and above the verbal 
constituency. In the present framework aspectual modifica
tion—as opposed to aspect marking of the VC—is viewed as an 
elaboration on whatever TMA values we find in the VC, clarify
ing the developmental procedure of si tuations. 

Two major categories of aspectual PMs (peripheral aspec
tual modifiers) are identified: 

• Those PMs which focus on the situation in its entirety and 
thus do not favour any particular situational phase. 

• Those PMs which single out and focus on the termination 
phase of situations. 

The most important of t he PMs in the first category are found to 
be adverbials of frequency such as often, repeatedly, etc., which 
primarily give aspectual modification to verbal situations viewed 
in full. In the latter category two sub-groups are identified: (a) 
Those which modify process situations in such a way that they 
are perceived as either unbounded—in general non-specific nomi-
nals and prepositionals such as cars, towards the wall, etc., or 
bounded—specific nominals and prepositional such as a car, to 
the wall, etc.; (b) The perfect (and pluperfect) which explicitly 
cancels the termination phase of state, (and/or process) situa
tions, marking that the existence of these situations in some way 
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is relevant at the current point of (discourse) reference, either 
directly or indirectly. 

6.3 Modal Modification 

Basically, modal PMs peripherally characterize the nature of f ac
tual situational time. That is, various shades of hypotheticality 
and assertion are brought to the attention of the hearer, or in the 
words of Bybee & Fleischman (1995: 2): 

Modality, [...], is the semantic domain pertaining to ele
ments of meaning that languages express. It covers a broad 
range of semantic nuances-jussive, desiderative, intentive, hy
pothetical, potential, obligative, dubitative, hortatory, excla-
mative, etc.-whose common denominator is the addition of 
a supplement or overlay of meaning to the most neutral se
mantic value of t he proposition of an utterance, namely fac
tual and declarative. 

This definition of modality is given in contrast to their definition 
of mood (page 115, Section 5.3), as a "formally grammaticaliz-
ed category", (Bybee & Fleischman 1995: 2), which means that 
these authors draw a distinction between moody as a verbal cate
gory and modality as a semantic domain which has the entire si
tuation within its scope. 

In Section 5.3 it is claimed that the basic binary distinction 
of mood between realis and irrealis time is encoded within the 
TMA of the verbal constituency. However, we also noted that, 
apart from the (English) subjunctive proper, English modal auxi
liaries and Krio mood markers carry a considerable portion of ad
ditional lexical modal meaning which is said to constitute part of 
the situational periphery rather than the VC. 

Therefore, modal auxiliaries such as can, may and must and 
the Krio irrealis markers go, kin and fo, are conceived of as show
ing semantic duality since they contribute both an (obligatory) 

1 Thus mood is a category which is realized, explicitly-as with most irrealis 
VCs-or implicitly-as with most realis VGs-within the VC of the situation. It is 
part of the verb's paradigm as Bynon (1985) would say. 
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mood value, irrealis, to the VC, and an (optional) additional 
modal meaning, such as potentiality or conditionality, etc., hav
ing the situation as a whole in its scope. May, for example, contri
butes both the irrealis mood to the VC and some kind of potential
ity, etc., to the situation as a whole (example (163) below). The 
same is also true for the Krio mood markers: kin marks the VC 
for irrealis and the situation for potentiality or ability (sometimes 
habituality1), example (164). 

163 John may play tennis. 

164 Na dis den wetman kin kol 'slip of tongue' ... 
[FGR] this [PL [white man]] [IRFWABIL/HAB [call]] slip of tongue 
This is what white people sometimes call a 'slip of the tongue'... 
God Pas Konsibul, act 2: scene 3: p.21 

In Section 6.3.1 below we will discuss this semantic duality in 
greater detail. 

The nature of s ituational modality can also be characterized 
by non-obligatory modal adverbials such as perhaps in 

165 Perhaps John plays tennis. 

doubting 'John's status as a tennis player'. Tomorrow2 in 

166 Tomorrow the train for Copenhagen leaves at 12:35. 

implies non-simultaneity with the temporal reference point by ex
plicitly locating the 'train departure' on the following day3. And 
certainly in 

1 See Section 6.3.1.2, for more on the ability versus habituality in Krio kin. 
2 Normally tomorrow is considered a temporal adverb. Here, however, it functions 

as a PM for irrealis time on a par with maybe, etc., since it indicates a non-assert
ed, hypothetical existence in time of a proposition; 'the leaving of the train'. 

3 This non-simultaneity is only implied because the train for Copenhagen might 
be scheduled to leave every day at 12:35. However, the use of tomorrow in this 
context tells us that the speaker does not want to commit himself to this general 
"time table" truth. All he wants to claim is that he knows that 'tomorrow at 
12:35 the train for Copenhagen leaves'. It might be scheduled to do so today or 
in three weeks from his point of reference, but this is none of his concern. 
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167 John most certainly does play tennis. He's a tennis player, isn't he? 

stresses the truth of 'John's status as a tennis player', which for 
some reason has been doubted, etc. 

The common denominator of these adverbials is that they do 
not encode time within the VC directly but extend their scope to 
reach over the entire situation; and thus these PMs differ from 
the class of modal auxiliary verbs in that they show no semantic 
duality as regards the way in which they are related to time. 

6.3.1 Modality and Modal Auxiliary Verbs 

Under this heading we subsume irrealis markers in both English 
and Krio exhibiting the semantic duality mentioned in Section 
6.3, that is, modal auxiliaries in English as well as the irrealis 
markers of Krio. All these markers and auxiliaries have in com
mon the fact that they mark the VC for irrealis mood, and modi
fy the full situation, in its periphery, for some additional shade of 
modal meaning. 

6.3.1.1 The English Modal Auxiliaries 

In the case of the English modal auxiliary verbs it is a fact that 
none of them indicate a realis VC or situation. That is, modals 
such as can, will, should, may, etc., all elaborate the basic irrealis 
meaning already present in the VC rather than add any complete
ly new meaning to the situation.1 Thus may in a sentence like ex
ample (163), John may play tennis, is normally taken to contri
bute a certain amount of 'possibility' or 'permission' to the origin
al simple sentence John plays tennis. 

In what way are we then justified in claiming that the mood 
portion (irrealis meaning) of the modals is an obligatory part of 
the VC, whereas the rest of their lexical content, 'volition', 'per-

1 Of course this is fairly self-evident, since it is hard to imagine a linguistic item, 
such as can for example, which carries a contradiction within its own semantic 
specification, that is, indicates both realis and irrealis. 
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mission', 'ability', etc., constitutes an optional (albeit very promi
nent) modal element of the situational periphery? We could say 
that, just as the case is with the modal adverbs, the modal verbs 
extend their scope to reach over the full situation only and thus 
do not contribute any mood value to the VC. One important 
piece of evidence pointing towards the existence of semantic 
duality in the modals is that as a future marker, will has nor
mally lost all its former sense of 'volition'. A sentence like 

168 John will go home. 

seems to carry no additional modal meaning apart from that of 
future, which is the purest form of irreality. This means that pure 
future will has irrealis mood as its only meaning, and this corre
sponds to the fact that the English past tense morpheme -ed and 
the progressive morpheme -ing have no other meanings than 
that of anteriority and imperfectiveness, respectively.1 

In short, in sentences like (168), will has become an integrat
ed part of the paradigm, and thus an element in the VC of the nu
cleic verb in question, here go (see Section 4.3.1, and cf. Bynon 
1985: 106). In other words, will is nothing but a marker of mood 
here, not a modifier for modality. It is not possible, however, to 
reverse the analysis and ascribe only peripheral modality and no 
mood to any modal auxiliary verb in English. 

Thus we have identified and isolated the one component of 
meaning which is found to be the basic and most general one for 
all modals, irrealis. And since all VCs are obligatorily marked 
for either realis or irrealis mood, the conclusion is that the irrea
lis component of the modals is to be seen as constituting one of 
the two possible options for filling the mood slot in the TMA of 
the verbal constituency. The fact that the modals generally have 
additional overlays of meaning does not alter this fact. 

Moreover, we have a parallel to this analysis of the modals 
in our analysis of the imperfective aspect (see Sections 5.2 and 
6.2) as the basic and most general meaning component of the 

1 Note that it is the past tense and progressive morphemes which carry the mean
ings anteriority and imperfectiveness, not their phonetic representations, which 
in other environments may represent other morphemes, namely those of the past 
participle and the gerund, respectively. 
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progressive morpheme -ing (in English) and the imperfective 
marker de (in Krio). The general meaning component of the im
perfective co-operates with the dynamicity value of the nucleus 
in the situation in order to convey various shades of aspectuality, 
for example, 'iterativity' and 'continuousness', etc., precisely in 
the same way as the irrealis component of the English modal 
auxiliaries co-operates with the lexical content of these verbs to 
create different additional shades of modality such as 'ability' 
and 'obligation', etc. 

This parallel also supports the above conclusion that the ir
realis component of the modals is to be considered part of the 
TMA of the verbal constituency rather than an optional periphe
rally added semantic element, and that whatever semantic over
lay is left will be part of the situational periphery. 

6.3.1.2 The Krio Irrealis Markers 

In Section 5.5.3, it was mentioned that Krio has three distinct 
markers of mood: go,fo and kin, whose basic purpose is to mark 
the Krio VC for irrealis.1 The lexical contents of these markers 
also carry additional overlays of meaning which correspond to 
those of the English modal auxiliaries. That is, future probability 
for go, example (169); (future) improbability, counter-factuality, 
obligation, etc., forfo, (170); and ability, etc., for kin, (171). 

The most neutral, or "will-like", of these Krio irrealis mark
ers is go, which is also by far the most frequent one: 

169 God bles yu. God go dobul am fo yu. 
God bless [you] (SG)] God [IRRRJT [double]] OBJ for [you] (SG)] 

God bless you. God will double it (a sum of money) for you. 
God Pas Konsibul, act 2: scene 3: p.23 

Normally, marking a situation with irrealis go will render the VC 
hypothetical, which will be interpreted as a prediction of a future 

1 As for the Krio irrealis markers go,fo and kirt, the former two are homophonic 
with the full verb go and the complementizer and/or infinitive marker (if there is 
any such thing as a Krio infinitive) fo. Kin, on the other hand, only exists as a 
pre-verbal marker. 
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happening, etc., the realization of which is regarded (by the spea
ker) as probable. If any other shade of meaning remains in go 
(the irrealis marker), it is not one of volition but rather what we 
may expect from its etymon, 'direction towards', but in most cas
es even this is doubtful. 

As regards fo, the situation is quite different from that of go 
as it appears to be used very infrequently in sentences where it 
can be unambiguously analysed as a pre-verbal irrealis marker.1 

Most clear cases of pre-verbal marker fo are found mid-TMA, 
that is, after the anterior marker but before the verbal nucleus, 
as in A bin fo tel am se ..., 'I would/should have told him that ...'. 
There are, however, examples of fo as the only marker in the 
TMA, for example (170)2, below, in which fo, apart from its basic 
irrealis value, also indicates an additional modality of obligation. 
In (170), we see that the 'beam removal' is logically subsequent 
to its temporal reference point, the 'telling', thereby maintaining 
its basic meaning of irrealis mood. 

170 A de tel yu se yu fo pul di bim we de na yu yay fos so yu go si fo 
pul di mot we de na yu broda im yay. 
I [IMP [tell]] you CPZ you [IRR0BL [pull]] the beam REL EXT PREP [you (POSS)] eye 
first so you [IRRfut [see]] [for (CPZ)] pull the mote REL EXT PREP [you (POSS)] 

brother his eye. 
I'm telling you that you should remove the beam in your own eye 
first so you '// (be able to) see how to remove the mote in your 
brother's eye. 
Petikot Kona, p.28 

1 Often fo serves the same purpose as English to (+ infinitive) does. It marks a ver
bal complement of the nucleic verb: I go tel am fo go — 'He will tell him to leave'. 

2 This example is an adaptation of St. Matthew 7:5. The version found in Gud 
Nyus Fo Dlman, however, reads: "Yu pul da big tik we de insay yu yon yay fos, 
da tern de yu go si klia wan h pul di smol tik we de insay yu brada in yay.". In 
the King James version it is: first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; 
and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye.". 
Finally, in The English Bible we find: "First take the plank out of your own eye, 
and then you will see clearly to take the speck out of your brother's.". 

The common semantic denominator of these three versions of the same Bible 
passage is the fact that they all are in the imperative, which is one shade of 
irreality as it is understood in this study. The quote in Petikot Kona however, is 
not directly in the imperative but given more indirectly in the forai of the Krio 
equivalent of an English s&ow/c/-construction, expressing obligation. 
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The obligation to remove the beam might however be said to ob
tain as a kind of state (see Section 5.3), simultaneously with its 
point of reference, although its fulfilment in the relative future 
can only be hypothesized. Note also the fact that the two instanc
es of future happenings in (170), the 'beam removal' and the 'see
ing how to remove the mote', are given different modalities. The 
former {yu fopul di bim), the fulfilment of w hich is somewhat un
certain, is presented as being a prerequisite condition for the 
latter. The latter {yu go si fo pul di mot), on the other hand, is pre
sented in such a way as to indicate that if its condition is fulfilled 
the realization of 'seeing' is regarded as a prediction of pure fu
ture, almost without any additional shade of modality. 

The third Krio irrealis marker, kin, usually indicates an irrea-
lis situation of ability, such as in: 

171 Yu kin go bak tumara monin. 
[you (SG)] [IRRABIL [go]] back tomorrow morning 
Tomorrow morning, you can/could go back (there). 
Petikot Kjna. p.34 

Here the fact that somebody 'will be able'/'have the opportunity' 
to return the next day is conveyed by kin. As in (170) above, we 
notice the close affinity between state situations and irrealis mar
ked VCs; the 'ability/opportunity to go back' is seen as simulta
neous with its point of reference whereas the realization of the 
verbal nucleus is in the future, relatively seen, of that ability. 

Interestingly, the Krio irrealis marker kin can be used to indi
cate habituality, which is often considered an aspectual value. At 
first sight this might indicate that kin in fact is not a marker of 
mood but an aspect marker. One consideration which speaks 
against this analysis is the fact that kin is perfectly able to com
bine with de, the imperfective marker, yielding: 

172 ... dis wi marni en wi grani den kin de se. 'God sentens, no apil'... 
this [[we mummy and we granny] PL] [IRRHAB IMP [say]] God sentence no appeal 
This is what our mother and grandmother usually say/are 
saying/keep on saying: There is no appeal against God's sentence. 
God Pas Konsibul, act 4: scene 4: p.38 
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If both kin and de were aspect markers, this combination would 
violate the grammatical rule in Krio which says that two mark
ers of the same kind cannot combine in the same TMA phrase 
(see Section 5.5.3). Consequently one of these markers cannot be 
a marker of aspect. 

We have also pointed out that the order of markers within 
the Krio TMA phrase is fixed, with the aspect marker having its 
position closest to the nucleus. This leads us to the conclusion 
that it is de rather than kin which is the aspect marker. Thus kin, 
although it sometimes carries habitual meaning, must be some
thing else, here a marker of mood. This would seem to be an ano
maly but there is a possible explanation. It has been noted by a 
number of scholars, Givón (1995), for example, that there seems 
to be a strong affinity between the notions of irrealis and habi-
tuality as it is possible to view habits, not as re-occurring events 
asserted in time—realis—but as predictions of future occurrences 
based on knowledge of the past—irrealis (see Section 1.4.4). 

The general conclusion, however, about the Krio modal (ir
realis) markers is the same as for the English modal auxiliary 
verbs: Marking the VC for irrealis mood by either of the three 
mood markers, go, fo or kin, not only renders this YC irrealis but 
may also convey some additional modal value to the situation. 
Moreover, these peripheral modal values can often be analysed 
as states on the situational level providing a background for what
ever occurrence is indicated by the nucleic verb. 

6.3.2 Modal Modification: Summary 

In this section we have seen that in English and Krio there are 
two ways of modifying peripherally the verbal situation for moda
lity. The first and most interesting way is by a modal auxiliary 
verb in English and by one of the three irrealis markers, go, fo 
and kin, in Krio. The second way, which has only been very brief
ly touched upon, is by a modal adverbial of some sort, for ex
ample, perhaps, certainly, etc. The common denominator of all 
these auxiliaries and markers, etc., is identified as a reference to 
non-factual, hypothetical time, either to the pure future or as a 
judgement or assessment made by the speaker. 
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The one major difference we find between these two catego
ries of modal PMs is that the first group, auxiliary verbs and ir-
realis markers, in addition to whatever modal lexical content 
they carry, can also be said to enter semantically into the TMA of 
the YC itself. That is, one part of the meaning of these linguistic 
elements is their irrealis mood value, whose scope only extends 
over the VC; another part of their meaning is some other shade 
of lexicalized modality whose scope includes the full situation. 

No such semantic duality can be found in the second group, 
the adverbials. Their scope only comprises the situation as a 
whole. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter has discussed the fact that the basic three-dimen-
sional structure of time which we find to be encoded into the verb
al constituency of situations can also be said to be indirectly re
flected at the level of peripheral modification. Thus we find that 
time-related PMs can be classified as either aspectual, characteri
zing internal time of situations, modal, characterizing the factua-
lity of situations, or temporal, locating situations in time. 

One important aspectual distinction identified on the situatio
nal level is that of bounded/unbounded procedural development 
(see Section 6.2.2.1). In essence this distinction is a matter of t he 
effect specific nominals/prepositionals, etc., as opposed to non
specific ones, have on the termination phase of s ituations. Speci
fic nominals/prepositionals, etc., impose a bounded nature: on the 
situation, non-specific ones do not. 

We also find that the perfect (see Section 6.2.2.2) constitutes 
a structural borderline case between aspect and tense in that it 
can be shown to have certain defining features of either category, 
that is, the perfect does relate different situations to each other (a 
tense feature), but it also characterizes the internal development
al structures of s ituations (an aspect feature). 

Regarding modal PMs, the semantic duality of English mo
dal auxiliaries and Krio mood markers is discussed and the con
clusion drawn that these linguistic elements contribute both an ob
ligatory mood value (irrealis) to the verbal constituency and an 
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additional, optional, semantic modal elaboration to the situation 
as a whole. 

Moreover, it is pointed out that the scope of t hese PMs rang
es over the VC and the entire situation, quite in contrast to the 
TMA markers which are shown in Chapter 5 to have a limited 
scope including only the verbal nucleus. 
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7 
Conclusion 

In this study an attempt has been made to analyse time encoding 
in the verb systems of English and the West African creole lang
uage Krio, along similar lines of reasoning. 

Two major factors are said to work together in the creation 
of linguistic time encoding. The first one is what is labelled the 
(verbal) nucleic dynamicity, that is, the various ways in which 
time is encoded within the verbal concepts themselves: the (ver
bal) nucleus. 

The second factor is the existence of an obligatory three-
dimensional arrangement of time, which surfaces as the TMA of 
the situation, that is, its Tense, Mood and Aspect marking. These 
three dimensions of linguistic time encoding have their cognitive 
foundation in three more general distinctions, namely the fore
ground versus background distinction (aspect: imperfective/per-
fective), the reality versus hypotheticality distinction (mood: rea-
lis/irrealis) and finally the beforeness versus simultaneity distinc
tion (tense: anterior/non-anterior). 

The nucleus and the TMA together form the situationally ob
ligatory verbal constituency, the VC, in which the nucleic dynami
city co-operates with the TMA in order to create various types of 
linguistic time-related messages. 

Finally, the situation is defined as the superordinate structu
ral unit within the scope of which the total, or full, message of 
linguistic time is conveyed. 

In Chapter 1, Introduction, the theoretical and philosophi
cal foundations of this study are presented. First, the notion of 
time is discussed and a distinction between space and time is as
sumed to be encoded in language in such a way that nominals en
code substance, be it concrete or abstract, and verbals encode ab
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stract substance with time. Then four conceptually basic distinc
tions are discussed, namely the state/non-state, background/ 
foreground, reality /imagination and beforeness/simultaneity di
stinctions. These distinctions are then related to Bickerton's 
(1984a) "Language Bioprogram Hypothesis". 

In addition to this, some previous related studies are briefly 
examined; Vendler (1967), Comrie (1976), Quirk et al. (1985 & 
1990), Fleischman (1995) and Givón (1995). 

In Chapter 2, Basic Concepts, the basic notions and struc
ture of the present framework and its terminology are accounted 
for. Here such concepts as verbal nucleus, situation, phase, dyna-
micity and linguistic time are discussed and defined. The general 
nature of stative, processive, eventive and telic nuclei; and state, 
process, event and bounded situations is also discussed, along 
with definitions of t hese terms. A brief outline of the structure of 
verbal situations is also given; the basic structural categories nu
cleus, verbal constituency, TMA and situational periphery are in
troduced and their internal relations are made clear. 

In Chapter 3, The Supremacy of the State/Non-State Dis
tinction, it is shown that the covert state/non-state distinction, 
as opposed to, say, the durative/punctual distinction is conceptu
ally basic to the treatment of verbal expressions. Thus, we see 
that in both English and Krio this distinction constitutes a binary 
dividing-line in the systems of morphological marking. States/sta-
tives are from a morphological point of view, systematically trea
ted in a different way than non-states/non-statives in both Eng
lish and in Krio. No such systematicity can be found to proceed 
from the durative/punctual distinction. 

In Chapter 4, The Nucleus, the nucleus, which is the seman
tic core of the verbal situation, is discussed in such a way as to 
make clear what may, and what may not, constitute the nucleus 
of a situation. Thus the conceptual content of the nucleus is de
fined; in order to be able to identify the nucleus we examine: (a) 
complex nucleic constructions in which two or more elements 
combine to form the nucleus; (b) different types of multi-verbal 
constructions; serialized and auxiliary ones, in which the nucleus 
will have to be picked out and identified within a structure con
sisting of more than one "verbal" element. 

In Chapter 5, The Verbal Constituency, the elements that, 
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together with the nucleus, make up the verbal constituency, VC, 
are presented and defined. This involves definitions which, in a 
sense, are more restricted than the traditional ones of the gram
matical categories of aspect, mood and tense. These categories 
are shown to incorporate one binary distinction each: imperfect-
ive versus perfective aspect; realis versus irrealis mood; and ante
rior versus non-anterior tense. Moreover, together with the nu
cleus these categories turn out to be obligatorily present, 
although not always marked, in the TMA constituent of the VC. 

In Chapter 6, Peripheral Situational Modification, some 
interesting optional elements of the situation are discussed. Modi
fication of the entire situation is mentioned, and again we see 
that the same tripartite, three-dimensional division of verbal 
time is manifested, albeit in a rather different way. In addition, 
this chapter briefly deals with non-verbal peripheral modification 
through the use of adverbials, etc., concentrating on some interes
ting areas of peripherally induced situational modification of 
time: (a) aspectual modification, by means of nominal and pre
positional complements, that is, the bounded versus unbounded 
distinction; by means of the periphrastic //«w'-construction, that 
is, the perfect versus non-perfect distinction; (b) modal modifica
tion, by means of adverbs, auxiliary modal verbs and particles. 

The major findings of the present study may be said to be 
two-fold: 

• The identification and definitions of four different classes of 
verbal nuclei, statives, processives, eventives and telics, 
whose differing relations to time play a major role in deter
mining the time semantics of s ituations. 

• The realization that it is possible to give an alternative de
scription and explanation of the vast and varying range of si-
tuationally encoded procedural developments, if the start -
ing-point for such an investigation is the dynamicity values 
of the verbal nuclei. 

Finally, it is hoped that this study will provide linguists with some 
useful tools and definitions for the study of the way time is encod
ed into language. 
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(158) 
modal (10), (19), (21), (63-64), 
(90), (92-94), (101), (117-119), 
(136-137), (154), (156-158), 
(161-162) 
non-modal verb (125) 
verb (10), (19), (36), (58), (64), 
(85), (88), (90-93), (94), (98), 
(100-101), (117-119), (136-
137), (156-157), (161-162) 
verbal constructions (91) 

axis of reference (121) 
background (4), (6-7), (69-70), 

(77-79), (104), (161), (165-166) 
distinction (70) 

background/foreground 
distinction (6-7), (70), (77), 



Subject Index 

(165-166) 
before/simultaneous 

distinction (6), (7) 
beforeness (3), (6), (26), (78), (102), 

(145), (165) 
beforeness/simultaneity 

distinction (6), (165-166) 
bounded (14), (18), (38), (40), 

(47-48), (60), (68), (111), (136), 
(141-143), (153), (162), 
(166-167) 

bounded/unbounded 
distinction (14), (18), (141-142), 
(162), (167) 

boundedness (14), (16), (39), (41), 
(48),(142) 
situational (47), (59) 

British English (16), (22) 
case relation (95-97) 
co-extension (63), (122-123) 
Cognitive Grammar (4), (6), (176) 
commentator's present (82), (104) 
complement (14), (18), (35), (88), 

(91), (94), (97-98), (100), (105), 
(136), (138-139), (140), (143), 
(145), (159), (167) 

complementizer (35), (94), (158) 
completion (3), (46), (50), (56), (68), 

(74), (77-78), (111), (114), (136) 
implicit (38), (51-52), (54), (57) 
necessary (54) 
phase (37), (131), (140-141) 
point of {54-55), (143-144) 

completive (79), (144) 
completiveness (20) 
composite 

nuclei (105) 
realization (89-90), (97), (105) 

concept (22), (25-26), (29), (32), 
(39), (43),(51-52), (65), (74), 
(80), (104-105), (112), (165) 
predicative (64), (86-87), (106) 
verbal (31), (33), (35), (41),(48), 
(54), (57-58), (64), (67), (72), 
(78), (83), (85), (86), (97), (99), 
(135) 

conceptual 
dynamicity (67) 
place-holder (64), (86) 

condition (76), (122-124), (160) 
conditional (9), (76), (115), (122), 

(124-125) 
conditionality (155) 
content 

lexical (11), (28), (30), (63), 
(85-86), (91), (93), (95-97), 
(97), (128-129), (131), (156), 
(158), (162) 

continuousness (19), (72), (83), 
(102), (111), (138), (158) 

contradiction (115), (156) 
copula (86-88), (125), (128), (131) 
count (42), (99) 
countable (42), (169) 
counter-factuality (10), (131), (158) 
creole (1-2), (7-10), (22), (42), (49), 

(73), (79), (108), (165) 
Atlantic (41), (72), (95), (151) 

creolist (22) 
creolistics (22), (72) 
current 

focus (75-77) 
declarative (154), (184) 
deictic (108-109), (113), (120), 

(123) 
centre (97), (121) 
reference (109) 

deixis (108), (123) 
external (109) 

desiderative (154) 
developmental 

phase (20) 
discourse 

focus (27), (73-77), (120), (123), 
(147) 
marker (151-152) 

distinctions 
anterior/non-anterior (9), (21), 
(102), (165), (167) 
aspect (9), (135) 
aspectual (15), (68), (162) 
background/foreground (6-7), 
(70), (77) 
before/simultaneous (6), (7) 
beforeness/simultaneity (6), 
(165-166) 
bounded/unbounded (14), (18), 
(141-142), (162), (167) 
durative/punctual (8-9), (21), 
(23), (54), (67-71), (74), (77), 
(80), (83-84), (166) 
factual/hypothetical (10) 
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Indices 

figure/ground (6) 
foreground/background (6), 
(165-166) 
imperfective/perfective (1), (15), 
(102), (165), (167) 
indicative/subjuntive (116) 
modality (9) 
mood (135) 
mood/modality {118), (136), (154) 
perfect/non-perfect (141), (167) 
punctuaUnon-punctual (69) 
real/hypothetical (7) 
realis/irrealis (9), (21), (47), (102), 
(154), (165), (167) 
reality/hypotheticality (165) 
reality/imagination (6), (166) 
space/time (165) 
specific/generic (14) 
state/dynamic (42) 
state/non-state (3), (7), (8), (11), 
(21-22), (41-42), (67-72), (74), 
(77), (79-80), (82-84), (166) 
state/process (7), (150) 
stative/dynamic (16), (42 
tense (10-11), (135) 
tense/temp oral (137) 

dubitative (154) 
duration (9), (27), (37-38), (44), 

(48-50), (54-55), (68), (70), (78), 
(103-104), (143), (145) 
telic (56) 

durationless (38), (50), (103), (114) 
durative (8-9), (21), (23), (39), (49), 

(54), (67-71), (74), (77-78), (80), 
(83-84), (103), (166) 

durative/punctual 
distinction (8-9), (21), (23), (54), 
(67-71), (74), (77), (80), (83-84), 
(166) 

durativity (72) 
dynamic (15-17), (39), (42), (44-45) 
dynamicity (18), (21), (25), (28), 

(36), (38), (53), (56), (65), (67), 
(99), (166) 
eventive (62), (103) 
non-state (44) 
nucleic (12), (15), (29), (31-33), 
(35), (41), (48), (63), (72), 
(74-75), (83), (102-103), (105), 
(129), (145), (165) 
procedural (48) 
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processive (103) 
situational (29), (41), (58), (61), 
(111), (135), (142) 
state (43-44), (78) 
stative (103) 
telic (63) 
value (13-14), (29), (31), (37), 
(39-41), (48), (51), (54), 
(57-58), (60-63), (72), (82-83), 
(102-105), (112), (130), (138), 
(142), (158), (167) 

ellipsis (34), (185) 
English (1-3), (5), (8-12), (16), 

(20-22), (29), (32), (41-42), 
(46), (63-64), (67), (71), (73), 
(80-84), (86-88), (90-94), 
(96-98), (100), (103), 
(110-112), (115-119), 
(121-123), (125-126), (128), 
(130-131), (133), (136), (140), 
(144-146), (150-151), (154), 
(156-159), (161-162), 
(165-166) 

entailment 
temporal (114) 

equator (128) 
European language (10), (73), (115) 
event (1), (4), (6), (9-10), (15), (20-

21), (27-28), (33), (35), (37-41), 
(44-46), (48), (52), (60), (98), 
(109), (114), (119), (123-124), 
(142-143), (145), (166) 
past (16) 

eventive (13), (15), (31), (37), (40), 
(48-49), (51-53), (56-57), (62), 
(65), (68), (70-71), (72), (75), 
(78-80), (82-83), (102-104), 
(109), (112), (124), (135), 
(142), (161), (165), (167) 
dynamicity (62), (103) 
nucleus (38), (41), (47), (50), 
(54-55), (74), (76-77), 
(102-104), (146), (150) 

eventiveness (14), (39), (41), (47), 
(111)  

exclamative (154) 
external 

deixis (109) 
temporal constituency (122) 
time (11), (120), (135) 
time scale (108) 



Subject Index 

factual 
time (109), (115), (135) 

factual/hypothetical 
distinction (10) 

factuality (5), (10), (20), (109-110), 
(112), (115), (125), (131), (158), 
(162) 

figure/ground 
distinction (6) 

focus (12), (26-27), (59), (63), 
(73-77), (120), (123), (142), 
(147), (149), (151), (153), 
current (75-77) 
discourse (26-27), (73-77), (120), 
(123), (147) 

foreground (4), (6-7), (69-70), 
(77-79), (165-166) 

French (115), (117), (144), (173), 
(183) 

future (9), (19), (26-28), (47), (53), 
(58-59), (62), (93), (102-103), 
(107), (116-117), (119-120), 
(131), (157-158), (160-161) 
improbable (10), (115) 

Gambian 
Krio (22) 

gapping (34) 
German (31), (88), (116) 
Germanic weak preterite (117) 
gerund (98-100), (157) 
gram (63), (110) 
grammatical 

marker (117-118) 
Greek (118) 
Guyanese (72-73) 
habit (54), (75-76), (139-140), (161) 
habituality (10), (19-20), (39), (53), 

(72), (102), (111), (115), (131), 
(135), (138), (155), (160-161) 

have 
possessive (99), (146) 
periphrasis (92) 

have to 
obligational (100) 

historical present (82), (114) 
hortatory (154) 
hypothetical 

time (10), (28), (102), (109), 
(161)  

Icelandic (116) 
imperative (115), (159) 

imperfective (15), (20), (46), (52), 
(60), (63), (68), (73), (102), 
(115), (126), (128-132), (138), 
(144), (148), (150), (152) 
aspect (1), (3), (9), (18-19), 
(51), (53), (62), (81), (87), 
(103-104), (111-114), (120), 
(127), (130-131), (137), (139), 
(157) 
marker (2), (8-9), (72), (74-77), 
(82), (112), (158), (160) 

imperfective/perfective 
distinction (1), (15), (102), (165) 

imperfectivity (8), (20), (72), (76), 
(82), (102), (138), (147) 

imperfectivizer (147) 
implicit completion (38), (51-52), 

(54), (57) 
improbable 

future (10), (115) 
indicative (115-117) 
indicative/subjuntive 

distinction (116) 
Indo-European (54), (68), (95) 
inflectional gram (110) 
inflectional systems (107) 

modal (116) 
intentive (154) 
internal 

temporal constituency (109), 
(111), (113), (152) 

internal 
time (9), (48), (109), (111), 
(120), (135), (162) 

irrealis (5), (18),(20), (53), 
(101-102), (117-118), 
(124-125), (127-128), (131), 
(136-137), (165-166) 
marker (10), (154), (156), 
(158-162) 
marking (10) 
modality (20), (116) 
mood (9-10), (19-21), (47), 
(92-93), (109), (115-116), 
(119-120), (139), (155-157), 
(159), (161-162) 

irregular verbs (70) 
iteration (53) 
iterativity (19), (72), (111), (138), 

(158) 
jussive (154), (185) 
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Kikongo-Kituba (121) 
Krio (1-3), (8-11), (21), (29), (42), 

(62-64), (67), (71-75), (79-88), 
(90), (94-95), (110), (112), (115), 
(118-119), (121-123), (130), 
(133), (136), (146), (151-152), 
(154-156), (158-162), (165-166) 
Gambian (22) 
TMA phrase (77). (125), (131), 
(133), (161) 

language acquisition (69-70), (84) 
Latin (118) 
Leonenet (22) 
lexical 

content (11), (28), (30), (63), 
(85-86), (91), (93), (95-97), (97), 
(128-129), (131), (156), (158), 
(162) 
meaning (91), (93), (96), (115-
116), (118), (125) 

lexifier language (2) 
linguistic 

time (4), (7), (25), (28), (34), 
(135), (137), (165-166) 

location 
temporal (26-27), (49-50), (52), 
(55), (81), (113), (119-120) 

locus 
tense (121) 

main verb (17-18), (25), (29), (32), 
(34-36), (50), (58), (61), (86), 
(91-96), (101), (105), (107), 
(112), (117-118), (126) 
notional (100) 

markedness (8), (38), (41), (81), 
(103-104), (127), (150) 
contrast (128) 

marker (8-10), (21), (63), (72-77), 
(79), (82), (86-87), (91), (94), 
(98), (110), (112), (115), (119), 
(133), (136-137), (151-152), 
(154-162) 
grammatical (117-118) 
tense (1-2), (13), (116), 
(130-132) 
TMA (31), (64), (85), (90), (125), 

(163) 
matrix 

verb (96-97) 
meaning 

lexical (91), (93), (96), (115-116), 
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(118), (125) 
metaphor (4-5), (26) 
Middle English (117) 
modal 

adverbial (155), (161) 
adverb (157) 
auxiliary {10), (19), (21), 
(63-64), (90), (92-94), (101), 
(117-119), (136-137), (154), 
(156-158), (161-162) 
inflectional systems (116) 

modality (12), (19-21), (64), 
(107-108), (116), (118), 
(136-137), (154-162 
distinction (9) 

modals (93), (101), (117), 
(156-158) 

moment 
present (1), (26-28), (49-53), 
(63), (73-75), (77-78), (84), 
(88), (93), (109), (114-116), 
(120-123), (147), (150-151) 

moment of 
reference (2), (113), (120) 
speech (10), (26-27), (41), (49), 
(62-63), (72-74), (76-77), (81), 
(83), (87), (92), (104), (113), 
(119-124), (127), (144-147), 
(149-150) 
utterance (2), (47), (50), (76), 
(79), (92), (104), (114), 
(121-122) 

mono-phasal (44), (48), (50) 
mood (3), (5-7), (11-12), (25-26), 

(28), (33), (35-36), (61), (64), 
(86), (96), (102), (104), 
(107-108), (117-118), (125), 
(127-129), (133), (136-137), 
(143), (154), (158), (160), 
(165-166) 
distinction (135) 
irrealis (9-10), (19-21), (47), 
(92-93), (109), (115-116), 
(119-120), (139), (155-157), 
(159), (161-162) 
markers (10), (63), (115-116), 
(119), (131-132), (154-155), 
(161-162) 
realis (18), (20), (47), (87), (91), 
(109-110), (115), (119-120), 
(124), (130), (144) 



Subject Index 

mood/modality 
distinction (118), (136), (154) 

morphology 
perfect (144) 

multi-phasal (44), (49), (51), (61) 
historical present (82), (114) 
necessary 

completion (54) 
NEG marking (2), (87) 
nominal (4), (7), (14), (18), (26), 

(67), (70), (98-100), (136), (139), 
(153), (162), (167) 
arguments (96) 

non-anterior (9), (21), (49), (79), 
(93), (102), (121), (126), (128), 
(144-145), (165) 
tense (18), (122), (130), (137), 
(139), (166) 
tense marking (18), (122), (130), 
(137), (139), (166) 

non-completiveness (20) 
non-count (42), (99) 
non-duration (70) 
non-future (28), (120) 
non-obligational modals (101) 
non-past (28) 
non-perfect (141), (148), (167) 
non-punctual (9), (69), (72) 
non-state (3), (7-8), (11), (21), (23), 

(41-42), (45), (62), (67-72), (74), 
(77), (78-80), (82-84) 
dynamicity (44) 

non-stative (1-3), (8), (11), (42), 
(49), (54), (65), (67), (72-74), 
(77-84), (122), (146) 
anteriority (110) 

non-termination (144), (147) 
notional main verb (1Ò0) 
noun phrase (35-36), (41), (58), 

(142-143) 
nucleus (23), (30), (34), (43), (50), 

(95), (104), (107), (112), (127), 
(133), (139), (141), (144), (158), 
(161), (167) 
eventive (38), (41), (47), (50), (54-
55), (74), (76-77), (102-104), 
(146), (150) 
processive (13-14), (38), (41), 
(49), (52), (69), (75), (128), 
(136), (140), (146-147) 
stative (37-38), (41), (48), (54), 

(61), (71-72), (74), (79-83), 
(87), (103), (122), (128), (130), 
(132), (145-146), (150) 
telic (15), (37), (40), (47-48), 

(51), (53-54), (56), (65), 
(68), (72), (79-80), (146), 
(165) 

verbal (11), (13-14), (16-18), 
(21), (25), (28-29), (31), (33), 
(35-41), (47-49), (51-52), 
(56-58), (60-65), (72-74), (77), 
(84-86), (88-91), (93-94), 
(97-100), (102-103), (105), 
(111), (122), (130-131), (135), 
(138), (140), (142), (159-160), 
(163), (166) 

nucleic 
dynamicity (12), (15), (29), 
(31-33), (35), (41), (48), (63), 
(72), (74-75), (83), (102-103), 
(105), (129), (145), (165) 
potentiality (105) 
telicity (47-48) 
verb (18), (34-35), (44), (97-98), 
(122), (127), (131-133), (141), 
(157), (159), (161) 

obligation (19), (93), (100), (102), 
(158-160) 

obligational (97), (101-102) 
obligational 

have to (100) 
OE [Old English] (117) 
Old English (93), (98), (116-117) 
openendedness (20) 
operator (99), (101) 

verb phrase (100) 
optative (115) 
passé composé (145) 
past (1-2), (9-11), (19-20), (26-28), 

(41), (50), (55), (73-74), (76). 
(80), (88), (93), (115-116), 
(120), (148), (152), (162) 
absolute (151) 
participle (92), (99), (145), (158) 
perfective (16) 
progressive (108) 
relative (75), (77), (79), 
(113-114) 
tense (30), (71-72), (90-91), 
(111), (118), (124-125), (158) 
tense marking (30), (71-72), 
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(90-91), (111), (118), (124-125), 
(158) 

perfect (46), (74), (88), (91-94), 
(97), (99), (124), (126-127), 
(132), (137), (142), (144-154), 
(163) 
morphology (144) 

perfective (1), (15), (18), (20), (69), 
(93-94), (103), (113), (127), 
(144), (151), (153), (166) 
aspect (3), (9), (50), (83-84), 
(92), (105), (112), (114-115), 
(139), (145), (167) 

perfect/non-perfect 
distinction (141), (167) 

performative 
verb (50), (83-84), (115) 

peripheral (21), (23), (53), (64), 
(139), (158), (162-163), (167) 
modifier (66), (136), (137-138), 
(154) 

periphery (36), (64-65), (89), (117), 
(138-139), (154-155), (157-159), 
(167) 

periphrastic have (94), (99), 
(146-147) 

permission (120), (157) 
phasal development (44), (111) 
phase (17), (20), (25), (36-40), 

(42-46), (49-52), (54-55), (61), 
(112), (132), (137-139), 
(143-144), (146), (154), (163), 
(166) 
developmental (20) 
termination (47), (53), (141-142), 
(153), (162) 

phrasal 
verb (30-31), (35), (64), (89-90), 
(94), (98) 

pidgin (9) 
pidgin-speaking (9) 
pluperfect (74), (108), (124-125), 

(142), (152), (154) 
point of 

completion (54-55), (143-144) 
reference (1), (3), (26), (52), (63), 
(74), (79), (93), (99), (105), 
(120), (122-125), (140), 
(145-148), (150), (152), (156), 
(161) 

point present (10), (74) 
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Polish (114) 
portmanteau 

realization (89) 
possessive 

have (99), (146) 
possibility (19), (27), (44), (59), 

(63), (77), (79), (84), (94), 
(137), (143), (157) 

potentiality (106), (116-117), (132), 
(156) 

pragmatics (49) 
predicative 

adjectives (2)  
concept (64), (86-87), (106) 
construction (87), (89), (131) 
pseudo- (64) 

prediction (10), (19), (28), (159), 
(161)  

prepositional (31), (89), (140), 
(154), (163) 
phrase (59-60), (90), (143) 

present 
moment (1), (26-28), (49-53), 
(63), (73-75), (77-78), (84), 
(88), (93), (109), (114-116), 
(120-123), (147), (150-151) 
progressive (41), (82-84) 
relevance (80), (88), (145) 
present (16) 
subjunctive (94), (108) 
tense (26-28), (49), (53), (55), 
(82-84), (104), (115), (123-124) 
tense marking (26-28), (49), 
(53), (55), (82-84), (104), (115), 
(123-124) 

procedural development (36-39), 
(63), (136), (139-140), 
(143-144), (146), (152), (154), 
(163) _ _ 
dynamicity (48) 

process (7), (12), (14-17), (33), 
(35), (37-38), (40-41), (44-48), 
(51-63), (69), (75), (82-83), 
(91), (103-104), (140-144), 
(146), (148-151), (154), (166) 

processive (13-16), (31), (37-41), 
(48-49), (52), (53-57), (60-61), 
(65), (69), (73), (75-81), 
(83-84), (113), (128), (136), 
(140), (143), (146-147), (166) 
dynamicity (103) 



Subject Index 

nucleus (13-14), (38), (41), (49), 
(52), (69), (75), (128), (136), 
(140), (146-147) 

processiveness (14), (39), (41) 
progressive 

present (41), (82-84) 
form (3), (9), (53), (82), (128), 
(131), (151) 
morpheme (158) 

progressiveness (83) 
prototype (31) 
prototypicality (33), (41) 
pseudo-predicatives (64) 
punctual (8-9), (21), (23), (39), (45), 
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Using English and the West-African creole language 
Krio as the objects of in vestigation, this study pro
poses an analysis in which verbs and the paradigms 
pertaining to verbs are conceived of as being the 
only direct carriers of linguistic time encoding. The 
fundamental assumption is that nominals encode 
substance, be it concrete or abstract, and that ver
bals encode abstract substance with time. 

Three different layers of analysis are put for
ward: (1) the nucleic, which consists of the verbal 
carrying the meaning core of a situation; (2) the ver
bal constituency, in which we find all TMA encoding, 
that is, the tense, mood and aspect of the situation; 
and (3) the (verbal) situation, which is conceived of 
as a superordinate, maximum unit of description. 

It is argued that the dynamicity value of th e ver
bal nucleus to a large extent determines and limits 
the possible aspectual, modal and temporal inter
pretations of the situation. 
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